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Wireless networks are fraught with several significant performance and security issues for which no equivalent exists in the ‘wired’ world. Inefficiencies in medium access protocols and interference between concurrent transmissions cause serious capacity limitations. The broadcast nature of wireless medium makes it easier for malicious nodes to eavesdrop and launch various attacks that could be immune to cryptographic solutions. In our work, we study these issues and develop specific solutions. Our contributions are as follows.

First, we tackle the interference issue by using multiple channels in the medium access control (MAC) layer. This is hard because of specific synchronization/negotiation requirements and the so-called deafness problem. We address these issues via two new multichannel MAC protocols called the Extended Receiver Directed Transmission (xRDT) protocol and the Local Coordination-based Multi-channel (LCM) protocol.

Second, we show that even when wireless spectrum is not channelized a priori, splitting a given bandwidth into multiple channels is helpful in high data-rate wireless networks. This helps counter the bandwidth independent overheads in the MAC
protocols. Using a carrier sense-based protocol as a case study, we develop and evaluate an Adaptive Multichannel (AMC) protocol that performs channelization adaptively with varying traffic. We also develop software radio-based prototypes to demonstrate the realism and performance potential in such protocols.

Third, we focus our attention on the basic nature of wireless interference itself, and study how interference models that are typically considered in scheduling literature actually behave in practice. We do this work using multiple physical layer technologies, viz., IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.11 PHY layers. We show that the SINR-based physical interference model provides significantly better accuracy than the rest. We also show that while literature has considered a ’thresholded’ version of this model for scheduling studies, using the more realistic ’graded’ version can extract more capacity from the network.

Finally, we develop and evaluate a novel algorithm for detecting and removing a particularly dangerous eavesdropping attack, called the wormhole attack. Our detection and removal algorithms use only connectivity information, are completely localized, and do not use any special hardware artifact or even location information.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, with the popularity of IEEE 802.11-based Wireless LANs, interest in studying other uses of this technology has increased. Real deployments of wireless mesh networks as well as prototypical deployments of wireless sensor networks have contributed in extending this interest to multi-hop wireless networks. But while the WiFi technology has seen tremendous increase in adoption, the network capacity has not scaled proportionately. WiFi radios are now standard in all notebooks, netbooks and smart phones. WiFi connectivity is becoming available not only at homes and offices, but also in public places like coffee shops, airport lounges, book stores etc. The ubiquity of wireless networks, combined with the high-bandwidth demands of today’s internet applications which serve multimedia content, has put a huge strain on the capacity of wireless networks. Also, wireless networks are much less secure than wired networks, as an adversary can record the transmissions from a distance. Wireless networks thus, even with their ubiquity, suffer with many problems.

While the problems are manyfold, few of these problems are more important from research perspective. First, the broadcast nature of the wireless physical layer
makes concurrent transmissions hard to achieve. This deteriorates the capacity of the multi hop networks. And second, the broadcast nature of wireless physical layer also makes it easy for an adversary to launch eavesdropping attacks. This can result in an adversary compromising the security of the network. For better multi-hop support, these two issues need to be resolved. In one-hop networks, on the other hand, wireless networks have been relatively more successful. But for futuristic high-speed wireless technologies, the same medium access control (MAC) protocols cannot be directly used. The popular carrier-sense based medium access (CSMA/CA) leads to low throughput even in less-loaded scenarios when used with very high-speed wireless technologies. In this dissertation, we look at these three problems and propose techniques to solve them.

A big hurdle in success of wireless multi hop networks has been the drop in capacity due to wireless interference. In 802.11-like CSMA protocol, interference from one transmission can affect many neighboring transmissions. One transmission can cause all links within a distance from the sender-receiver nodes to shut up. This affects the capacity of the network immensely since multi hop networks strive to achieve higher capacity by trying to schedule multiple parallel transmissions simultaneously. This is also called spatial reuse. With the growing popularity of bandwidth intensive applications like multimedia streaming and VoIP, most real multi hop networks will require a lot of capacity. Thus increasing the capacity of such wireless multi hop networks is an important problem to study.

Another downside of using a broadcast medium like the wireless physical layer is that a malicious user can easily launch eavesdropping attacks and cause immense damage to the network. Thwarting such attacks are very important to keep the network in operation and secure. In a wired network, an adversary can only listen to transmissions if she is part of the network. This usually involves physical access to the network in some manner. The network access can be limited by placing physical
barriers. But in wireless networks, the broadcast nature of the physical layer means that physical barriers are not enough to restrict access. Any node in the proximity of a wireless transmission can hear it. While cryptographic techniques have been employed at upper layers to encrypt important information, such techniques are hard to be used at the physical layer. Thus, at the physical layer, wireless transmissions are open to be heard by anyone within a range. Interestingly, with enough samples, the upper layer encryptions can also be broken by an adversary by just listening to the physical layer transmissions.

While just being physically close to the transmissions are enough for breaking security in one-hop wireless networks, this may not hold true for multi-hop networks. Multi-hop networks can span a much larger area which may not be logistically possible for adversaries to cover. Thus, many transmissions can go unheard. To get over this issue, adversaries again utilize the broadcast nature of the wireless physical layer to disseminate false information in the multi-hop network. These false information usually tune the network routes such that most transmissions go through the part of the network close to the adversaries. Thus, they can hear most transmissions. While dangerous, these routing attacks rely on the adversary’s knowledge of the upper layer (MAC and network layer) protocols being used in the victim network. For such attacks, thus, proprietary protocols or MAC/network layer encryptions can be used. Recently, new attacks have been proposed which do not rely on such knowledge and can still cause a lot of damage to the operation of victim networks. Thus, this is an important research issue to explore.

Finally, since wireless radios cannot detect collisions, unlike in ethernet, wireless MAC protocols mostly avoid collisions by using collision avoidance mechanisms as used by CSMA/CA like protocols. These protocols (like IEEE 802.11) go through backoffs to randomize the order in which multiple nodes access the channel, thereby reducing chances of collisions. The backoffs comprise major
part of CSMA/CA MAC-layer overheads. They are also bandwidth-independent overheads. Thus, in high-speed networks, they can become comparable to packet transmission times. This leads to inefficiencies in performance, which can negate the performance boost obtained from high-speed physical layer technologies. It is, therefore, imperative to study and solve this issue of MAC-layer inefficiency in very high-speed wireless networks.

1.1 Research Issues

In this dissertation, we look at the above mentioned problems in the following contexts as follows.

1.1.1 Capacity Improvement in Single-hop Networks

High data rate wireless networks (1 Gbps and up) are in the horizon and several standards are in the works. However, the task of designing multiple access protocols for such networks is fraught with new challenges as the bandwidth independent overheads dominate. We show that even when such overheads are kept at a minimum, the performance of multiple access protocols can be very poor. However, performance can be improved significantly by splitting the given bandwidth into multiple channels and running the multiple access protocol independently on these channels. Taking an 802.11-like CSMA/CA protocol as an example we show via a modeling exercise how such channelization can improve performance and why it needs to be adaptive to traffic demand. We develop an Adaptive Multichannel (AMC) protocol and study its performance via simulations. Finally, we develop a ‘scaled down’ prototype implementation using the USRP/GNURadio platform to demonstrate that adaptive channelization can be practical using appropriate programmable radio hardware and has tremendous performance potential. Taking
our modeling, simulation and experimental results together, our work shows that a throughput gain of a factor of 2 is not unrealistic.

1.1.2 Capacity Improvement in Multi-hop Networks

One way to improve the capacity of multi hop wireless networks is through using different channels for conflicting links. 802.11 defines many non-interfering channels in its operating frequency band. Transmissions carried out in non-interfering bands can go on in parallel even if the sender-receiver pairs are close physically. For multihop networks, protocols using multiple channels for simultaneous transmissions have an immense potential to improve the capacity.

As mentioned earlier, IEEE 802.11 works well in one hop scenarios, but its CSMA approach is detrimental to multi hop network performance. This is because the inherent assumption about wireless interference in such CSMA protocols are usually too conservative. A well studied problem called exposed node problem is a good example to illustrate this point. Here, two senders cannot simultaneously transmit because of the way CSMA works, but it is indeed possible for them to transmit and the respective receivers to receive the packets successfully. To avoid such issues, time slotted multiple access protocols have been suggested. In such TDMA systems, a more careful scheduling of transmissions can give higher capacity. But here too, non-realistic and conservative models have been in vogue. Interference is usually assumed pairwise, such that each pair of link is denoted interfering or not. This is not realistic as a transmission’s success depends on all the active links and not just one. Also, interference is usually assumed binary – that is, interference exists or not. In reality, interference is probabilistic in nature and depends on the ratio of signal power received at receiver and the amount of interference and noise experienced at reciever at that time. A family of interference models called SINR-based models capture this realistic behavior. Using such models are a
recent research interest area which also has potential to improve the wireless multi-hop network capacity.

1.1.3 Securing Wireless Multi-hop Networks

While the interference causes capacity drop in wireless networks, its broadcast nature also facilitates malicious nodes to easily launch eavesdropping attacks. An amazingly simple but very effective eavesdropping attack called the wormhole attack has been recently proposed and studied in literature. While routing attacks rely on knowledge of victim network’s MAC or routing layer to launch the attack, wormhole attacks do not need such knowledge and can be employed even in presence of proprietary protocols or encryptions techniques. Wormhole attack utilizes the fact that wireless transmissions can always be heard at the physical layer. They capture these transmissions at one point in the network and replay them at another point and vice versa using, e.g., a long ethernet cable. This creates a seeming shortcut in the network which causes route updates such that most traffic passes through the malicious nodes. Thus the adversary can capture most packets. Being easy to deploy but very harmful, wormhole attack needs to be studied closely.

1.2 Contributions

In this work, we make five main contributions to solve the above mentioned three issues. They are as follows.

**Novel Multi channel MAC protocols** We propose two new MAC protocols – xRDT and LCM MAC – to enable multiple access in infrastructure-less wireless networks. Our first protocol, Extended Receiver Directed Transmission
protocol (xRDT) is based on a well-known single interface multichannel solution called RDT. xRDT solves the problems faced by RDT by using an additional busy tone interface and some other protocol operations. We also develop a novel single interface solution called Local Coordination-based Multichannel MAC (LCM MAC). LCM MAC performs coordinated channel negotiations and channel switching to provide good multichannel support, without the help of any time synchronization. By providing simulation results, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our protocols over two other well-known multichannel protocols – MMAC and DCA – and single channel 802.11

Multichannel MAC for High Speed Networks We make three contributions here. First, we show via analytical modeling that single channel MAC protocol is very inefficient in high data rate networks and channelization can provide the necessary improvement. Second, we develop an adaptive channelization protocol and show via simulations that just channelization is not enough for better performance; channelization also needs to be adapted with varying traffic conditions. Finally, via a ‘scaled down’ prototype implementation on GNU Radio/USRP platform, we emulate the operation of a high-speed network and show such adaptive channelization can indeed be realized in practice.

Experimental Comparison of Wireless Interference Models We perform extensive modeling and experimentation on a TelosB motes testbed using low power wireless links to compare a suite of interference models for their modeling accuracy. The suite consists of the physical interference model, as well as several common models typically considered in literature for scheduling studies, such as hop-based, range based, distance ratio-based, etc. We first
empirically build and validate the physical interference model via a packet reception rate vs. SINR relationship using a measurement driven method. We then similarly instantiate the other models, and compare their modeling accuracies on the testbed using transmission scheduling experiments. The experiments are very comprehensive, covering 13,000 sets of links for evaluation on our 20 node testbed. We observe that the physical interference model is significantly more accurate than the other models considered for evaluation. We then look closely into the physical interference model itself, and consider its two incarnations – ‘thresholded’ (overly conservative, but typically considered in literature) and ‘graded’ (more realistic). We show via solving the one shot scheduling problem, that the graded version can improve ‘expected throughput’ over the thresholded version by scheduling imperfect links.

Physical Interference Modeling on Commodity WiFi Radios In this work, we use commodity WiFi hardware (specifically, 802.11a) for a comprehensive study on interference modeling for transmission scheduling on a mesh setup. We focus on the well-known physical interference model for its realism. We empirically build the physical interference model via a packet reception rate vs. SINR relationship using a measurement driven method. We propose use of the “graded” version of the model where feasibility of a link is probabilistic, as opposed to using the more traditional “thresholded” version, where feasibility is binary. We show experimentally that the graded model is significantly more accurate (80 percentile error 0.2 vs. 0.55 for thresholded model). However, the graded model has never been considered in algorithmic studies on transmission scheduling. Carrying on further, we develop transmission scheduling experiments using greedy scheduling algorithms for the evacuation model for both interference models. We also develop similar experiments for optimal scheduling performance for the simplified one-shot
scheduling. The scheduling experiments demonstrate clearly superior performance for the graded model, often by a factor of 2.

**Detecting Wormhole Attacks** We propose a novel algorithm for detecting and removing *wormhole attacks* in wireless multi-hop networks. The algorithm uses only connectivity information to look for forbidden substructures in the connectivity graph. The proposed approach is completely localized and, unlike many techniques proposed in literature, does not use any special hardware artifact or location information, making the technique universally applicable. The algorithm is independent of wireless communication models. However, knowledge of the model and node distribution helps estimate a parameter used in the algorithm. We also extend the detection algorithm for removing wormhole link from the network. We present simulation results for three different communication models and two different node distributions, and show that the detection algorithm is able to detect wormhole attacks with a 100% detection and 0% false alarm probabilities whenever the network is connected with high probability. Even for very low density networks where chances of disconnection is very high, the detection probability remains very high. Simulation results for removal show a 100% removal probability with very less penalty even for highly random scenarios.

In the end, we note that the research issues explored in this dissertation emanate from problems due to the broadcast nature of the wireless physical layer. Some of our solutions, interestingly, also exploit the same broadcast nature for improving the state of the art.
1.3 Outline

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Use of multiple channels as well as other form of diversities in wireless multi hop MAC protocols is discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents our work on comparing various interference models used in the literature while our study of SINR-based interference models for commodity wifi radios is presented in the chapter 4. In chapter 5, problems with using CSMA/CA MAC in high-speed wireless networks and our proposed solutions are discussed. In chapter 6, our novel algorithm for detecting and removing wormhole attacks is presented and we conclude this dissertation in chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Multi-Channel Protocols for Wireless Networks

2.1 Introduction

Use of multiple frequency channels offers tremendous potential to improve the capacity of a wireless network. This potential has been recognized in existing standards, such as the IEEE 802.11 [36], that can operate on multiple orthogonal channels. Using multiple frequency channels enables conflict-free transmissions in a physical neighborhood so long as pairs of transmitters and receivers can tune to different non-conflicting channels. However, the problem of efficient use of multiple channels to utilize the raw additional capacity is non-trivial for wireless ad hoc or mesh networks.

The research community has been addressing the multichannel question using two very different approaches. The first is a static approach based on topology control. Here, multiple radio interfaces are used on a node and the emphasis is on assigning frequency channels to these radio interfaces such that two nodes that
communicate directly in the resulting topology have at least one channel in common. As this approach is necessarily static, the approach is often graph-theoretic and is based on models of interference or protocol behavior, and assumptions on average traffic. The papers in literature using this approach pose the problem as essentially an optimization problem [11, 88, 89], [69], [14], [59].

The other approach is more dynamic. It relies on the capability of the radio interface to switch channels on the fly with negligible delay. Here, multiple channels can be utilized even with a single radio interface. Generally speaking, this approach can provide a significant performance benefit over a purely static approach (on a per-interface basis) as it can potentially utilize instantaneous traffic or interference information.

Our goal in this work is to develop new MAC protocols for ad hoc networks that use such dynamic approaches. We develop two new MAC protocols. The first protocol, called extended receiver directed transmission (xRDT), uses one packet interface and one busy tone interface. Note that we differentiate between a packet interface and a tone interface to contrast our approach with similar approaches that use a separate control channel and thus two packet interfaces (see, for example, the DCA protocol [97]). Tone interfaces are much simpler to implement than packet interfaces. The second protocol, called local coordination-based multichannel (LCM) MAC, only uses a single packet interface. We show, via extensive ns-2 simulations, that these two protocols significantly outperform similar protocols that appeared in literature recently.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the following section similar multichannel approaches in literature are reviewed to provide a context for our work. In Section III the simple receiver directed scheme is described and its problems analyzed. In Section IV, protocol operations are developed to address these
problems. This constitutes the xRDT protocol. In Section V, the LCM MAC protocol is developed. In Section VI, ns2 simulation results are presented with realistic traffic scenarios and network models. We finally conclude the work in Section VII.

2.2 Background and Related Works

There have been several works on developing new MAC protocols that use multiple channels. We review them in this section to provide a context for our work.

2.2.1 Dynamic Approaches

Approaches based on frequent channel switching are reviewed in this section.

In [17] the authors proposed Slotted Seeded Channel Hopping (SSCH), a link-layer protocol that uses unmodified 802.11 MAC layer. Each node in SSCH switches channels at slot-boundaries in a pseudo-random sequence such that channels for neighboring nodes overlap in time periodically. SSCH requires time synchronization to implement slotting. Also, to be effective, SSCH must adapt its schedule continuously so that frequently communicating nodes overlap in channels often.

In [105] the authors proposed the Multichannel MAC (MMAC) protocol which is loosely based on the 802.11 power-saving mechanism [36]. MMAC considers time slotted into beacon periods of 100ms which are again sub-divided into ATIM window of 20ms and data window of 80ms.¹ Nodes tune to a common default channel during the ATIM window and perform negotiations for data transmission and channel selection for the data window. Senders pick receivers to negotiate with based on the number of packets for each receiver in their interface queue. Nodes switch to their respective selected channels when data window starts. In some sense,

¹These possibly could be adapted; but no such protocol exists.
MMAC partitions the network into $N$ sets of nodes during the data phase, where $N$ is the number of channels. The ATIM window serves as a phase for a node to make the best possible decision on which set it should join.

Both MMAC and SSCH require network-wide time synchronization to work. They also constraint the nodes to switch channels only at slot boundaries. Thus, they both cannot utilize channel diversity to the maximum extent as they need to stay in a specific channel for fixed periods of time.

One of the earliest works to utilize dynamic channel switching was the Receiver Directed Transmission (RDT) protocol [102]. In RDT, each node selects a quiescent channel which it always listens to when idle. Any transmitter must switch to the receiver’s quiescent channel to transmit. We describe RDT in detail in the next section as one of our approaches (xRDT) is based on the RDT paradigm.

The Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA) protocol [97], unlike the solutions described above, utilizes two packet interfaces. It employs one of the interfaces as a control interface, which is always tuned to a control channel (common to all nodes). This interface allows senders to do a three-way negotiation with the receivers to decide on a channel to be used for data transmission. The selected channel is then used by the other interface to transmit/receive data packet. As one interface is dedicated to the control channel – every node in DCA is informed of channel usage in its neighborhood and thus can make better decisions while negotiating.

However, DCA uses an extra resource – the control interface. Additionally, the right bandwidth for the control channel is traffic dependent. Wide control channel may result in wastage of precious bandwidth, while narrow control channel may become a bottleneck, resulting in wastage of data channel bandwidth.

We also note here that similar protocols were developed in the past, that split one single channel into multiple subchannels and use only a subchannel for communication [51]. However, the issue, there, was to reduce the overhead of contention.
2.2.2 Static, Multi-radio Approaches

There has been a body of work recently that look at the multi-channel protocols from a different angle. Here, the interest is in using legacy 802.11 protocol with COTS radios – that cannot perform fast channel switching – in multichannel environments. The basic idea is to use multiple radio interfaces assigned (statically, or dynamically – but at a slow time scale) to different channels on each node so that many channels can be used concurrently. However, the channel assignment must be done in a way that interference is minimized. There are several papers in literature that take this broad approach [89], [88], [11], [69], [14], [59]. While such solutions are amenable to implementation with legacy hardware, the static nature of the solutions limit their effectiveness.

2.2.3 Other Related Work

Several other works are also worthy of mention here like the Hop Reservation Multiple Access (HRMA) [110] and Receiver-initiated Channel-hopping with Dual Polling [114] which have been proposed for use with frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) wireless cards.

Also, [62] where multiple radios are used such that some of them have static channel assignment and the rest do dynamic channel switching. Asymptotic capacity models for multichannel networks with multiple interfaces per node were developed in [61].
2.3 Receiver Directed Transmission and Performance Issues

In this section, we will develop an understanding of the issues involved in multichannel operations by revisiting the receiver directed transmission (RDT) approach [102]. RDT uses a clever approach which requires neither a separate control channel nor any form of time synchronized channel access. One of our approaches is based on RDT. However, a straightforward use of RDT with 802.11 MAC results poses some serious problems. Our goal in this section is to describe these issues. We start with describing the RDT approach in detail first.

In RDT, every node is assumed to have a single interface. Every node also selects (or is assigned) a “well-known” quiescent channel for itself. This is the channel the node always listens to when idle. To transmit a packet, a transmitter switches its interface to the quiescent channel of the intended receiver and then transmits using a regular single channel MAC protocol such as 802.11 (with RTS/CTS etc). Following a successful transfer, the sender switches its interface back to its quiescent channel. The protocol assumes that the quiescent channel selection and distribution of this information to the neighboring nodes are done via a separate mechanism. This simplifies the approach greatly in the sense that it is no longer needed that a communicating pair of nodes negotiate a channel beforehand. The receiving channel is always known to the transmitter.

2.3.1 Multichannel Hidden Terminal Problem

The above scheme presents a new form of the well-known hidden terminal problem [112]. Similar problems were also observed in [105] in a slightly different context. When a transmitter $A$, for data transmission, switches its interface from its
quiescent channel \( p \) to the receiver \( B \)’s quiescent channel \( q \), it has no prior information about \( q \)’s state (i.e., currently ongoing transmissions). For example, there could be another node \( C \) in the neighborhood in the same channel \( q \) that might be receiving data from a node \( D \) that is hidden from \( A \). In case \( A \) transmits an RTS for \( B \), it will result in a collision at \( C \).

Note that 802.11 [36] solves the single channel equivalent of this hidden terminal problem by using a virtual carrier sensing mechanism. Senders send RTS and receivers send CTS before a DATA/ACK exchange. Any neighboring node hearing RTS or CTS, will set its NAV (network allocation vector) until the end time of ACK transmission. Any node with NAV set remains silent. This ensures that collisions does not happen. For example, \( A \) would not have sent RTS to \( B \) in the above example as it would have set its NAV for \( D \) to \( C \) transmission.

However, the virtual carrier sensing mechanism is not sufficient to prevent collisions in multichannel environment where only a single interface is used. This is because the control packets now could be sent in different channels and one interface can only work on one channel at a time. Also note that a simple solution to this problem would be for \( A \) to wait for the longest packet transmission time before attempting transmission after switching channel. But this is clearly inefficient.

### 2.3.2 Deafness Problem

A second problem, called deafness, arises because an intended receiver may currently be in transmit mode, transmitting in the quiescent channel of a third node. This will cause the transmission attempt to fail as the receiver will not respond; it is deaf as it is not tuned to its quiescent channel at this time. In 802.11, this means that the transmission will be retried – after a backoff, that increases exponentially after multiple such failures, suspecting congestion. This wastes network resources and causes unfairness. Also, it is indeed possible that the receiver comes back to its
quiescent channel when its current packet transmission is over; however, the transmitter remains in the backoff unaware of this event, waiting for the backoff timer to expire. By the time the latter indeed attempts the next retry, the receiver could have switched to another channel for transmission.

Our simulations (not described here due to lack of space) indicate that such situations occur frequently enough at high load causing throughput to decrease. Note that the packet could be dropped after multiple retries when the retry limit has been exceeded. This usually will have terrible consequences with upper layer routing protocols, which might suspect a link breakage and start new route computations, usually a high overhead operation.

Similar deafness problems have been noted before in the context of directional antennas [31]. Similar situation happens in the basic 802.11 protocol as well, but one additional hop away. This situation has been referred to as information asymmetry in literature [115] and is one cause of fairness problems in 802.11.

We develop two protocols to eradicate the effects of the problem mentioned in this section. The first protocol, xRDT, tries to solve the problems using extra resources but using the same framework as the RDT approach. The second protocol, LCM-MAC, instead prevents the above mentioned problems from occurring, by using a novel technique of channel negotiation based on local coordinations. We describe these approaches and their relative merits in the following sections.
2.4 xRDT: Extended Receiver Directed Transmission Scheme

xRDT adds two mechanisms to RDT to address the multichannel hidden terminal and deafness problems. They are described below. For the purpose of explaining this protocol assume that the quiescent channel advertisement is done by a separate mechanism. Thus, every transmitter knows the receiver’s quiescent channel. The quiescent channel assignment process is explained separately.

2.4.1 Addressing Multichannel Hidden Terminal

One solution of the hidden terminal problem is to implement a “channel memory” that helps propagate the channel state to a potential transmitter at all times. An easy and well-known way to implement “channel memory” is by using busy tones [112] [35] [119]. Busy tones are single frequency tones used for signaling. The advantage of using busy tones relative to using a separate control channel is that the issue of determining the right bandwidth to allocate for the control channel does not arise. Also, the channel gain for both the data channel and the busy tone channel (or, the control channel for that matter) must be the same for the techniques to operate correctly. This means frequencies must be close – closer than the coherence bandwidth of the data channel. This is relatively easier to do for a single frequency tone. In addition, hardware requirement is simpler as only a tone interface is needed instead of a packet interface.

We assume that there is a different tone channel $b_c$ for each data channel $c$. However, one single tone interface is sufficient. A receiver, when receiving a data packet on channel $c$ turns on the tone in corresponding busy tone channel $b_c$. This enables a potential transmitter that has just come to channel $c$ to learn about any
receiver in the neighborhood by sensing on the busy tone channel \( b_c \). If the busy tone channel is indeed found busy, a transmitter would defer its transmission on the data channel. This deferment is designed exactly similar to the collision avoidance mechanism in 802.11 [36] that uses a variation of the \( p \)-persistent protocol [57]. For brevity, this mechanism is not discussed here.

Note that use of the busy tone prevents any collision of data packets.

2.4.2 Addressing Deafness

There are simple solutions to deafness; but they all require additional resources. For example, note that deafness arises because a radio interface is half-duplex. So, in transmit mode it is deaf to any reception. So, if two interfaces are used, one for transmission and the other for reception [62], the problem is solved trivially. In this work, we take an approach that simply softens the impact of deafness instead of completely eliminating it.

Recall from Section III that a receiver might return back to its quiescent channel while the transmitter is still in backoff. A notification that a potential receiver is available to receive data can preempt this backoff and ready the transmitter to transmit immediately following. One way to achieve this would be for the “deaf” nodes to broadcast a \textit{Data Transmission Complete} or DTC notification message in its own quiescent channel. This will ensure that all potential transmitters (who may be in backoff) come to know of the receiver’s availability. They now can break out from backoff and start the transmission process. A contention resolution is necessary to resolve between multiple such transmitters. This can be done simply by following the contention resolution scheme in 802.11 [36].

Notice that DTC does not prevent deafness from occurring — transmitters will still send RTS to deaf receivers — but it will alleviate it by capitalizing on the fact that the deaf node will return to its quiescent channel before switching to another
channel for transmission. This small window of opportunity is utilized by making the deaf receiver send the DTC to “wake up” the backed off transmitters.

2.4.3 Complete Protocol Description

Briefly, the Extended RDT (xRDT) protocol is the same as RDT, except that now (i) there is a receiver busy tone on the appropriate busy tone channel, and (ii) a DTC message after the data transfer is over in the quiescent channel. The details follow.

2.4.3.1 Start of Transfer

In xRDT, every node listens to its quiescent channel when idle. A transmitter $A$ switches channel to the receiver $B$’s quiescent channel $q$. Then it senses carrier on both $q$ and the busy tone channel $b_q$ using the two interfaces. If any channel is found busy, it uses a contention mechanism similar to 802.11, which we do not describe for brevity. When the channels are found idle (after the appropriate contention resolution, if any), $A$ sends RTS to $B$ on channel $q$. $B$ after receiving RTS turns on busy tone for $b_q$. The busy tone works as an implicit acknowledgment for the RTS. On hearing the busy tone, $A$ transmits DATA to $B$. When DATA transmission is complete, $B$ turns off the busy tone. Then again, after an appropriate interframe spacing, busy tone is turned on briefly as an acknowledgment. This stays for a normal ACK packet duration. The setting of the interframe spacing guarantees that no other transmission in the vicinity can start in the interim. Absence of this busy tone-based acknowledgment signals the transmitter that retransmission is necessary. The retransmission is tried after a backoff. This backoff again is similar to 802.11.
2.4.3.2 End of Transfer

After the transfer is complete, A switches back to its own quiescent channel (say, \( p \)). After proper interframe spacing, it broadcasts a DTC message in this channel if the channel is idle (both \( p \) and \( b_p \)). Channel sensing eliminates the possibility of DTC collision. If channel is sensed busy DTC transmission is deferred till channel becomes idle. If DTC is indeed sent, any other node \( C \) waiting for \( A \) in channel \( p \) cancels its current backoff timer, erases all backoff and contention window related states, and acts as if it is attempting to transmit a fresh packet.

2.4.3.3 Next Transfer

If \( A \) also has another packet to transmit, it prepares to transmit that packet right after transmitting the DTC for the previous transmission. This means again – as in 802.11 – setting the contention window to the minimum value and picking a random backoff time. \( A \) transmits – after switching to the receiver’s quiescent channel – if its backoff expires earlier than \( C \)’s. Else, \( C \) transmits to receiver \( A \). If this is the case, when \( C \) to \( A \) transfer is complete, \( A \) again attempts to transmit its packet after completing its remaining backoff time.

2.4.4 Selection of Quiescent Channel

A good quiescent channel selection for all nodes is required for maximizing parallelism in the network. When the traffic profile generated by each node is similar, selection of a good quiescent channel become equivalent to finding a solution to the max k-cut problem in the \( G^2 \) connectivity graph of the network (each 2-hop neighbors have an edge in \( G^2 \)). Any of the approximation algorithms [32] existing in the literature can be used to do the channel assignment in that case.

In case, the traffic profile changes dynamically, we propose a periodic channel
selection mechanism using channel load as a criterion. A node measures the load on all channels by snooping on other channels during its idle time. Traffic directed towards itself is discounted when calculating load on its current quiescent channel, $q$. If load on the least loaded channel, $l$, is lower than the load on $q$, $l$ is chosen as the new quiescent channel. To avoid oscillations, the difference is mandated to be above a threshold for any change to take place.

2.5 Local Coordination-based Multichannel (LCM) MAC

The receiver directed approach described before suffers from a limitation. It requires an additional busy tone interface which is hard to engineer because of the requirement that channel gains for the busy tone channels and corresponding data channels need to be the same. Eliminating the busy tones is not an option as they serve as a mechanism to solve the multichannel hidden terminal problem.

In this section, we develop an alternative approach called LCM-MAC where busy tones are not used and each node is required to have only one interface. The neighboring nodes go through local coordinations to generate transmission schedules. A transmission schedule consists of a period when only control packets are transmitted (also called control window) followed by a period when only data packets are transmitted (a data window). LCM, essentially, is a two stage protocol, such that:

- All control packets are transmitted in the same channel during the control window. All nodes in a neighborhood are tuned to this same channel at this time.

- All data packets are transmitted concurrently in different channels in the data
The first stage helps ensure that nodes become aware of transmissions in the neighborhood (this avoids the Multichannel Hidden Terminal problem as well as the Deafness problem). Data packets are transmitted concurrently at different channels to exploit parallelism.

The common channel used in the control window is called the default channel. Unlike the quiescent channel in xRDT, the default channel in this case is common to all nodes. The default channel is used as a control channel during the control window and as a data channel during the data window.

The key idea in LCM protocol is to setup transmission schedules without the use of any time synchronization. Senders use a contention resolution mechanism similar to 802.11 to gain access to the default channel during the control window. A sender then negotiates a channel to be used during the data window with the intended receiver. Once the negotiation is over, it releases the channel to let other senders contend for its access.

When control window gets over, the communicating nodes switch to their respective selected channels and exchange DATA and ACK. This constitutes the data window. After data window is complete, all these nodes switch back to the default channel for another round of negotiations. The time line showed in Figure 2.1 illustrates the scenario, when all the nodes are in the same radio neighborhood.

The protocol is similar in detail to the MACA-P [10] protocol and the POWMAC [76] protocol for transmit power control. LCM also has some similarities with the MMAC [105] protocol in channel negotiations. However, MMAC follows a rigid schedule and the negotiations are for long term. Thus, its benefit is limited by traffic conditions. MMAC also requires tight time synchronization for the protocol to work whereas LCM has no such requirements.

We now describe the protocol operation in detail.
2.5.1 Detailed Protocol Operation

In this section, we try to detail the methodology used for setting up a schedule without global synchronization. We also talk about how negotiations are performed during the control window and how channels are selected to avoid conflicts during the data window. Later, we talk about the limitations of the protocol and how to overcome them.

2.5.1.1 Control Window Operation

Any node unaware of a control/data window schedule can propose a schedule. Otherwise, it follows a schedule it already knows. When a node has a packet to send and is unaware of any schedule, it transmits an RTS (as in 802.11) in the default channel with a proposed schedule. This node is called a master node. The schedule can be defined by two additional fields in the RTS packet: (i) time left for data window to start (control window duration) and (ii) the data window duration. A RTS packet also contains a list of free channels at the sender for transmission during the data window. We use a concept of Multichannel NAV for this purpose. This is the
same as NAV used in 802.11, except that now NAV is a vector with one element for each channel. If the NAV for a particular channel is set, then that channel is deemed busy otherwise, it is free.

If $n$ is the number of channels, then only $n$ negotiations are possible in a neighborhood in the control window - as it will exhaust the list of channels for data communication. Thus, if $T_{neg}$ is the time needed for a successful negotiation (explained next), then control window duration is set to $n$ times $T_{neg}$. But, in case the master node has heard only $k$ ($<n$) negotiations in the last control window, it sets the control window size to $(k+1)$ times $T_{neg}$. The data window size is set to the time needed for DATA-ACK exchange with the proper interframe spacings.

On receiving RTS, the receiver can accept the schedule by replying with a CTS. The CTS also contains a channel id selected from the channel list in RTS. This selected channel is one of the free channels at both sender and receiver’s positions. The CTS also contains the schedule information.

When sender receives a CTS, it transmits another packet called RES (for reserve) containing the schedule and the selected channel id. RES is needed to allow all neighbors of the transmitter to be aware of the channel to be used for communication. Any node hearing a CTS or RES packet will set its Multichannel NAV for the channel whose id is included in the packet for an appropriate duration of time (end of data window). All such nodes also note the schedule mentioned in the packet and follow that schedule unless they have already been following another schedule. Thus the schedule is propagated to all the nodes in the one-hop neighborhood of the sender and the receiver.

In case, the receiver could not find a common free channel from the channel list in the RTS, it replies with a channel id value of -1 in the CTS to signal the sender to retry in the next schedule. The sender will not respond with RES to such a CTS message. Any neighboring node hearing such a CTS will ignore it.
2.5.1.2 Data Window Operation

After a successful RTS and CTS exchange, the transmitter-receiver pair has now agreed on the channel to be used and all potential interferers have set their NAVs for this channel to allow this transmission to proceed without conflict. Other nodes who overheard the CTS/RES packets are now free to start their own negotiations (using RTS/CTS/RES exchange) as long as they can finish the negotiation within the control window and their data transmission takes time less than or equal to the data window length mentioned in the schedule. At the end of control window the transmitter-receiver pairs switch to their selected channels. This starts the data window. DATA and ACK are transmitted in the selected channel. At the end of the data window, the transmitter-receiver pairs return to the default channel implicitly signaling the start of another control window.

The nodes who heard a schedule in the control window but are not participating in data transmissions, remain in the default channel during the data window. They are not allowed to communicate during this time.

2.5.1.3 Similarities With 802.11

The other details of the protocol are similar to 802.11. For example, it follows the identical interframe spacings and collision avoidance strategies by using physical carrier sense and backoff before transmitting an RTS. If there is no CTS in response to an RTS, RTS is retransmitted with an increased backoff exactly similar to 802.11. This covers for the case where there is an RTS collision because of a significant load. If the backoff gets over in the same control window the RTS is retransmitted, while if it gets over during the data window the node waits for control window to start again.
2.5.1.4 Adapting Schedules

Consider the scenario in Figure 2.2, node $D$ sends RTS to node $C$ setting up a schedule which node $C$ accepts by sending a CTS. This CTS is heard by node $B$ and it also starts following that schedule. Now, if node $A$, hidden from $C$ and $D$, sends an RTS to $B$, it may propose a different schedule. The protocol dictates that $B$ has to follow $C$’s schedule. Thus, it cannot reply to $A$. However, in some cases, with some additional protocol operations the schedule can be adapted.

To explain this we come back to the notion of master node. A master node is one that proposes a new schedule in its RTS. Thus, in Figure 2.2, $D$ could be the master node, or it could have itself heard a schedule from some other node in its neighborhood and might be following that schedule. We can say the same for node $A$. If node $A$ is not a master node, then it is impossible for the $A-B$ communication to go on at this time as they both are following different schedules and they cannot violate them. But, in case $A$ is a master node, $B$ can actually reply proposing a change in $A$’s schedule to match its own. Because $A$ is a master node, it can very well accommodate its schedule to facilitate its data transfer to $B$. 

Figure 2.2. Example demonstrating how schedules can be adapted in the LCM MAC protocol and the use of the inflexible bit.
To achieve this, we introduce an *inflexible bit* field in RTS. The inflexible bit is set to zero if the sender of RTS can change its schedule if needed (i.e., it is a master node). On receiving the RTS with inflexible bit set to zero, $B$ can send a CTS with a changed schedule to match its own. On receiving it, $A$ would send a RES with the changed schedule. Note that because neighboring nodes are not meant to follow schedules proposed in RTS, but only in CTS and RES, changing schedules in this manner does not affect any neighborhood node.

### 2.5.1.5 Improving Efficiency

The constraint in LCM MAC that all nodes in a neighborhood tune to the default channel during control window solves almost all the problems associated with multichannel operations. But, this also leads to an inefficiency – all the non-default channels remain idle during the control window, resulting in a considerable loss of bandwidth. The control window constraint cannot be relaxed as it can lead to more inefficiency in the form of collisions due to hidden terminals and drops due to deafness.

We counter this inefficiency by letting senders transmit a maximum of $k$ (>1) DATA packets to the receivers per negotiation; or in effect, increasing the data window duration by a factor of $k$. This amortizes the loss of bandwidth during the control window over a number of data transmissions. But it is not clear what should be the value of $k$. For example, if the size of data window is too large, many senders might run out of packets to send to the respective receivers – resulting in more wastage of bandwidth. If the data window duration is too short, the protocol may still remain inefficient.

We propose a way to adapt the data window duration by doing the following. For every node, if $d$ is the intended receiver for the next packet in the outgoing interface queue, then the node counts the number of packets in the queue that have
as the next hop. This information is included by all nodes in their CTS and RES packets for the neighbors to learn about their future transmission requirements. Thus, at the start of the next control window, all nodes have information about the requirements of other neighboring nodes. A master node can then take an average of these values (or use some other heuristic) to come up with a reasonable \( k \) to be used in current schedule. To eliminate outliers, we also constraint \( k \) to be within \( n \) where \( n \) is the number of channels.

When data window starts, a sender, after sending the current DATA packet can proceed to transmit the next one only if: a) it receives an ACK for the current DATA packet and b) the time left for data window to end is greater than the time required for another DATA/ACK exchange.

### 2.5.1.6 Question of Starvation

It is possible that some nodes suffer periods of starvation. To see this, consider Figure 2.2 again. It is possible that \( A \) is inflexible, and thus \( A \) to \( B \) transfer cannot proceed with the current control and data window for \( B \). In that case, \( A \) simply has to continue trying in its next control window. It is possible that \( B \) again follows a schedule set by another node hidden from \( A \). In such similar cases \( B \) can starve – as it is not able to receive packets intended for it. As the average route length increases in the network, the probability of more than one schedule operating in the network increases. This, as a result, could cause more starvation. However, because each transmission starts with a contention period that uses randomization, it is unlikely that a single node will suffer for a long time.

For our implementation, we used an ad-hoc approach to alleviate the problem. Whenever a node suffers long periods of starvation, it disrupts a negotiation which is imposing a second schedule on it by causing a control packet collision. For example, after hearing a CTS from \( C \) (intended for \( D \)), \( B \) can cause a collision at
2.6 Simulation-Based Performance Evaluation

We evaluate xRDT and LCM MAC and compare them against two known multi-channel protocols, DCA and MMAC, using the ns2 simulator with CMU wireless extensions [71]. The simulations were performed for two scenarios with varying density of nodes. Following common parameters were used in each experiment,
most of them being \textit{ns2} defaults. The transmission range of each node was set to 250m, the carrier sense range to 500m and the bit rate of each channel to 1 Mbps. The wireless propagation model used was Two Ray Ground. Number of nodes in each scenario was 100 while the number of flows was 50. Each flow consisted of constant bit rate (CBR) traffic generated at the source node with data packet size of 1000 bytes. The data packet generation rate for each flow was varied to vary the load in the network and simulations were done for different number of channels. Static routing was used with routes computed at the start of the simulation. Each simulation is performed long enough for the output statistics to stabilize. Each data point in the plots is an average of five runs where each run used a different randomly generated topology.

We simulated five protocols xRDT, LCM MAC, DCA, MMAC and IEEE 802.11. For DCA, if there were \( n \) channels available, then 1 channel was designated as the control channel and the rest \( n - 1 \) were used as data channels. For MMAC, the specified values in [105] of 80ms for data window and 20ms for the ATIM window were used. Two 100 node network scenarios – with varying density – were simulated. The first (second) scenario was created by randomly placing 100 nodes in a 500m \( \times \) 500m (1000m \( \times \) 1000m) area. 6 and 13 channel results are presented in Figures 2.3, 2.4 and for the two scenarios. We can make the following observations from these performance plots.

The two-interface protocols usually perform better than the single-interface protocols. xRDT provides much superior performance among all protocols. DCA is a close second, except at high loads. Also, DCA’s performance suffers for 13 channel experiments, likely because of the control channel becoming a bottleneck resulting in wastage of data channel bandwidth. Note that both xRDT and DCA use two interfaces, although the second interface in xRDT is a much simpler busy tone interface. So, it is fair to compare them together.
Figure 2.4. Throughout vs. load in ns2 simulations with 1Mbps channels, 100 nodes in a 1000m × 1000m area.

LCM MAC performs better than (or equal to) MMAC at all times, although LCM is much better in the 500×500 scenario. The degradation in 1000×1000 scenario is probably due to starvation problem as mentioned in section 2.5.1.6. Also note that MMAC’s performance is not good at low loads. This is due to the large data window size. At low loads senders run out of packets to send to the receivers present in their current channel. As they cannot change channel until the end of data window, this results in wastage of bandwidth. Once again, note that both these protocols use one interface; so it is fair to compare them together. LCM MAC also
Another goal of our work was to show the kind of performance benefits that can be derived from use of multiple channels in wireless networks. For this, we plotted the average saturation throughput of xRDT and LCM MAC in figure 2.5 with varying number of channels ($n$) and compared them against 802.11. Even though change in number of channels would not affect 802.11 as it is a single channel protocol, we plot 802.11 for different number of channels for ease of comparison. The earlier mentioned scenario with 100 nodes in $500 \times 500$ area was used for this plot.

From Figure 2.5 it is clear that xRDT gives more than $n$ times better capacity than 802.11. We attribute the benefit to two factors. Firstly, due to the receiver directed transmission paradigm, xRDT does not face problems related to control channels like those faced by other protocols. It does not waste any bandwidth during control window periods, unlike MMAC and LCM MAC, neither does it face control channel bottleneck issues, unlike DCA. Secondly, due to lesser contention per channel and lesser control packet overheads, xRDT’s per-channel performance comes out to better than 802.11. It should also be noted that xRDT’s saturation
throughput increases proportional to the increase in channels.

LCM MAC also gives substantial improvement over 802.11, nearing \( n \) times for the 3 and 6 channel experiments. But, the saturation throughput does not increase proportionately for 13 channels. This can be attributed to the earlier mentioned problem about loss of bandwidth during the control window (Section 2.5.1.5). In fact, the loss of bandwidth is \( O(n^2) \) as it is proportional to the product of number of non-default channels \((n - 1)\) and control window size, and control window size is itself proportional to \( n \).

2.7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented two multichannel MAC protocols – xRDT with a packet and a busy tone interface, and LCM MAC, with just one interface. Simulation results reaffirm our belief that the receiver directed paradigm has more potential than both control channel based and time-synchronization based protocols. In addition, our asynchronous single interface solution LCM MAC gives performance benefits at par with synchronization based protocols.

Our future work will involve implementing and testing the studied protocols in real wireless testbeds. We will also develop efficient broadcast mechanisms, as broadcast is a useful operation in multihop networks. At this time, the broadcast must be done individually in each channel. Quiescent channel advertisement can be handled in a similar manner. Many more intelligent approaches are possible to solve the starvation problem in LCM MAC and our ad-hoc solution only serves as an incentive to do so. Channel switching time has been ignored in our work as in similar works in literature. However, this presents a practical issue, and we intend to study it in a real implementation.
Chapter 3

Experimental Comparison of Wireless Interference Models

3.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network researchers have traditionally assumed sporadic, low rate communications between sensor network nodes. But interest has grown recently in studying high rate sensor network scenarios [1]. E.g., when aggregating sensor data, while the data rate may be low at source, the network may be quite busy near the sink where nodes multiplex many flows. Also, some sensor nodes may be idle for most of times, but can be very active momentarily when an event happens or a target needs to be tracked, for example. Such scenarios need high data rate communication between nodes. Interference between simultaneously transmitting nodes is the single biggest factor that hampers wireless capacity. Thus, practical approaches for modeling interference on wireless links are critical for understanding wireless network behavior. Fundamentally, the MAC layer protocol must be able to schedule transmissions on links in an interference-free fashion. There are several
interference models that have been considered in the literature and used in transmission scheduling studies. They vary from oversimplified range-based models to fairly realistic SINR-based physical models [46]. The general research approach in most cases has been to carefully balance the modeling realism with a specific research goal, e.g., achieving a performance bound (in algorithmic studies) or making a practically viable implementation (in testbed studies). However, there is a general lack of understanding of the accuracy of various interference models, or how much a less accurate model hurts in transmission scheduling, or whether the SINR-based model can be made 100% accurate in a practical setting. Our work addresses this gap by developing a practical, measurement-driven methodology. To the best of our knowledge our work is the first systematic experimental comparison study of wireless interference models from the point of view of TDMA transmission scheduling.

Our general approach is as follows. For the purpose of concreteness in evaluation, we choose TDMA transmission scheduling [77, 94, 116] as the MAC layer model. We specifically target motes and 802.15.4-based low-power sensor networks. We do expect that the general experimental methodology should be applicable for a variety of wireless networks, though actual results could vary depending on specific radio characteristics.

We consider several interference models popularly considered in literature. For example, in the hop-based model, interference is specified relative to the communication graph [93]. In the range-based model, any node within certain geographical distance from a receiver is assumed to interfere. In the protocol model [46], a distance-based relationship exists between the intended sender-receiver pair and any potential interferer. More recently, researchers have started using SINR-based models. These models are also called physical models [46]. While physical models have been used in the design of cellular (one-hop) networks for a long time [91],
their use in multihop networks for protocol design is fairly recent [22, 45, 73].

Physical models require special attention. Unlike the other models – physical model is not ‘pair-wise.’ In physical model, a set of nodes transmitting simultaneously may potentially cause enough interference to disrupt an ongoing transmission, while each node transmitting individually may not be able to do so. Also, the physical model introduces a notion of ‘graded’ interference, while many other models use a notion of ‘binary’ interference, i.e., interference either exists or it does not. This will play an important role in our evaluations.

### 3.1.1 Overview of Approach

Our work in purely measurement-based. We use the TelosB motes-platform [75] that uses the Chipcon CC2420 radio with the 802.15.4 PHY layer [111]. Our broad evaluation approach is as follows. See Figure 3.1 for a block diagram.
1. We instantiate each model separately using a three node setup (sender, receiver and interferer). This includes the physical model and all pairwise models.

2. We put the physical model through an extra validation step – validating for use with multiple interferers, diverse transmit powers and multiple overlapping channels. The physical model requires this step as it is supposed to be independent of these three concerns. (The other models are pairwise and do not consider multiple interferers. Also, they have to be instantiated separately with different transmit powers and channels using step 1 above.)

3. We evaluate modeling accuracy for all models for transmission scheduling use. This step essentially uses a random sampling study using random matchings. This step brings out a new insight about the physical model – the ‘graded’ version of the model is more accurate than the commonly used ‘thresholded’ version.

4. We use actual TDMA scheduling experiments for further comparison across models. Here, we go through two sets of experiments. First, we use traditional greedy scheduling techniques for all models for scheduling all network links following a given demand vector. This step, however, cannot use the ‘graded’ physical model as algorithms are yet unknown for this. Thus, we show the benefits of this model with an exhaustive search using a simpler, one-shot scheduling experiment.

Two 20-node testbeds are used for most validation and evaluation, except that a 3-node testbed is used for initial model creation. The testbeds are referenced along with specific experiments in Figure 3.1. We will start with a description of the experimental platform in Section 3.2. The rest of the chapter is laid out in the above
3.2 Experimental Platform and Setup

We use TelosB motes [75] that use CC2420 radio [111]. The radio is is compliant with the IEEE 802.15.4 [49] PHY layer standard in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and operates at the nominal bit rate of 250 Kbits/s. The radio provides some flexibility
in terms of choice of frequency and transmit power that has been quite useful in our work. A custom MAC layer is implemented to enable TDMA transmission scheduling. The necessary details about our setup is described below.

### 3.2.1 Channels

The CC2420 radio can operate in various frequency channels of 5 MHz bandwidth in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. Channel switching in CC2420 can be done dynamically in steps of 1 MHz [111]. This gives us the capability to create partially overlapped (i.e., interfering) channels useful to study inter-channel interference in wireless networks [72]. We use three such channels in this work and we refer to them as channels $f_A$, $f_B$, and $f_C$, with center frequencies 2480 MHz, 2479 MHz and 2478 MHz respectively. These frequencies are chosen specifically because they do not overlap with the 802.11 channels in the region of the world where the experiments were done. These channels overlap by various degrees. Note that given the radio restrictions (5 MHz channel bandwidth and center frequency set at 1 MHz intervals) we can use only 3 channels to experiment with partially overlapped channels. A further shift of the center frequency creates orthogonal channels (i.e., center frequencies 3 MHz or more apart). We have experimentally verified them as non-interfering\(^1\) and thus they are not useful here. We conducted most of our experiments on a single channel (channel $f_A$). For multichannel experiments, we tuned the receivers to channel $f_A$ and sender/interferers to one of the 3 channels depending on the experiment.

\(^1\)This observation is also supported by the transmit spectral mask values mentioned in the radio datasheet [111].
3.2.2 Received and Transmit Powers

The CC2420 radio provides a measure of the received signal strength (RSS) in dBm, which is an estimate of signal strength averaged over 32 bit periods (128μs) and is continuously updated. This value can be either read directly from the RSS register or obtained from the metadata in the received packet. Since packet reception is not always possible for weak signals, we read the RSS from the register periodically to obtain signal strength even when the packet is not received.

The CC2420 datasheet [111] specifies that the transmit power can be programmed between -25 to 0 dBm in 8 steps. But we verified experimentally that the power levels can be varied at a finer scale from -32.5 to 0 dBm.\(^2\) Thus, we have the choice of picking from a wide range of power levels.

3.2.3 MAC Layer and Measurement Process

We have implemented a simple TDMA protocol in TinyOS-2.0 [5] in which motes transmit at designated time instants without performing carrier sensing or backoff as in the default MAC implementation in TinyOS. We achieve time synchronization between nodes in the testbed as follows. One mote outside the testbed is directly connected to a laptop via USB. This mote and laptop combination is loosely referred to as the ‘base station’ (BS). The base station is positioned in such a way that all network motes can directly talk to the base station using the maximum transmit power (0 dBm). This is the power the base station also uses. The base station periodically (500 ms intervals) transmits ‘beacons’ that the motes use to synchronize their clocks. For multichannel experiments, we have used multiple motes in different channels on the base station so that beacons can be transmitted on all channels.

\(^2\)This undocumented feature was confirmed by the mote manufacturer [1].
scheduling, we have also implemented a 32 KHz precision timer to achieve low jitter between the actual and the scheduled transmission start times across motes. This is necessary to observe capture effect since capture depends upon the arrival times of overlapping transmissions [118]. If a receiver synchronizes its radio to a stronger signal, a late arrival of weaker signal does not affect the stronger signal reception. But in the converse case of stronger signal arriving later, both transmissions can be lost. To avoid this case, the stronger signal must arrive no later than the synchronization time, i.e., the duration of the start frame delimiter (SFD). This time is 128 $\mu s$ for CC2420. We have experimentally observed that the maximum jitter in transmission start times in our setup is less than this value.

The base station also acts as a command and control center for the network for the measurement process. Any measurement activity in the testbed is initiated by broadcast ‘command’ message(s) from the BS. The command message contains specific instructions for each node and the nodes then start the necessary ‘activity’ (RSS measurements, packet transmissions etc., possibly at the scheduled time instants as indicated in the command). Similarly, when the ‘activity’ is over (the period of activity is pre-determined), the BS mote sends ‘poll’ messages to motes to collect measurement data one at a time. These protocols are fairly straightforward owing to one-hop connectivity between the base station and motes and we do not describe these details here.

It is important to note that care is taken so that all measurements are done within the timing beacon interval so that the beacon do not interfere with the measurements. But they are repeated in different beacon intervals for obtaining desired confidence levels.
Figure 3.3. (a) Topology of the outdoor 20 mote setup for 0 dBm transmit power. Links shown have at least 99% PRR. This results in average degree of about 8. (b) CDF of RSS observed in this testbed. (c) Google Maps image of the parking lot environment where the testbed was deployed.
3.2.4 Experimental Setups

We use three different experimental setups in this work. They vary in size, transmit power, area of deployment and deployment environment.

**Testbed with 3 motes:** This consists of three nodes – one receiver, one transmitter and one other transmitter acting as an interferer. This setup is used for instantiating the various interference models we compare in this work. The receiver is kept stationary and the positions and transmit powers of the transmitter and interferer nodes are varied to cause various interference patterns at the receiver. This testbed is used in a large indoor area for the physical interference modeling in Section 3.3. For modeling the pairwise models in Section 3.4 it is moved to the same environment that the model is used (i.e., one of the two environments below).

**Indoor testbed with 20 motes:** This setup consists of a static 20 motes testbed deployed indoors in a quiet office environment. The 20 motes are placed in a random fashion on a 7.5 ft long, 6 ft wide tabletop (Figure 3.2(c)). Since this testbed is exercised the most, the motes are powered through their USB interface from power outlets for convenience. Transmit powers from the lower range are chosen for this setup according to the area of deployment. This enables multiple simultaneous transmissions without making the resulting network graph too sparse. The resulting network topology for the testbed when a transmit power of -32.5 dBm is used is shown in Figure 3.2(a). The average degree of the nodes in the network graph comes out to be about 9. The cumulative distribution function of received signal strength (RSS) observed at receivers of all 380 links for three different transmit powers is shown in Figure 3.2(b). These are the three power values that would be used later in our experiments in this testbed. Also the CDF of aggregate data is shown. This shows that the RSS is well distributed over a range.

**Outdoor testbed with 20 nodes:** The final setup consists of 20 motes placed outdoors in an open parking lot. (See Figure 3.3(c)). This testbed was temporarily
setup on a weekend when there were sufficient empty spaces. The nodes are placed in a grid like topology as shown in Figure 3.3(a) for convenience. These motes are powered through batteries since there is no easy way to power them through USB in an outdoor environment. While the previous tabletop testbed uses transmit powers from the lower end, this setup uses the highest possible transmit power, 0 dBm\(^3\). The cumulative distribution function of received signal strength (RSS) values observed at receivers of all 380 links for this setup is shown in Figure 3.3(b).

We end this section with a note on power. We have noticed that use of battery power reduces transmit range. This might mean that the transmit power set by the program is not the transmit power actually used, depending on power sources. Thus, it will not be appropriate for the reader to compare range and related data across experimental testbeds, as we have used different power sources in different cases (USB/mains and battery). However, range and related parameters are profiled separately for the indoor and outdoor scenarios. So, these differences do not play any role in our results.

### 3.3 Building Physical Interference Model

The physical interference model describes the success probability of a transmission (modeled in terms of packet reception rate or PRR) when one or more interferers are contributing to the interference at the receiver of the intended transmission. If \( S \) is the signal power received at the intended receiver from the sender, \( N \) is the noise power at the receiver and \( \sum I \) is the sum of the interference powers experienced

---

\(^3\)The setup and choice of powers are somewhat related. For an interference study, we need a setup where there are enough concurrent transmissions possible on some links, as well as there are enough opportunities of interference on others individual and cumulative. Otherwise, there is a danger of arriving at trivial conclusions.
at the receiver caused by the group of interferers (transmitting concurrently), the model predicts the relationship between the bit error rate (BER) and SINR, where $\text{SINR} = \frac{S}{I+N}$. This relationship depends on radio properties such as modulation. The packet error rate (PER) is directly related to BER and depends on coding. The packet reception rate (PRR), a quantity we will evaluate directly, is simply $1 - \text{PER}$ and thus again is directly related to SINR.

Typically, the PRR vs. SINR curve makes a sharp transition from low to high PRR values with increasing SINR. The rising part of the function has been described as the transition region in [131]. Since scheduling applications need a ‘binary’ model, the curve is typically ‘thresholded’ and is described as a step function changing from 0 and 1 at a specific value of SINR, called the $\text{SINR threshold}$ or $\text{capture threshold}$. This variant of the physical model is henceforth referred to as thresholded physical interference model. The original model will be called the graded physical interference model.

### 3.3.1 Modeling with Single Interferer

To build the physical model, one needs to find the PRR vs. SINR relation. We do this empirically by simply taking many measurement samples of $S$, $I$ and $N$ for the three node setup (Section 3.2.4) – sender, receiver and interferer, thus directly computing SINR as $\frac{S}{I+N}$. The samples vary in the values of $S$ and $I$. This variation is obtained by changing the distances between transmitter-receiver and interferer-receiver pairs. The transmitter receiver distance is varied from 1 foot to 64 feet in discrete steps. For each such transmitter-receiver distance, the interferer-receiver distance is also varied from 1 foot to 64 feet.

The following measurements are performed in three successive steps for each

---

4The TelosB datasheet [1] documents that its indoor RF range upto 64 feet.
transmitter-receiver and interferer-receiver distance pair. Each experiment in each step is preceded by the base station sending command message(s) and followed by the base station sending poll messages to collect the data. All packet transmissions in the testbed are done with 128 byte packets.

1. **Noise estimation:** Noise is measured by sampling the RSS register in the CC2420 radio when there is no other transmission. The receiver samples its RSS register every 20 ms for a period of 6 seconds. Using the valid values thus obtained\(^5\) the average noise at the receiver in the network is computed.

2. **Pairwise RSS measurement:** Transmitter and interferer take turn to send 1000 packets in succession to the receiver. Each packet transmission time is approximately 4 ms. The receiver samples the RSS register every 3 ms to obtain RSS on its link with the corresponding sender. (More frequent sampling did not change the measured RSS.) It is possible that some of these samples may have been taken when the sender is not transmitting. Such samples are filtered out from the dataset by comparing it with the noise estimate obtained in step 1. The average of RSS value from transmitter is taken as \(S\), while the RSS from interferer is taken as \(I\) for calculating the SINR. This entire step is repeated for 8 different transmit powers covering the entire transmit power range of CC2420 radio from -32.5 dBm to 0 dBm. In all, this results in 64 experiments.

3. **Concurrent transmission:** In each experiment, the transmitter and the interferer ‘concurrently’ transmit 1000 packets each. The receiver records the number of packets it received correctly from the transmitter. This defines the packet reception rate (PRR) for the transmitter-receiver link in the presence of the interferer. This step is also repeated for 8 different transmit powers.

\(^5\)Not all read attempts for the register produce valid values [111].
Figure 3.4. PRR vs. SINR relation for single interferer measurements on a 3 node setup. The fitted curve on the aggregated data (bold, red) is shown for reference.

covering the entire transmit power range of CC2420 radio from -32.5 dBm to 0 dBm to exactly correspond to the step 2 above.

The above three steps are done in succession so that noise and RSS measurements (in steps 1 and 2) are as fresh as possible when PRR is measured in step 3. This is to avoid any form of noise/RSS fluctuations over time. In the measurement time period we did not observe any statistically significant fluctuations. For example, when steps 1 and 2 are repeated we obtained samples statistically similar as before.

For each PRR obtained in step 3 above, the SINR is calculated using measurements from step 1 and 2. A scatterplot showing the results of this experiments is shown in Figure 3.4. The results show that for SINR greater than about 5 dB, PRR is almost 100%. As mentioned before, there is a transition region [131] between (-3) to 5 dB where packets are received with a probability less than 1. This region is somewhat noisy and predictability is poor (also observed in [131] albeit for a different radio). The PRR trails down to 0 below (-3) dB. We also show a fitted curve using a linear interpolation of average values in buckets of 1 dB each. This fitted curve provides the PRR vs. SINR model that will used in our later analysis. This model can also be used directly by a scheduling algorithm.
3.3.2 Validation with Multiple Interferers

While in theory the physical model is dependent only on the received powers and not on the number of interferers, previous work has made an observation in the contrary, albeit for an older generation radio (CC1000) [107]. Much was attributed to hardware imperfections and measurement noise. Since we undertake a measurement-based paradigm, it is of interest to validate the above empirically derived model in presence of multiple interferers. In the next sub-section, we will also extend this validation for multiple channels and multiple transmit powers. These validations are key to assumption that only received powers drive the model and not any other parameter.

We develop a systematic methodology for validation with multiple interferers. Let us denote by $RSS_r^p(s)$ the received signal strength at node $r$ when a node $s$ transmits with transmit power $p$; and by $N_r$ the ambient noise at $r$. Assume that a set of nodes, $\Phi$, is active simultaneously transmitting at power $p$. Then, we also denote the PRR at $r$ from a node $i \in \Phi$ as $PRR_r^p(i, \Phi)$. In this case, the SINR at $r$ for node $i$ is given by

$$SINR_r^p(i, \Phi) = \frac{RSS_r^p(i)}{N_r + \sum_{\forall j \in \Phi, j \neq i} RSS_r^p(j)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$SINR_r^p(i, \Phi)$ above can be computed from individual pairwise RSS measurements done separately. $PRR_r^p(i, \Phi)$ can be directly measured by making the nodes in $\Phi$ transmit together at power $p$ and by measuring PRR at node $r$ for packets transmitted by $i$. This provides a data point for the PRR vs. SINR relation. In fact, just one single experiment with the nodes in $\Phi$ transmitting together can provide PRR at any node $r \notin \Phi$ for each sender $i \in \Phi$. Such experiments can be repeated for different $\Phi$ and $p$ in different settings, providing many data points for the PRR vs. SINR relation.

Similar measurements as in Section 3.3.1 are performed in three successive steps on the 20-node indoor testbed to this end. Only one transmit power is used
Figure 3.5. PRR vs. SINR for different number of interferers. The fitted curve on (bold, red) is shown for reference.

(32.5 dBm). One other important difference here is that there are more than one interferer and thus more than two concurrent transmitters, i.e., $\Phi > 2$. This makes step 3 only slightly more elaborate. Here, a set of nodes $\Phi$ ‘concurrently’ transmit 1000 packets each. All nodes $r \notin \Phi$ act as receivers. Each receiver records the number of packets it received correctly from each transmitter. This defines the packet reception rate (PRR) for different links in presence of a set of interfering transmissions. The set $\Phi$ was chosen randomly out of the 20 nodes in the network. The size of set $\Phi$ was varied from 3 to 6. 100 such random sets are used for each chosen value of $|\Phi|$.

At the end of the measurement process, we have $100 \times |\Phi| \times (20 - |\Phi|)$ data
points for the PRR vs. SINR relation for each $|\Phi|$. We show these as scatterplots in Figure 3.5 categorizing into different values for $|\Phi|$. For brevity, only 4, 5 and 6 transmitter cases are presented, which means 3, 4 and 5 interferers, respectively. This categorization is specifically intended to demonstrate that the relationship is independent of the number of interferers and interference does work in an additive fashion as the theory predicts (at least up to the extent of 5 interferers that we could study). The fitted curve developed in the previous subsection is shown as well for comparison. Note the excellent fit. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) values for these experiments with respect to the fitted curve is always over 0.90.

A separate set of analysis (not reported here for brevity) also revealed excellent agreement between measured aggregated interference and sum of the individual RSS’s from the interferers with $R^2 = 0.99$. It shows that the observations in [107] is quite likely due to imperfections and high degree of measurement noises in older generation hardware.

### 3.3.3 Validation with Multiple Channels and Transmit Powers

So far, we have used only one channel (channel $f_A$) and the same transmit power (-32.5 dBm) in our multiple interferer modeling experiments. Since often scheduling protocols use multiple channels and different transmit powers to exploit diversity, we want to also validate whether the PRR vs. SINR relationship depends upon transmit power or transmission channel. While an exhaustive evaluation is combinatorially explosive, we have carried out a large number of experiments to validate that the empirical PRR vs. SINR relationship obtained in Figure 3.5 does hold for various power levels and channels. For lack of space we report a subset of the results in Figure 3.6.

The same methodology is followed as before. Step 2 is repeated with senders transmitting at three different transmit power levels and on three channels.
Figure 3.6. PRR vs. SINR results for 3 transmitters with different transmit powers and channels. Single channel experiment results with transmit powers of -25 dBm and -21 dBm are shown in (a) and (b) while multichannel experiment result with transmit power of -31.5 dBm is shown in (c). The fitted curve (bold, red) is shown for reference.
Section 3.2). Homogenous transmit powers have been chosen to reduce the number of experiments. Each experiment is repeated so that the receivers can measure noise and RSS in each channel. In step 3, the channels are selected randomly for randomly chosen set of transmitting nodes, $\Phi$. A subset of results is shown in Figure 3.6 shown against the same fitted curve. Note that, generally speaking, the SINR vs PRR relation remains fairly independent of different transmit powers and use of multiple overlapping channels. We again have an $R^2$ value of at least 0.90 for these results.

### 3.3.4 Discussions

While one could like a better overall confidence than 0.90, we attribute the remaining variations to hardware differences between individual motes and measurement errors. Given our experience vis-a-vis prior work [107], we feel that low-power radios have matured enough that a purely measurement-based SINR profiling independent of any other parameter is possible and is usable in scheduling studies.

We have also investigated whether the analytical BER vs. SNR curves can be directly used instead of profiling the PRR vs. SINR relation via measurements. Such analytical curves can be derived from the knowledge of modulation/coding and the noise processes. See [49] for the analytical BER vs SNR curves for 802.15.4. We found that this curve is about 2 dB shifted towards the left from the fitted curve we have derived here. Much can be attributed to this difference – from measurement errors in the low-cost radio to the fact that spectral characteristics of interference is different than AWGN noise assumed in the analytical curve. Calibrating the analytical model with measurements would be interesting, but is of little value in the work we are pursuing here.
3.4  Pairwise Interference Models

One goal of our work is to experimentally compare interference models. Our comparison points will be various pairwise interference models that are commonly used in literature. They consider interference within only pairs of links as opposed to sets of links as in the physical interference model. The advantage of pairwise models is that the interference can be represented in terms of a conflict graph [50], which makes modeling and analysis straightforward. For example, for scheduling one simply needs to find an independent set of nodes in the conflict graph. In this section, we present the pairwise models and the empirical techniques used to instantiate the models.

Before we describe the models, let us define some notations. Assume that the network graph is denoted by $G(V, E)$. A communication link between two nodes $u, v \in V$ ($u$ is the sender and $v$ is the receiver) is denoted by $l(u, v) \in E$. Assume that the physical distance between the two nodes is $d(u, v)$. In the following, we enumerate the conditions under which each model predicts that a link $l(x, y)$ interferes with another link $l(u, v)$. These models consider this interference in a binary sense — PRR on $l(u, v)$ will be 0 if $l(x, y)$ interferes, else the PRR will be 1. This is make it amenable to conflict graph representation.

3.4.1 Description of Models

**Hop-based model:** Hop-based interference model [103] states that link $l(x, y)$ interferes with link $l(u, v)$, if node $x$ is within $k$ hops of $v$ in the graph $G$. $k$ is usually 1 or 2. Many scheduling works [94] have used this model to simplify the interference assumptions.

**Range-based model:** The range based model uses two range or distance parameters, namely, transmission range ($d_T$) and interference range ($d_I$). It assumes that
for any link \( l(u, v) \in E, d(u, v) \leq d_T \). It also states that \( l(x, y) \) interferes with \( l(u, v) \), if \( d(x, v) \leq d_I \). Many modeling and protocol studies [13] in wireless networks use such a model (often referred to as disk model). Range-based model is believed to be more accurate than the hop-based model, but it does not take into account the capture effect – if the sender and receiver are close enough, the packet can be successfully received even when there is an interferer present close by.

**Protocol model:** The protocol model was first introduced in [46]. This model also assumes a concept of transmission range as before, i.e., for any link \( l(u, v) \in E, d(u, v) \leq d_T \). The model also states that link \( l(x, y) \) will interfere with \( l(u, v) \) if \( d(x, v) \leq (1 + \Delta)d(u, v) \), where \( \Delta \geq 0 \). This model improves on the range-based model by making interference dependent on the ratio of the distances between sender-receiver and interferer-receiver and thus tries to address the capture effect. \( \Delta \) is assumed to be independent of the distance \( d(x, v) \) and \( d(u, v) \).

**Link quality-based model:** Models using any concept of distance or SINR require pairwise distance or signal strength measurements. This may not be feasible always. To address this we introduce a new model that defines interference based on link quality as measured by PRR in absence of interference from another link. In this model, link \( l(x, y) \) will interfere with \( l(u, v) \) if link \( l(x, v) \) has a PRR more than a given threshold (interference threshold).\(^6\) It is also assumed that the link \( l(u, v) \) already has a strong quality, characterized by a high PRR (PRR larger than an given threshold called transmission threshold). Note that transmission threshold must be larger than interference threshold.

\(^6\)Note that link \( l(x, v) \) may not exist in the network graph \( G \). So consider it hypothetical.
### Table 3.1. Summary of model parameters used in experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameters for indoor scenario (Transmit power = −32.5 dBm)</th>
<th>Parameters for outdoor scenario (Transmit power = 0 dBm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hop-based</td>
<td>$k = 1$ (1 hop)</td>
<td>$k = 1$ (1 hop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range-based</td>
<td>$d_I = 45$ inch</td>
<td>$d_I = 255$ inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>$\Delta = 0.36$</td>
<td>$\Delta = 0.67$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link quality-based</td>
<td>interference threshold = 0.0</td>
<td>interference threshold = 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical (thresholded)</td>
<td>PRR vs. SINR model (Sec. 3.3)</td>
<td>PRR vs. SINR model (Sec. 3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interference</td>
<td>SINR threshold = 5 dB</td>
<td>SINR threshold = 5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical (graded)</td>
<td>PRR vs. SINR model (Sec. 3.3)</td>
<td>PRR vs. SINR model (Sec. 3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.2 Instantiating Models

Just like the physical model in Section 3.3 the above pairwise models must be instantiated. This means that various model parameters need to be determined. But unlike the physical model, for which we separately verified the additive nature of interference, the classical definitions of pairwise models are taken as the ground truth (as listed in Section 3.4.1) and we just instantiate them through measurements. In our work, transmission threshold is set at 99%. All links with PRR equal or more than 99% are considered links in the network graph $G$. Using this definition of link, we say that an interferer interferes with a link if the concurrent transmission from the interferer and the transmitter causes the receiver to receive less than 99% of packets from the transmitter. Using this definition of interference, we perform experiments to instantiate various models. We follow a similar methodology with the three node setup as in Section 3.3.1 (single interferer modeling).

To instantiate the range-based model, the following technique is used. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver is slowly increased from a very small value. The transmit power is kept constant. The PRR of link from the transmitter
to the receiver drops below 99% at some distance. This distance is the transmission range, or $d_T$. To measure the interference range, $d_I$, we first keep both the transmitter and the interferer at distance $d_T$ from the receiver. Then the interferer is slowly moved further away from the receiver. For each such distance, PRR is measured at the receiver, when both transmitter and interferer are active concurrently. The PRR usually starts close to 0% and increases with increasing distance of the interferer. The distance at which PRR on transmitter-receiver link crosses 99% is taken as the interference range, $d_I$.

For the protocol model, we use $\Delta$ such that $d_I = (1 + \Delta)d_T$. Values of $d_I$ and $d_T$ are obtained from the above experiments. Since, $\Delta$ should not depend on the distances between transmitter-receiver or interferer-receiver, any pair of distances which cause interference should suffice. Thus, using $d_I$ and $d_T$ is sufficient.

The link quality-based model is instantiated in a similar manner by using an interference threshold such that the PRR on the transmitter-receiver link drops below 99%. This directly corresponds to the PRR on the interferer-receiver link when interferer is at distance $d_I$ from receiver and the transmitter is at distance $d_T$ from the receiver. For hop-based model, $k=1$ (one hop) as well as $k=2$ (two hop) models are evaluated. It was found that one-hop model gives better accuracy and is thus considered henceforth.

The above instantiation experiments are performed both for the indoor and outdoor 20 nodes testbeds separately using transmit power of $-32.5$ dBm and 0 dBm respectively. The resulting parameters are listed in Table 3.1. For completeness the physical interference models are also included here.
3.5 Comparing Interference Models

Our goal here is to compare various pairwise interference models with the SINR-based physical model for TDMA transmission scheduling. Since scheduling essentially determines ‘feasible’ transmission sets (links) in each slot subject to an interference model, a model’s responsibility is to describe which sets of links are feasible together and which are not.

As evaluating all sets of links is intractable (there are exponentially many such sets), the best way to compare the interference models is to do a sampling study by comparing modeling accuracy in predicting the feasibility of a randomly chosen set of links. The measure of modeling accuracy is simply the difference between the measured throughput for the chosen set of links and the predicted throughput per the given model.

We conducted the experiments in two different setups – our 20 node indoor testbed and the 20 node outdoor testbed, as described in Section 3.2.4. We used -32.5 dBm transmit power in the indoor testbed and 0 dBm in the outdoor testbed. All links with PRR (in absence of interference) equal or more than 99% are considered links in the network graph $G^7$.

3.5.1 Use of Random Matchings

For the sampling study as mentioned before, it is possible to do some optimizations. Any scheduling algorithm must avoid the so-called primary interference, i.e., interference between links with a common endpoint in the network graph. Thus, the

\[^7\text{It is possible that if this transmission threshold is different, the conclusions we draw from our results will also be different as the topology in use is different.}\]
Figure 3.7. Indoor testbed (-32.5 dBm transmit power): CDF of modeling errors (per Equation 3.2) for different interference models. (Absolute error is simply the absolute value of the actual error.)

Figure 3.8. Indoor testbed (-32.5 dBm transmit power): CDF of absolute modeling errors (per Equation 3.2) for different interference models, with data split into transition and non-transition regions.
Figure 3.9. Outdoor testbed (0 dBm transmit power): CDF of modeling errors (per Equation 3.2) for different interference models. (Absolute error is simply the absolute value of the actual error.)

Algorithm must choose a matching\(^8\) on the network graph as we are only considering unicast transmissions. Thus, instead of using random subset of links, we can use random matchings. There is no point in evaluating non-matchings as they will never be scheduled by any algorithm. Interestingly, use of matchings does not necessarily reduce the complexity of the problem as there can be exponentially many matchings. Thus, we still need to do random sampling. Choosing random matchings is intractable as well. Thus, we resort to a heuristic mentioned in the appendix to pick random matchings.

About 13,000 random matchings are used for the indoor experiments and about 3,000 for the outdoor, providing significant data sets. Such large data set also makes the study relatively independent of the topology used. This is because we could independently verify that the data set included many instances of links well distributed over the relevant range of SINR values.

For each randomly selected matching the actual throughput (normalized) of each link is evaluated when all links in the matching are transmitting concurrently.

\(^8\)A matching is a set of links such that no two links have a common end point.
Figure 3.10. Outdoor testbed (0 dBm transmit power): CDF of absolute modeling errors (per Equation 3.2) for different interference models, with data split into transition and non-transition regions.

in the testbed. The normalized throughput is simply the number of packets received on each link divided by the number of packets transmitted on this link. For each matching, 1000 concurrent transmissions are done over all links in the matching to calculate throughput.

3.5.2 Modeling Error

Each random set of matching is used as input to a predictor that evaluates the link throughput predicted by each interference model discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Note that all links in a given matching may not be deemed feasible by a given interference model. Thus, for the binary models, the throughputs of all conflicting links in a matching are assumed to be 0 and those of the non-conflicting links are assumed to be 1. For the physical model, the throughputs are simply the PRRs as determined by the PRR vs. SINR relation.

The modeling error is evaluated in the following fashion. Given a matching $M_i$ consisting of $|M_i|$ links we denote the measured throughput for $j$-th link
in this matching as $\Gamma_i^j(measured)$ and the predicted throughput by model $k$ as $\Gamma_i^j(model(k))$. Then the modeling error for the interference model $k$ with respect to the $j$-th link in the matching $M_i$ is given by

$$error_i^j(model(k)) = \Gamma_i^j(measured) - \Gamma_i^j(model(k)). \quad (3.2)$$

### 3.5.3 Experimental Results

Experiments are performed in the two 20-node testbeds. For the indoor testbed the lowest transmit power (-32.5 dBm) and for the outdoor testbed the highest transmit power (0 dBm) are used. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the modeling errors (Equation 3.2) is plotted to compare various interference models. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9 show the CDF plots for indoor and outdoor testbeds respectively. Note that the very smooth nature of the indoor results is due to a very large dataset (13,000 matchings).

From the CDF results, we can see that overall the graded physical interference model is the most accurate. The 90-percentile error is about 0.25 for indoor and about 0.2 for outdoor experiments. The 80-percentile error is down to 0.07 and 0.12, respectively. Also, note that while the accuracy is good, it is not excellent. We will come back to this question momentarily. The thresholded physical model is a close second to the graded model, with 80-percentile error close to zero for indoor and 0.15 for outdoor experiments. But the 90-percentile error for the thresholded model is very high, close to 0.9 for indoor and 0.6 for outdoor. This high error is due to the fact the thresholded physical model is quite accurate for links outside the transition region, but links in the transition region are predicted to have zero throughput. The percentage of links which lie in transition region for our experiments is approximately 20%. Thus thresholded model gives large error for 20% of cases.
The pairwise models have higher error. The best one among them roughly trails the physical model by 12-18 percentile points for the same error target. They also exhibit some interesting characteristics. Note the nature of the absolute error plots (Figure 3.7(b) and 3.9(b)) – first a sharp rise near 0, then relatively flat and then again a sharp rise near 1. This denotes a bimodal error distribution – most errors are either very low or very high. The reason for this is the binary nature of these models. Note also some of these models have significant bias, they tend to either under-estimation or over-estimation (see Figures 7(a) and 9(a)). Sometimes this bias is not even consistent. This happens for the range-based model that over-estimates in the indoor scenario and under-estimates in the outdoor scenario. Much of these problems is related to the fact that these models depend on estimation of a single model parameter. Among these models, the hop based and the protocol model perform relatively better, but this is again scenario-specific.

Now, let us get back to modeling accuracy question for our best model – the graded physical model. It was observed before, albeit with an older mote/radio platform [131], that the links in the transition region are hard to estimate accurately. This is because a slight measurement error makes a significant difference in the estimate. To investigate this issue further in our platform, we split out the results presented in Figures 3.7(b) and 3.9(b) into two parts, for the transition and non-transition regions. Recall that from our model instantiation experience in Section 3.3, we found that the transition region for CC24020 radio is −3 to 5 dB. The new plots are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.10. Note the poorer accuracy of all models in the transition region relative to the non-transition region. But the graded physical interference model still performs better than all other models. The thresholded physical model does much worse than the graded physical model in the transition region. It performs as bad as the other pairwise models. It is interesting to note that both graded and thresholded physical models are very accurate for the
non-transition region case, 90-percentile error is about 1% for the indoor setup and 80-percentile error is about 1% for the outdoor scenario.

We summarize our general findings below:

1. Generally speaking, the graded physical interference model outperforms any other. However, the overall accuracy is not perfect, particularly in outdoors.

2. If a binary interference model is to be used (all existing scheduling algorithms rely on such models), thresholded physical model is still the best overall, but this is worse that the graded model.

3. The best performing pairwise model is about 12-18 percentile points poorer than the physical model depending on the environment and error target.

4. If a pairwise model must be used, either protocol or hop-based approach should be preferred. Hop-based model worked well in our indoor experiments and the protocol model for outdoor experiments.

5. The range-based model, while widely used in literature, performs quite poorly in both testbeds. This is even with relationship to a much simpler hop-based model.

### 3.6 Evaluating Scheduling Performance

The previous section evaluated the accuracy of various interference models in predicting the feasibility of a randomly chosen set of links. While these evaluations are very comprehensive, they only evaluate modeling accuracy, but do not directly model real performances when used in a scheduling algorithm. This is because a scheduling algorithm considers only specific subsets of links for feasibility. This is
entirely algorithm dependent. To gain some insight here, we now study the performance of various interference models for making actual scheduling decisions. We limit our work only to the indoor testbed using transmit power $-32.5$ dBm. Our work here is split into two parts. First, we study all models using a greedy scheduling algorithm – similar to the one used in literature [22, 103, 121] – for scheduling all links in the network. The graded physical model, however, cannot be considered here, as no scheduling algorithm exists in current literature to account for the probabilistic (non-binary) behavior in this model. So, in the second part, we separately consider the graded model and evaluate its performance for a simplified scheduling problem (one-shot scheduling [43]).

### 3.6.1 Scheduling All Links Using Greedy Algorithm

For a fair comparison, we use the same greedy scheduling algorithm for all models. It is simple to implement and performance bounds are known for specific models [18, 22, 103]. The link demand vector is an input to the algorithm. The demand for a link is simply the number of packets to be scheduled on the link. The schedule is a sequence of slots with a feasible set of links to be scheduled in each slot. In our implementation, each slot is equivalent to one packet (128 bytes) transmission and processing time in the mote (12.5 ms). The greedy algorithm works as follows.

**Input:** Network graph $G = (V, E)$, demand vector on the links $f = (f_1, \ldots, f_{|E|})$ and interference model. The interference model specifies which set of links are ‘feasible’ together.

**Output:** Schedule $S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_\tau\}$, where $S_k$ is a feasible set of links scheduled in the same slot. $\tau$ is the schedule length.

**Algorithm:**

1. Order and rename links such that $f_1 \geq f_2 \geq f_3 \ldots \geq f_{|E|}$.
2. Set \( i = 1, S = \emptyset, \tau = 0 \). (Initial schedule is empty.)

3. Schedule link \( i \) in the very first available slot where it can be scheduled interference-free according to the given interference model. If no such slot of feasible, increment \( \tau \) and schedule the link in the last slot. (Incrementing \( \tau \) is equivalent to creating a new empty slot at the end of the current schedule.)

4. Repeat step 3 above \( f_i \) times.

5. Increment \( i \). Go back to step 3 until \( i > |E| \).

The physical (thresholded), link quality-based, Range-based, protocol and 1-hop models are considered. As mentioned before, the graded physical model is not considered as the greedy algorithm handles feasibility in a binary sense (either feasible or not). This model will be considered separately in the next subsection.

The models are compared in the following fashion. Different models generate different schedules for a given demand vector. Four different demand vectors are considered for experiments. The links are split into two equal sets randomly. One set has one packet each. The other set has \( i \) packets each for vector \( i \). The schedules

---

**Figure 3.11.** Measured aggregate throughput for various interference models for four different link demand vectors (indoor testbed, -32.5 dBm transmit power).
generated by each model are evaluated using direct TDMA scheduling experiments on the testbed. Due to modeling inaccuracy some slots may have links scheduled that are infeasible in the experiments. This leads to packet losses. The lost packets are retransmitted. To do this, fresh schedules are computed with only packets lost in the previous attempt constituting link demands. All schedule computation is done by the ‘base station’ which also has access to all packet loss information (see section 3.2). This procedure is repeated until all packets are successfully transmitted.\(^9\) The above constitutes one trial. Trials are repeated 1000 times for each demand vector and the performance is averaged to determine the measured aggregate throughput in packets/slot. The results are presented in Figure 3.11. As expected, physical model has the best throughput, 1-hop model a close second, losing about 5%–20% of throughput. The range-based model generally performs the worst, losing more than 40% of throughput in all cases.

The results here are in general agreement with the observations in the previous section (see Figure 3.7) except for the link quality model. Relative performance of this model is better in scheduling than what we saw before. This is likely due to significant conservative estimates (note large positive errors in this model in Figure 3.7) in this model that works favorably here. This is because the given demand vectors have packets on all links.

\(^9\)Note that this strategy may get ‘stuck,’ where links scheduled in one slot are all infeasible in reality, and the same links are scheduled in one slot again during retransmissions. This will lead to repeated losses as the same scheduling pattern will continue. This could be addressed (but not perfectly resolved) via randomizing the order of the links considered in the algorithm. We did not, however, see this behavior in our experiments. Note that this is a fundamental problem for using an inaccurate interference model, and does not have a perfect solution.
3.6.2 Graded vs. Thresholded Physical Model: One Shot Scheduling

![Figure 3.12. Results of the One Shot Scheduling experiment comparing the thresholded vs. graded physical interference models (indoor testbed, -32.5 dBm transmit power).](image)

We did not consider the graded physical model above as the greedy scheduling can only use a binary model (links are either feasible or not). However, the graded model has proved to be the most accurate in our evaluations in Section 3.5. So, it is also instructive to investigate its potential for scheduling.

The thresholded model does perform excellently outside the transition region, but its performance is quite poor in the transition region. The graded model, while not excellent in the transition region either, is still much better than its thresholded counterpart. For example, in the indoor case, the 70-percentile error in the graded model is about 20%, while in the thresholded model it is close to 90% (see Figure 3.8a). A natural question arises: Can this improved accuracy for the transition region be gainfully used in scheduling? Another way to argue this would be to say that the thresholded model is unduly conservative. It only allows transmissions
with very high (close to 1) probability of success. Can we gain extra capacity by allowing transmissions with less than perfect success probability? Note that extra capacity could be substantial if there are many links in the transition region.\footnote{We are sometimes using the expression “links in transition region” to mean links with SINR in the transition region.} To address this question we need to develop new scheduling algorithms that can treat links as non-binary.

A comprehensive treatment of this topic is beyond the scope of this work, where we want to focus on measurements only. However, to make our observations stronger, we study here a simplified scheduling problem called “One Shot Scheduling” \cite{43} and experiment with scheduling algorithms both for graded and thresholded physical interference models. The one shot scheduling problem picks a subset \( S \) of links to be scheduled from a given set \( L \) such that the aggregate throughput is maximized. We redefine throughput as ‘expected throughput’ as we are dealing with probabilistic transmission success. The one shot scheduling problem for the thresholded physical model is intractable \cite{43}. But, for small size of \( L \), it is computationally feasible to exhaustively look for the optimal subset \( S_{opt} \) to be scheduled. Any set of schedulable links has to be a matching. Thus, we can pre-select \( L \) as a matching. With a 20 node network \(|L|\) is upper-bounded by 10. Thus, exhaustive search is feasible to obtain optimal schedules for both models. One needs to evaluate only 1024 possibilities.

The experiments are done on the indoor testbed as follows. First, we obtain the connectivity graph of the network. Since we are comparing only physical models, here we define network links as those with SNR greater than the the SINR threshold (5 dB). For each experiment, we pick a random matching \( L \) from the connectivity graph such that the \(|L|\) is equal or close to 10. For each model, we estimate the throughput of each subset \( S \) of \( L \) and then choose the optimal subset.
which provides the maximum aggregate throughput. Note that the $S_{opt}$ for the graded model can be different than $S_{opt}$ for the thresholded model. Thus, for each experiment, we schedule both these subsets one by one in the testbed to find their respective throughputs (using a process similar to used in Section 3.5). The receiver for each link records the respective PRR and the base station collects this information at the end of the step and determines the aggregate throughput. We perform 50 such experiments with different random choice of $L$ each time and each experiment is repeated 5 times to obtain an average throughput for each model as well as confidence intervals.

The results are shown in Figure 3.12. Throughput is expressed in terms of **average number of packets successfully transmitted per slot**. This is the Y-axis. The individual experiments (i.e., different choices of $L$) are shown on the X-axis, sorted in the order of increasing throughput for the graded model for visual clarity. For each experiment, the throughput for thresholded model is drawn as a bar graph on the left while the throughput for graded model is drawn on the right. 95% confidence intervals are shown using error bars. They are usually very small, particularly for the thresholded model. The model predictions are also shown.

It is easy to see that in 90% of the experiments, graded model gives higher throughput. Overall, the graded model got 3.14 packets/slot successfully transmitted per experiment while thresholded model got 2.45 packets/slot. This is an improvement of about 28%. However, the modeling error (difference between predicted and measured throughput) is significant for the graded model in about 30% of the cases, while this is true only for 10% of the cases for the thresholded model. This is expected as the graded model schedules links in the transition region that has relatively poor predictability. However, we do see that the thresholded model is not perfect either.

This simple one shot scheduling experiment shows the power of using graded
physical interference model instead of using the more conventional thresholded model for use in scheduling. We expect that the general observations here applies for other types of wireless networks also, and not just with low-power radio links.

3.7 Related Work

A recent paper by Brar et al. [22] can be considered complimentary to our work. Here, the authors investigate algorithms for physical model and show via simulations that physical interference modeling leads to more efficient schedules relative to the protocol model. However, the simulations use very straightforward propagation and radio models. We also arrive at similar conclusions, albeit via a more elaborate experimentally based method, but in the context of low-power wireless links.

Researchers have only begun to study effect of interference in wireless networks using experimental methods. The authors in [131] have studied the transition region and quantified its effects. The analysis in the paper is also supported by experimental validation using a motes testbed, though with a different (CC1000) radio. Many of our observations are also similar. Another work [107] by the same group has considered the effect of multiple interferers. They however concluded that the SINR threshold is dependent on number of interferers and the joint interference is not necessarily the sum of individual interference powers. They also observed slightly different behaviors dependent on received power ranges. As described in Section 3.3, our conclusions are somewhat different with the newer radio platforms, and we have derived a more classical model [91].

In a different work [108], the authors have concluded from measurements on MicaZ motes with CC2420 radios, that RSSI is a good estimate of link quality. This observation is also confirmed by the success of our SINR-based models. In
a closely related work [128], the authors investigated the accuracy of range-based interference model by conducting experiments with Mica2 motes. They concluded that it is inaccurate and proposed a new protocol to detect run-time radio interference relation among nodes.

Experimental work has also considered 802.11-based systems to study interference behavior [54, 63, 80, 92]. The difference here is that the sender-side (carrier-sense) behavior in the MAC protocol must also be modeled. This phenomenon is absent in TDMA scheduling. Notable articles are as follows. Single and multiple interferer scenarios have been modeled in [92] and [54], respectively. The need for modeling ‘graded’ interference has been demonstrated in [82]. The need for modeling multiple interferers has been motivated in [34].

3.8 Conclusions

There are several contributions in this work. First, we develop and validate a purely measurement-based method to instantiate SINR-based physical interference model. Second, we compare the accuracy of different interference models via extensive experimentation on two different motes testbeds – low power, indoors and high power, outdoors. The general conclusion is that the physical interference model provides the best accuracy. But it is still far from being perfect (90-percentile error about 20-25%). Many commonly used models such as hop-based, range-based and protocol model have poorer accuracy. In case a pairwise model must be used, our experience indicates that the range-based model should be avoided. This provided the worst performance across the board, while the experience with other models varied. Third, we observe that while the thresholded physical interference model is used in existing scheduling algorithms, it is overly conservative and does not utilize links in the so-called transition region. We have shown the potential of scheduling
such links by directly using the graded physical model in a scheduling problem. We expect that this observation will generate new research in exploiting the graded nature of the physical model for better scheduling.

Appendix: Choosing Random Matching

Assume, $M$ is the matching to be picked randomly. We first choose $|M|$, the size of $M$. Ideally this should be chosen randomly based on the probability of choosing matchings of different sizes. Since this is a hard problem we use the probability of choosing a matching of size $|M|$ ‘approximated’ to be $\frac{C(|E|, |M|)}{2^{|E|}}$, where $C(n, k)$ is “$n$ choose $k$.” Once the size is picked randomly based on this probability, a random matching is computed by simply selecting random links in sequence and by putting them in a set so long as the set remains a matching. For some sizes, the sequence in which links are chosen may not provide a matching of the desired size. In such cases, this trial is discarded and a new random trial is used.
Chapter 4

SINR-based Interference Modeling on Commodity WiFi Hardware

4.1 Introduction

TDMA-based transmission scheduling can potentially extract the optimal capacity from a wireless network. On the other hand, CSMA-based MAC protocols, such as used in 802.11, are known to have poor performance in heavy traffic situations. Several measurement studies have documented this in real world scenarios [53,95]. CSMA protocols are also not easily amenable to rigorous mathematical modeling for throughput and capacity [40]. The problem with 802.11 is expected to be worse in mesh networks, where high capacity backbone links are needed and multihop interference plays a significant role.

This makes a case for developing robust TDMA-based transmission scheduling on 802.11 hardware using the existing 802.11 PHY layer. The reason this is attractive is that 802.11 platforms are now commodity, and firmware modifications to alter the standard MAC layer are possible to obtain new MAC functionalities [78,90].
On the theoretical side, transmission scheduling algorithms and their performance bounds are well-investigated in literature [22, 45, 73]. Thus, a significant foundation is available to drive the above pursuit. However, practical questions remain. The algorithms are driven by an interference model. Consideration of unrealistic or inaccurate models hurts performance in two obvious ways. Overly aggressive schedules may be infeasible in reality. Overly conservative schedules may not have enough concurrent transmissions even when they are actually possible. Neither is good for high throughput. Our goal in this work to understand this interference modeling aspect for transmission scheduling. We take a measurement-driven approach using commodity 802.11 hardware.

It is important to note that developing a complete TDMA system on a stock implementation of 802.11 PHY layer involves many aspects other than interference modeling and scheduling. Tightly synchronized time slots must be designed that are small enough. Traffic loads on the links must be estimated. Schedule must be computed and distributed with an appropriate centralized or distributed scheme. Overheads for all these must be minimized. These are independently strong areas of research and are beyond our scope. Our work here focuses on two basic aspects in this entire problem space: (i) interference modeling using measurements, (ii) studying actual scheduling performance on a 802.11 mesh testbed using known algorithmic approaches.

There are several interference models that have been considered for transmission scheduling studies. They vary from oversimplified range-based models to fairly realistic SINR-based physical interference models [46]. Because of their realism, several recent studies have used physical models [21, 22, 45, 73]. The general goal here has been to develop algorithms to maximize throughputs, given specific traffic loads on the network links. However, all such works take a theoretical view
of the problem, where they evaluate achievable capacity bounds or develop near-optimal algorithms. There is little knowledge in the community about practicality of such approaches. Our work is one of the first attempts to bridge this gap using a measurement-driven approach. We also address the modeling accuracy question and how it might impact scheduling performance.

Physical models are based on SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio). The relationship between bit error rate (BER) and SINR is exploited and it is assumed that if the SINR is sufficiently high, more than a given SINR threshold $\beta$, the BER is negligible and thus packet transmission is successful with very high probability. Lower SINR is not used for scheduling transmissions. We call such models “thresholded.” However, if we move away from the thresholded paradigm, lower SINRs can still be used for scheduling packet transmissions, albeit with non-negligible packet error rates. Depending on the application, this may require re-transmissions from the link or upper layer. Thus, scheduling may directly use the actual BER vs SINR relation instead of thresholding it. We call this “graded” physical model. We show via real scheduling studies that graded models provide potential for higher throughputs, while only thresholded models have been considered in existing scheduling literature (e.g., [22]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe the experimental setup of the 802.11a mesh network. In Section 4.3, we describe how concurrent transmissions are achieved for the purpose of this study. Section 4.4 evaluates the accuracy of the two physical interference models. Section 4.5 investigates scheduling performance. Related work and conclusions are presented in Sections 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.
4.2 Experimental Platform and Setup

The mesh network testbed consists of 11 ‘network’ nodes. Each network node is monitored by a ‘sniffer’ node co-located with the network node, thus needing a total of 22 nodes in the testbed. The purpose of the sniffer will be explained momentarily. Each node is essentially a single-board computer (SBC), meant for embedded use, with an 802.11a/b/g interface. We use Soekris 4511 and 4826 boards [3] and Atheros 5213 chipset-based 802.11a/b/g mini-PCI cards manufactured by Winstron connected to a 5 dBi rubber-duck antenna. While the testbed uses two different types of boards, all 802.11 interfaces are identical. All experiments reported here are conducted in channel 44 of the 802.11a band using a single PHY layer rate 6 Mbps with transmit power of 11 dBm, and UDP packets with payload size 1470 bytes. These choices have been done with careful considerations to be discussed momentarily. The boards run pebble Linux with a mix of Linux 2.6.17 and 2.4.26 kernels with madwifi device driver version 0.9.4 for the 802.11 interface.

The 802.11 interfaces in the network nodes are set up in ‘ad hoc’ mode and the

Figure 4.1. Distribution of SINR for the links in the chosen activation sets in the testbed setup.
sniffer nodes in ‘monitor’ mode. As mentioned before, each sniffer is co-located with the corresponding network node. The sniffer’s purpose is simply to record all packet transmissions from its corresponding network node. The sniffer does this by simply running a packet capture tool like tcpdump. The radiotap header support is used so that RF level information (e.g., received signal strength (RSS) and noise powers) as well as accurate timestamps can be collected. More on the timestamps in the next section.

The co-location eliminates possibilities of collision at the sniffer. This is because the sender’s signal is much stronger than any possible interferer. Note that the sniffer could be avoided if all actual packet transmissions in the air could be recorded on a transmitting 802.11 interface with accurate timestamps. However, commodity 802.11 interfaces and device drivers do not facilitate this.\textsuperscript{1}

\section*{4.2.1 Deployment Choices}

We use 802.11a in preference to more widely used 802.11b/g to reduce external interference. We have verified that no other 802.11a transmissions exist in our testbed location. All experiments are done at quiet times with nobody around the testbed area. This is to avoid signal strength variations due to movement of people. The lowest possible PHY layer rate (6 Mbps) and a large packet size is chosen for the experiments. This is because, at higher rates or smaller packets, the sniffers cannot capture all packets in our low-cost embedded hardware, likely due to inefficiencies in interrupt processing. In our future work we plan to augment the experiments for all rates and other packet sizes.

\textsuperscript{1}Tools such as athstats can be used to provide certain aggregated information about madwifi devices like packets sent/received, transmit/receive errors etc. But our work needs detailed per packet information.
Arbitrary pre-deployed topologies are not suitable for the goal of our measurement study. The reason for this is that for a good understanding of the modeling accuracy and scheduling success, the topology should be such that a range of SINRs (from low to high with many intermediate values) are possible in the network links. Otherwise, trivial conclusions are possible. For example, think of a network where the SINRs on most links for most choices of activation sets (i.e., set of links that are transmitting concurrently) are either too high or too low. Such networks can provide a very high degree of predictability in transmission success, and do not form interesting test cases.

We deployed the testbed in one part of our department building in an approximately 4000 sq ft area. The choice of transmit power (11 dBm) was influenced by the requirement of obtaining a range of SINRs for the links the activation sets we experiment with. The choice of activation sets will be discussed in Section 4.4.2. The distribution of SINRs is shown in Figure 4.1. We will see later that about 10-30 dB is the interesting range of SINRs. Beyond this, the link is either perfect or non-existent. In particular, the range 15-25 dB is the intermediate range, where the link works with intermediate, 20%–90%, packet reception rate. Such intermediate links are important realities in wireless networks. We note that our topology provides sufficient links within the range of interest.

All network and sniffer nodes are connected via Ethernet LAN to a central computer that acts as the control center. The central computer instructs the nodes to perform specific experiments, which are either transmitting or receiving/capturing packets as per the role of specific nodes. The received/captured packet traces are collected centrally over the Ethernet for later analysis.
### Table 4.1. Average increase in RSS with increase in transmit power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base transmit power (dBm)</th>
<th>Increase in transmit power (dB)</th>
<th>Avg. increase in RSS (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.2 Measuring Signal Strengths

Signal strengths between nodes are needed for calculating the SINR of a link for an activation set. We use radiotap headers in the captured packets to measure RSS and the noise at the receiver. While this measurement is straightforward, it has one limitation. Radiotap headers can be obtained only when packets are actually received.\(^2\) Thus, RSS for very weak links cannot be measured. However, these links may indeed generate enough interference.

We overcome this limitation by a power translation mechanism. The idea here is to measure the RSS on such links with a higher (say, by $X$ dB) transmit power. Then the original unknown RSS would be $X$ dB lower than the measured. This strategy would work so long as the radio is well-calibrated and the measurement noises are limited. Thus, there is a need for validation directly on the testbed. For validation, we (i) use a base transmit power, (ii) measure RSS on all links for this

\(^2\)Some 802.11 chipsets such as Intersil’s Prism [9] let sample specific registers on the interface card to measure RSS at any time, regardless of whether a packet is being received. However, in our knowledge the Atheros chipset we used does not have this facility.
power (of course, only on those where packets are received), then (iii) increase the transmit power by $X$ dB to bring it to the maximum possible transmit power (17 dBm), and (iv) measure RSS on all the above links for this power again, and finally (v) correlate the increase in RSS on the links with $X$ dB. The validation results are shown in Table 4.1. Note that average increase in RSS matches closely with $X$, typically within 5% in dBm values.

4.3 Achieving Concurrent Transmissions

We begin this section by first noting a subtle and important point. We do not ‘explicitly’ schedule concurrent transmissions in this work. Doing this with a very tight time synchronization on commodity 802.11 radios requires intricate engineering that is beyond the scope of this current paper.\(^3\) Since our work is a measurement study only, we strictly do not need to do this explicitly. Instead, we achieve concurrent transmissions implicitly in the following fashion. See Figure 4.2 for an illustration.

i. Start a long sequence of back-to-back transmissions (with carrier-sense and backoffs disabled) on a chosen set of links. This is the activation set.

ii. All transmissions are captured at the co-located sniffer and timestamped using a synchronous time base. All successful packet receptions are also captured at the receiver of each link and timestamped similarly. As we will show in Section 4.3.2, the transmissions are somewhat jittery. Thus, some post-processing is needed.

iii. The captured traces at the sniffers are post-processed to determine the actual sets of transmissions that overlap with a pre-defined degree of overlap (50% overlap).

---

\(^3\)Research groups have achieved this only for course time synchronization [78, 85].
Figure 4.2. An example of how concurrent transmissions are implicitly achieved in our work shows two nodes transmitting simultaneously to a receiver. Sniffer co-located with the transmitters record their corresponding transmitter’s packets. These packets are later analyzed to find which pair of packets is really concurrent by comparing their timestamps. An example timeline is shown, where back-to-back packets are transmitted with a slight jitter. Some packets undergo collisions at the receiver. Post-processing on the traces captured by sniffers 1 and 2 give us concurrent packets. Analysis of the receiver trace reveals which of these packets are received correctly and which are lost.
in our experiments). These sets of transmissions are deemed ‘concurrent’\(^4\). All other transmissions are ignored.

iv. Success or failure of each transmission from each set of concurrent transmissions is noted from the receiver trace. 802.11 frame sequence number is used in identifying frames.

v. Finally, from the above data, the packet reception rate (PRR) statistics is computed over a large number of such sample concurrent transmissions for each link in the chosen activation set.

Several technical details are important to understand how the above is achieved. We discuss these in the following subsection. Then, we will describe some validation experiments to support our techniques.

### 4.3.1 Technical Details

a) **Obtaining synchronized clocks.** The 802.11 cards in the network nodes are set up in ad hoc mode. The time synchronization function (TSF) in 802.11 automatically synchronizes the clocks in the interface cards. To ensure that sniffers also utilize TSF, they are also made to run the ad hoc mode on a virtual interface, in addition to running the monitor mode on the main interface. Note that we do not disable beacon transmissions that are needed for clock synchronization using TSF. Microseconds resolution TSF timestamps are recorded in all captured frames in the sniffers or the receivers from the radiotap header. *Thus, all captured frames in the network have a common time base (TSF time).* This is useful for step iii above.

\(^4\)For details regarding the capture phenomenon, look at the related work section for a discussion.
b) *Disabling carrier-sense.* To achieve this we used the antenna switching technique [30]. The 802.11 interface uses two antenna connectors for diversity. We have only one antenna connected to one connector, keeping the other connector unconnected. Using driver-level commands, any one of the connector can be selected as the receiving/transmit antenna. Selecting the unconnected antenna as the receiving antenna effectively disables carrier sense. This is useful for step i above.

c) *Disabling backoffs.* This is again achieved via driver-level commands by explicitly setting the initial backoff window size to zero and disabling retransmissions. Thus, there is only one transmission attempt with no backoff. The transmitted packets are MAC layer broadcasts; there are no ACKs.

### 4.3.2 Experimental Validation

We have validated a), b) and c) above experimentally to ensure that they indeed work satisfactorily. To validate a), we essentially evaluate how good the TSF time

![Figure 4.3. Distribution of the synchronization error (difference between the recorded timestamps at the sniffer and at the receivers for the same packet).](image)
synchronization is on our testbed. To do this, we conduct the following experiment. Each node in the testbed is made to transmit alone and all the other nodes receive these transmissions. As usual, the transmitted frame is also captured at the sender’s sniffer. Each packet is uniquely identified by the MAC address and frame sequence number in all captured traces. Each packet’s receive timestamp on each receiver is compared to the same packet’s timestamp on the sender’s sniffer. Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the synchronization error (difference between these timestamps). Note the sharp peak at zero. Median error is 2 µs for the absolute difference. Note that this time is very small compared to the average packet transmission time in our experiments (2089 µs).

We also validate b) and c), i.e., that the disabling of carrier-sense and backoff is working well. We perform an experiment where two network nodes concurrently transmit back-to-back UDP packets (size 1470 bytes) thus generating saturated loads. The nodes are kept within perfect carrier sense distance. The corresponding sniffers captures all transmissions from the senders. We observe that when carrier-sense and backoff are not disabled, the two senders share the medium and the aggregated transmit rate is 5.7Mbps, where one is 2.5 Mbps and the other is 3.2 Mbps (as per the captured packets at the sniffers). When carrier-sense and backoff are disabled, each sender transmit at 5.55 Mbps, almost doubling the aggregate sending rate.

We also analyze the inter-packet times in the above experiment from the ‘merged’ packet trace captured at the sniffers as another form of validation. Their distributions are shown in Figure 4.4. Note 16 distinct peaks of inter-packet times without disabling carrier sense, ACK and backoff (denoting 16 possible backoff values in 802.11a). When they are disabled, we get two peaks with one corresponding to the packet time. There are also two other smaller peaks. We attribute
Figure 4.4. Distribution of inter-packet times (difference between start-time of successive packets) at the sniffers for two scenarios. Note packet time is 2089μs.
the occurrence of these peaks to synchronization error, occasional beacon transmissions, hardware imperfections and unexplained software delays, or even occasional carrier-sensing directly from the antenna connector itself. Note also that in both cases a small fraction of packets have very high delay. These are clubbed together in the plot as their values take a very wide range. All these jitters are the reason why we do not rely on the scheduling system to be able to make perfect concurrent transmissions. This is also the reason post-processing is used to identify what sets of packets are really concurrent.

4.4 Building and Evaluating Physical Interference Model

The physical interference model describes the success probability of a transmission (modeled in terms of packet reception rate or PRR) when one or more interferers are contributing to the interference at the receiver of the intended transmission. If $S$ is the signal power received at the intended receiver from the sender, $N$ is the noise power at the receiver and $\Sigma I$ is the sum of the interference powers experienced at the receiver caused by the group of interferers (transmitting concurrently), the model predicts the relationship between the bit error rate (BER) and SINR, where 

$$\text{SINR} = \frac{S}{\Sigma I + N}.$$ 

This relationship depends on radio properties such as modulation. The packet error rate (PER) is directly related to BER and depends on coding. The packet reception rate (PRR), a quantity we will evaluate directly, is simply $1 – \text{PER}$ and thus again is directly related to SINR.

Typically, the PRR vs. SINR curve makes a sharp transition from low to high PRR values with increasing SINR. The rising part of the function has been described as the transition region in [131], albeit for a different radio technology.
Since scheduling applications need a ‘binary’ model (see, e.g., [22]), the curve is typically ‘thresholded’ and is described as a step function changing from 0 and 1 at a specific value of SINR, called the SINR threshold or capture threshold. This variant of the physical model is henceforth referred to as thresholded physical interference model. The original model will be called the graded physical interference model.

4.4.1 Model Building

To build the physical model, one needs to find the PRR vs. SINR relation. We do this empirically by simply taking many measurement samples of \( S, I \) and \( N \) for a separate three node setup – sender, receiver and interferer, thus directly computing SINR as \( \frac{S}{I+N} \). PRR is measured by noting the fraction of packets received at the receiver when the sender and interferer transmit concurrently. The above three node measurements use identical hardware and measurement mechanism as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. This means that each node is accompanied by a sniffer, and concurrent transmissions are identified by postprocessing captured packet traces.
To derive a statistically meaningful relationship between PRR and SINR, many different samples of \(<\text{PRR},\text{SINR}>\) are needed. We change the distances between transmitter-receiver and interferer-receiver pairs as well as change the transmit powers so that \(S\) and \(I\) can vary over a wide range. For each distances and transmit power setting (i.e., constant \(S\) and \(I\)), several thousands concurrent transmissions are used to compute PRR. This provides one \(<\text{PRR},\text{SINR}>\) sample. The samples are shown in the scatterplot in Figure 4.5. We also show a fitted curve using a linear interpolation of average values in buckets of 1 dB each. This fitted curve provides the PRR vs. SINR model that will be used in our later analysis. This model can also be used directly by a scheduling algorithm. PRR is close to zero for SINRs less than about 10 dB and close to 100% for SINR more than about 25 dB. The transition region is thus quite wide. Note many intermediate PRRs are possible in the range of 15-22 dB. These considerations are important in choosing a topology for our study as discussed in Section 4.2. Note that measurements on large mesh testbeds have shown significant number of intermediate level links. See, e.g., evaluations on MIT roofnet in [12] or Rice University testbed in [26].

4.4.2 Model Evaluation

Our goal now is to evaluate the accuracy of the physical model for transmission scheduling. In particular, we will compare the two versions of physical model here – graded and thresholded, and also the thresholded model for different SINR thresholds. Since scheduling essentially determines ‘feasible’ activation sets (set of links) in each slot subject to an interference model, a model’s responsibility is to describe which sets of links are feasible together and which are not.

Any scheduling algorithm must avoid the so-called primary interference, i.e., interference between links with a common endpoint in the network graph. Thus,
the algorithm must choose a matching\(^5\) on the network graph as we are only considering unicast transmissions. Thus, instead of using random subset of links, we use random matchings. There is no point in evaluating non-matchings as they will never be scheduled by any algorithm. Choosing random matchings is intractable as well. We resort to a simple heuristics (not described here for brevity) to pick random matchings.

It is important to define which are actually links in our mesh testbed. We assume that for each ordered pair of nodes \(A, B\), there is a network link from node \(A\) to node \(B\) if transmissions from \(A\) to \(B\) have 90\% or more PRR in the absence of any interference. While we would have liked to use a higher PRR threshold, this also reduces the number of concurrently usable links. Note from Figure 4.5 that very high PRR (95\% or beyond) is rare in the testbed.

566 random matchings are used providing a significant data set. Such a large data set also makes the study relatively independent of the topology used. This is because the data set includes many instances of links well distributed over the relevant range of SINR values. See Figure 3.2(a) again.

For each randomly selected matching, the actual throughput (normalized) of each link is evaluated when all links in the matching are transmitting concurrently in the testbed. The normalized throughput is simply the number of packets received on each link divided by the number of packets transmitted on this link. The method described earlier in Section 4.2 is used to find concurrent transmissions and throughput is calculated over only those packets which are actually concurrent. For each matching, about 3000 concurrent transmissions in the matching are used to calculate throughput.

Each random matching is used as input to a predictor that evaluates the link throughput predicted by each interference model. For the thresholded model, the

\(^5\)A matching is a set of links such that no two links have a common end point.
Figure 4.6. CDF of modeling errors for thresholded and graded interference models.
throughputs of all links in a matching that have above-threshold SINR are assumed to be 1. The rest are assumed to be 0. For the graded model, the throughputs are simply the PRRs as determined by the PRR vs. SINR relation (Section 4.4).

The modeling error is evaluated in the following fashion. Given a matching $M_i$ consisting of $|M_i|$ links we denote the measured throughput for $j$-th link in this matching as $\Gamma_i^j(measured)$ and the predicted throughput by model $k$ as $\Gamma_i^j(model)$. Then the modeling error with respect to the $j$-th link in the matching $M_i$ is given by

$$error_i^j(model) = \Gamma_i^j(measured) - \Gamma_i^j(model).$$ (4.1)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the modeling errors (Equation 4.1) is plotted in Figure 4.6. Errors for the graded and thresholded versions of the physical model are shown separately. Two different thresholds are used for the thresholded model 25 dB and 22.5 dB to demonstrate the impact of choice of threshold. Figure 4.6(a) shows the CDF of actual modeling error while Figure 4.6(b) shows the CDF of absolute error. Out of the evaluated links, 50 percent links show an absolute error below 0.05 for graded model and 0.2 for the thresholded model. The 80 percentile absolute error is in fact much lower for graded model (0.2) and very high for the thresholded model (0.5–0.6). This shows that the graded model is much more accurate than the thresholded model in predicting the accuracy of scheduling. There is a slight difference in choice of threshold too. Note, however, this issue is actually a problem for the thresholded model, as the right threshold to use is not easy to determine in a practical set up.

The CDF of actual error shows whether a model is biased towards under or over-estimation of expected throughput. In Figure 4.6(a), the thresholded model is clearly underestimating throughput – a sign of overly conservative modeling. This is expected as the thresholded model allows links to be scheduled only with high probability of success. The graded model, on the other hand, is relatively unbiased.
4.5 Evaluating Scheduling Performance

The previous section evaluated the accuracy of the two incarnations of the interference models in predicting the feasibility of a randomly chosen set of links. These evaluations only focus on modeling accuracy, but do not directly model real performances when used in a scheduling algorithm. This is because a scheduling algorithm considers only specific subsets of feasible links. This is entirely algorithm dependent. To gain some insight here, we now study the performances of the two physical interference models for making actual scheduling decisions.

To do this, however, we need to use scheduling algorithms. One concern here is that the two interference models behave quite differently. The thresholded model is binary, while the graded model is not. In our knowledge, all scheduling algorithms in literature deal with binary models and not with probabilistic models. However, using probabilistic models directly in scheduling has potential for improved throughput. This has been partially addressed by the model accuracy evaluation in the previous section, where it has been shown that the thresholded model can be overly conservative. It only allows transmissions with very high (close to 100%) probability of success. Can we gain extra capacity by allowing transmissions with less than perfect success probability? Note that extra capacity could be substantial if there are many links in the transition region. To address this question we need to develop new scheduling algorithms that can treat links as non-binary.

A comprehensive treatment of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we want to focus on measurements only. To demonstrate the potential of the graded model in scheduling we use a two-part approach:

- In the first part, we study the two models using the greedy scheduling algorithm. Greedy scheduling has often been considered in literature – both for physical (thresholded) [22] and other simpler interference models [103, 121].
The goal there has been primarily to investigate its optimality properties. We extend greedy scheduling to the graded model; though its performance bound remains unknown.

- In the second part, we use optimal scheduling using both models. Since optimal algorithms for either model for the general scheduling problem are open questions, we use a simplified scheduling problem (one-shot scheduling [43]) here. The advantage here is that exhaustive searches are possible to determine the optimal for small networks such as ours.

The following two subsections describe these two parts respectively.

### 4.5.1 Scheduling Using Greedy Algorithm

We use the same greedy scheduling algorithm for both models. It is straightforward to implement and performance bounds are known for specific models, including the thresholded version of physical model [18, 22, 103]. The link demand vector is an input to the algorithm. The demand for a link is simply the number of packets (each packet takes one slot to transmit) to be scheduled on the link. The schedule is a sequence of slots with a feasible set of links to be scheduled in each slot such that demands of all links are satisfied. This is sometimes called the evacuation model. We describe the greedy algorithm below for a binary interference model (thresholded physical model in our case). We will describe later how it is modified to run under the graded model.

**Input:** Network graph $G = (V, E)$, demand vector on the links $f = (f_1, \ldots, f_{|E|})$ and the interference model. The interference model specifies which set of links (activation sets) are ‘feasible’ together.

**Output:** Schedule $S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_\tau\}$, where $S_k$ is a feasible set of links scheduled in the same slot. $\tau$ is the schedule length.
Figure 4.7. Results of greedy scheduling showing measured aggregate throughput for thresholded and graded physical models for different link demand vectors.

**Algorithm:**

1. Order and rename links such that \( f_1 \geq f_2 \geq f_3 \ldots \geq f_{|E|} \).

2. Set \( i = 1, S = \phi, \tau = 0 \). (Initial schedule is empty.)

3. Schedule link \( i \) in the very first available slot where it can be scheduled interference-free according to the given interference model. If no such slot of feasible, increment \( \tau \) and schedule the link in the last slot. (Incrementing \( \tau \) is equivalent to creating a new empty slot at the end of the current schedule.)

4. Repeat step 3 above \( f_i \) times.

5. Increment \( i \). Go back to step 3 until \( i > |E| \).

For non-binary models such as the graded model, the algorithm is modified as follows. There is no real notion of feasibility now. Any set of links can be scheduled together, providing probabilistic packet deliveries on the constituent links. Thus, we use the notion of *expected throughput* in a slot to design the greedy algorithm. The expected throughput is the sum of the PRRs in all scheduled links per the PRR vs. SINR relation defining the interference model. In the greedy choice step above
Figure 4.8. Results of the One Shot Scheduling experiment comparing the thresholded and graded physical models.

(step 3), the link $i$ is scheduled in the first available slot so that its addition to that slot does not decrease the expected throughput in that slot.

The two models are compared in the following fashion. Four different demand vectors are considered for experiments, 1 through 4. The links are split into two equal sets randomly. One set has one packet each. The other set has $i$ packets each for vector $i$. The models generate different schedules for a given demand vector. The schedules generated by each model are evaluated using scheduling experiments on the testbed. Each slot in the schedule is an activation set and concurrent transmissions are scheduled and identified in the same way as described in Section 4.3 by sending 3000 back-to-back packets transmitted on all links in the activation set concurrently. As outlined in that section, only actual concurrent packets are used for calculating the reception rate at the receiver on a link. This gives us the throughput on each link in a slot. All slots are evaluated for throughput in the same manner. Throughput is measured for each slot in number of packets per slot and is averaged for the entire schedule. The results are presented in Figure 4.7.

The results show that graded model consistently gives higher throughput than the thresholded models (for either threshold). On an average, the percentage improvement of graded model against thresholded model with SINR threshold of 22.5 dB is 56% and with SINR threshold of 25.0 dB is 74%. This demonstrates the potential of using the graded model directly in scheduling.
4.5.2 One Shot Scheduling

One limitation of the above study is that while the same greedy scheduling is used for both models, it remains inconclusive regarding why the graded model is performing better. Is it due to a better modeling accuracy or due to a better algorithm? While the performance bound for the greedy algorithm for the thresholded model is known, it is quite loose [22]. Also, the bound for the graded is unknown. Thus, we do not have any useful tool to answer this question.

So, in order to make our observations stronger, we study a simplified scheduling problem called “One Shot Scheduling” [43], where we can reasonably implement optimal algorithms for both models. Thus, only modeling accuracy will play any role.

The one shot scheduling problem picks a subset $S$ of links to be scheduled from a given set $L$ such that the aggregate throughput is maximized. We redefine throughput as ‘expected throughput’ as we are dealing with probabilistic transmission success. The one shot scheduling problem for the thresholded physical model has been shown to be intractable [43]. But, for small size of $L$, it is computationally feasible to exhaustively look for the optimal subset $S_{opt}$ to be scheduled. Any set of schedulable links has to be a matching. Thus, we can pre-select $L$ as a matching. With a 11 node network $|L|$ is upper-bounded by 5. Thus, exhaustive search is feasible to obtain optimal schedules for both models. One needs to evaluate only 31 possibilities.

The experiments are done as follows. First, we obtain the connectivity graph of the network. We again define network links as those with PRR greater than 90% in absence of any interference. For each experiment, we pick a random matching $L$ from the connectivity graph such that the $|L|$ is equal or close to 5. For each model, we estimate the throughput of each subset $S$ of $L$ and then choose the optimal subset $S_{opt}$ which provides the maximum aggregate throughput. Note that the $S_{opt}$...
for the graded model can be different than $S_{opt}$ for the thresholded model. Thus, for each experiment, we schedule both these subsets one by one in the testbed to find their respective throughputs. The same method as used earlier in greedy scheduling (described in Section 4.3) is used to schedule concurrent transmissions. We also determine the aggregate throughput for each subset using the same method as used before. We perform 84 such experiments with different random choice of $L$ each time.

Due to lack of space, results for randomly chosen 30 experiments (out of the 84) are shown in Figure 4.8. Throughput is expressed in terms of average number of packets successfully transmitted per slot. This is the Y-axis. The individual experiments (i.e., different choices of $L$) are shown on the X-axis, sorted in the order of increasing throughput for the graded model for visual clarity. For each experiment, the throughput for graded model is drawn as a bar graph on the left and the throughputs for thresholded models are drawn as a bar graphs on its left.

In all experiments, graded model gives higher throughput. Overall (for all 84 experiments), the graded model improves throughput per slot by 77% over the thresholded model with threshold of 22.5 dB and by about 146% over the thresholded model with threshold of 25.0 dB. Note again choosing the right threshold is tricky with extensive experiments.

This simple one shot scheduling experiment again establishes the power of using graded physical interference model instead of using the more conventional thresholded model for use in scheduling.
4.6 Related Work

Interference modeling using the physical model or promoting the use of such models have been the topic of several recent 802.11-based empirical modeling and evaluation work. However, these are based on the default CSMA/CA MAC protocol of 802.11 and part of their effort goes into modeling the carrier-sense aspects and how transmission capacity is shared. In [52], authors investigated the impact of carrier sensing. In [83], Padhye et al. developed a measurement-based methodology to characterize link interference in 802.11 networks. They pointed out that interference between links is not “binary” in practice. In [34], the authors showed that pairwise interference modeling is often not accurate and multiple interferers must be accounted for. Techniques for generating interference maps have been developed in [81]. Measurement-based modeling to evaluate 802.11 link capacities have been used in [54, 87, 92]. We also use measurement-based modeling, albeit for a different goal.

Several papers also studied capture effects on 802.11 with different modulations (802.11b and 802.11a) and chipsets [29, 58, 64, 96]. Experience with the capture model varied somewhat depending on the actual technology used. This varied from scenarios, where the second packet out of two overlapping packets cannot be captured if it arrives after the preamble period of the first packet, to cases where it can be captured when the MIM (message-in-message) mode [64, 96] is implemented. Note that we consider 50% overlapped of packets as concurrent and do not give any special consideration for first or second packet. The reason for this is that independent analysis revealed no statistical difference of the capture behavior for the first or second packet, likely because MIM is implemented in the Atheros chipset we use.

TDMA-based MAC on commodity 802.11 hardware has been a topic of several
investigations [30, 78, 85, 90]. None of these, however, directly address the interference modeling question. However, they do address many implementation issues that are perfectly complimentary to our goal. We note that synchronization achieved by software-level implementations in these papers are not tight enough to have one packet per slot at the data rate we use. Roughly, slot sizes in the order of 10ms have been achieved, while our packet time is about 2ms in this paper. However, future firmware level developments are expected to address these limitations.

Moving over to non-802.11 platforms, evaluations similar to this paper are available. Concurrent transmissions on low-power sensor motes have been studied in [107, 118, 131]. Our recent works [67, 68] on motes platforms also studied interference modeling aspects. Some of the approaches used in the current paper are similar to those we used in [67]. Note that TDMA-based scheduling in mote-class radios such as 802.15.4 is easier to achieve as the radios are better documented than 802.11 radios and data rates are much slower.

### 4.7 Conclusions and Future Directions

Our work makes the following contributions. First, we evaluate the accuracy of physical interference modeling on an 802.11a testbed. We show that the thresholded model commonly used for scheduling has much poorer accuracy relative to the graded model that we promote for scheduling use. The graded model is not perfect, however. The 80 percentile error is 0.2 (normalized to maximum link throughput 1 packet/slot). Second, we show using two types of scheduling experiments that the accuracy question hurts the performance of the thresholded model badly. The graded model achieves a better throughout by a factor of roughly 2. This stems primarily from the overly conservative behavior of the thresholded model that schedules perfect links only. Our recommendation for future work is thus to embrace
the reality and investigate scheduling algorithms that exploit the graded model for creating high-performance mesh backbones using 802.11.

A careful reader will note that a physical layer rate reduction would improve PRR for a given SINR. One can argue that the thresholded model can always be used if the rate can be adjusted to obtain a high enough PRR for the available SINR. While this is true, standardized protocols and hardwares allow rate adjustments with only a very coarse granularity (e.g., only a few available rates in 802.11). Also, many mesh networks may use long distance links [85] and may thus operate at the lowest possible rate. Thus, our approach of scheduling imperfect links is still very useful. A comprehensive study of rate control along with scheduling imperfect links is also an important direction for future work.
Chapter 5

Adaptive Multichannel Protocols for High-speed Wireless Networks

5.1 Introduction

At the beginning of this decade, many regulatory authorities worldwide (including FCC in US) set aside a large swath of spectrum (7 GHz wide) in the 60 GHz band for unlicensed use. This has promoted a large number of innovations in developing very high data rate (1 Gbps or above) wireless link technologies for the local area. The general goal is to provide ‘wired’ equivalent performance – roughly equivalent to gigabit Ethernet that is now widely available. There have been several developments around this goal. For instance, the upcoming WirelessHD standard [8] can use up to 4 Gbps links over short distances (10m) for high-definition audio/video applications. The link technology actually allows up to 25 Gbps. The upcoming 802.11VHT standard [2] (VHT stands for very high throughput) is expected to provide at least 1 Gbps data rate and is expected to go over much longer distances.

As one goes for high data rates as above, the efficiency of the MAC protocol
reduces. This happens due to the following reason. The per-packet MAC proto-
col overhead can be broadly classified in two parts – *bandwidth independent* and
*bandwidth dependent* [113, 123]. The bandwidth independent part slowly becomes
substantial as one improves the physical layer data rate. For the same packet length
in bits, the transmission time of the packet and the bandwidth dependent overhead
reduce proportionately with physical layer data rate; however, the bandwidth inde-
pendent part stays the same. We will show later that the efficiency of a 802.11 like
MAC protocol can easily be limited to only 50% with just 5 nodes if the data rate
exceeds 1 Gbps. While this issue has apparently been noticed in simulation exer-
cises in the 802.11VHT group [2], the research community is yet to undertake the
challenge of developing efficient random access protocols for the very high speed
regime. This issue is not limited to CSMA or 802.11-like protocols alone and can
happen for TDMA protocols as well. However, we will limit discussions for CSMA
only for its clear suitability for data networks.

The goal of our work is using *adaptive channelization* as a mechanism to im-
prove MAC protocol efficiency in the very high speed regime. The basic idea
is to split the available single-channel bandwidth into multiple smaller channels.
Each individual channel now has a smaller bandwidth supporting a proportionately
slower data rate. This helps mask the bandwidth independent overhead. We will
demonstrate this with analysis in Section 5.3. However, such channel splitting car-
rries its own overhead as guard bands must be used. Thus, the number of chan-
nels must be chosen appropriately to strike a balance of different overheads. Also,
such channelization must be adaptive to the traffic demand. For example, a smaller
(larger) number of channels may be appropriate when a small (large) number of
nodes are active or when traffic demand is low (high). The challenge is to adapt the
system appropriately to ensure an optimum operating point at all times.

In some ways, adaptive channelization that we propose is reminiscent of the
subcarrier allocation problem in OFDMA [125]. However, in OFDMA a centralized entity (base station) maps the available set of OFDM subcarriers into a set of sub-channels to be allocated to the active links. The mapping is done based on channel state information and traffic on the links to improve the overall spectral efficiency and is renewed periodically in a TDM fashion. In contrast, our goal is to develop an entirely distributed random access model agnostic to the physical layer. The goal is to optimize channel access efficiency in presence of significant bandwidth independent overhead.

Our main contributions are as follows. First, we show via analytical modeling that single channel MAC protocol is very inefficient in high data rate networks and channelization can provide the necessary improvement (Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Second, we develop an adaptive channelization protocol and show via simulations that just channelization is not enough for better performance; channelization also needs to be adapted with varying traffic conditions (Sections 5.5, 5.6, 5.7). Finally, via a ‘scaled down’ prototype implementation on GNU Radio/USRP platform, we emulate the operation of a high-speed network and show such adaptive channelization can indeed be realized in practice (Sections 5.8 and 9). Related works and conclusions appear in Sections 2 and 10 respectively.

5.2 Related Works

Several approaches dynamically allocate variable amount of spectrum in cognitive radio based networks. For example, the KNOWS system [126] develops distributed allocation techniques for contiguous time-spectrum blocks to maximize the use of fragmented spectrum [127]. Spectrum is allocated based on pre-determined traffic demands, interference criterion, and bandwidth allocated to interfering transmissions. Similar spectrum allocation problems are also considered in [109], but in the
context of cellular dynamic spectrum access networks, and are solved in centralized fashion. Several market-driven auction mechanisms [129, 130] have also been proposed that dynamically auction variable amount spectrum to wireless nodes based on demands and bids.

Independent of cognitive radio or dynamic spectrum access, several works in current literature study adapting channel width dynamically to improve different performance measures. In [28], the authors make a case for adapting the channel width in wireless networks using 802.11 networks as a case study. However, they primarily study the impact of adapting channel width on data rate, power consumption and communication range on a single wireless link. In [74], the authors study a spectrum distribution problem in the context of 802.11 WLANs by providing wider channels to the more congested APs and smaller channels to less congested ones. The approach is aimed more towards load balancing than addressing MAC protocol overheads and can serve as complimentary to our approach. Similar problem is also solved in the FLEX system [122].

There is a rich literature on multichannel CSMA-based wireless MAC protocols. Here, the channelization is already fixed, and the broad goal is to develop CSMA MAC protocols to efficiently utilize multiple channels. A sampling of major works in this space is as follows. In MMAC protocol [106], the authors augment the 802.11 MAC protocol such that all nodes meet at a common channel periodically to negotiate the channels to use for transmission in the next phase. In SSCH [17], the authors propose dynamic switching of channels using pseudo-random sequences. The idea is to randomly switch channels such that the neighboring nodes meet periodically at a common channel to communicate. In DCA [120], the authors use two radios – one for the control packets (RTS/CTS packets) and another for data packets. The channel to send the data packet is negotiated using the control packets,
and the data packets are sent in the negotiated channels. Similar control channel-based MAC protocols have been used in [51]. In AMCP [104], the authors use a similar notion of a control channel, but a single radio and focus on starvation mitigation. An asynchronous control channel based MAC protocol is proposed in [15] that solves multi-channel coordination problems and assigns channels to links using a channel assignment algorithm. In [66], two different multi-channel protocols, xRDT and LCM-MAC, are proposed that do not require separate control channels.

The fact that channelization can improve MAC protocol efficiency was observed originally in [70] in the context of Ethernet. The authors in [113, 123] noticed the impact of bandwidth independent overheads on MAC protocol efficiency.

There is also a significant amount of literature on channel assignments for multi-radio, multichannel networks (e.g., [89]), as well as channel selection for TDMA scheduling (e.g., [14, 59]). They are orthogonal to our work and we do not discuss them here.

5.3 Case for Channelization

We illustrate the advantage of channelization by a simple example. Suppose, two transmitters are sharing a channel of bandwidth $B$. See Figure 5.1. Assume that each packet transmission carries a bandwidth independent overhead of $\Delta$ time units and the packet transmission (including any bandwidth dependent overhead) takes $T$ time units. Splitting the channel into two subchannels of bandwidth $B/2$ each (ignore the guard band question for now) makes the transmission time increase to $2T$ keeping the bandwidth independent overhead part the same. Four packet transmissions from the two nodes now takes $4T + 2\Delta$ time as opposed to $4T + 4\Delta$ time in single channel. The speedup will obviously be substantial if $\Delta/T$ is large. An added advantage is that the number of contenders in each channel could reduce
leading to further speedups.

In an 802.11-like CSMA/CA protocol, the bandwidth independent overhead is the backoff time that is counted in terms of slots. The slot size must be at least the sum of maximum propagation time between two nodes and the carrier sense interval. If there is a non-negligible time synchronization error, it must be accounted for in the slot size as well. Thus, the slot size has a lower bound that is independent of data rates. The analysis in the following subsection shows the impact of a constant slot size on MAC efficiency at high data rates.

5.3.1 Why Does Single Channel Work Poorly?

We start with the widely used model of 802.11 developed by Bianchi in [19]. It assumes a single collision domain (single hop network) and ideal channel conditions (perfect carrier sensing and no capture) with the network under saturated load. According to this model, the probability \( \tau \) that a node transmits in an arbitrarily chosen time slot is given by,

\[
\tau = \frac{2(1 - 2p)}{(1 - 2p)(W + 1) + pW(1 - (2p)^m)},
\]

Figure 5.1. Demonstrating the benefit of channelization.
where \( p \) is the ‘constant and independent’ probability that a packet collides when transmitted regardless of the number of retransmissions suffered, also called as the conditional collision probability, \( W \) is the size of the minimum contention window and \( m \) is the maximum backoff stage such that the maximum contention window is \( 2^mW \). The ‘constant and independent’ probability assumption is a key approximation in this model.

By definition,

\[
p = 1 - (1 - \tau)^{n-1}.
\]  

(5.2)

[19] shows that the above two equations have a unique solution in the two unknowns \( \tau \) and \( p \) and they can be solved by numerical techniques.

These expressions pave the way to derive expressions for normalized throughput \( S \). Assume as in [19], \( P_{tr} \) is the probability that there is at least one transmission in a slot. Since \( n \) nodes contend on the channel, and each transmits with probability \( \tau \) in a slot,

\[
P_{tr} = 1 - (1 - \tau)^n.
\]  

(5.3)

The probability \( P_s \) that a transmission occurring on the channel is successful is given by the probability that exactly one node transmits on the channel, conditioned on the fact that at least one node transmits, i.e.,

\[
P_s = \frac{n\tau(1 - \tau)^{n-1}}{P_{tr}} = \frac{n\tau(1 - \tau)^{n-1}}{1 - (1 - \tau)^n}.
\]  

(5.4)

Now, assume that the slot time is \( \sigma \) and the packet time is \( T_p \). Ignore all inter-frame spacings and header overheads. Consider the basic access with no RTS/CTS or ACK. (These can be added but they generate distracting details.) By a straightforward application of renewal theory, the normalized throughput or the long run fraction of time spent in successful transmissions is given by,

\[
S = \frac{P_{tr}P_sT_p}{(1 - P_{tr})\sigma + P_{tr}T_p}.
\]  

(5.5)
Figure 5.2. Normalized throughput versus packet time (in slots) for a single channel 802.11-like network. Optimal contention window is assumed.

Note that the packet time in slots ($T_p/\sigma$) is an influential determinant of throughput. Smaller values mean lower throughput. It is easily seen that for higher physical layer speeds $T_p/\sigma$ will tend to be smaller. This is because slot size $\sigma$ has a lower bound that is independent of speed, as we discussed before. For example, the propagation time of RF signals at 150m is $0.5\mu s$. Carrier sense interval can easily add another $0.5\mu s$, assuming that the fastest available A/D chips can digitize 512 Msamples/sec and 256 samples are used to sense carrier. Thus $1\mu s$ can serve as a lower bound on the slot size. For a 1000 byte packet, the packet time is $8\mu s$ for a 1GBps link, and $0.8\mu s$ for a 10Gbps link. This gives us ($T_p/\sigma$) = 8 and 0.8, respectively. Note that these numbers are very conservative. We have assumed a larger than average packet size.

We plot throughput versus packet time for various number of nodes in Figure 5.2 as per Equation 5.5. For this plot, the minimum contention window size $W$ is assumed to be optimal for the number of nodes and the optimal value is used to generate this plot. The optimal is computed via straightforward numerical techniques by computing the throughput for different values of $W$ and choosing the optimal for presenting in the plot. For unoptimized $W$ (such as in 802.11) the performance is
likely to be worse. Still, we note very poor throughput for a very realistic range of packet times in our context. Packet times 1-5 slots mean efficiency between 0.4-0.6 even with an optimized window.\footnote{In Equation 5.5 similar performance with different number of nodes is not surprising. It is an artifact of the use of optimal window. Figure 9 in [19] also has a similar observation.}

Of course, efficiency improves with larger packet sizes. But packet sizes cannot be increased arbitrarily as packet error rates will increase for a given bit error rate in the underlying wireless channel, for a given SINR, modulation and coding. Also, from a more practical point of view packet coalescing to increase packet size may not be possible depending on packet generation/forwarding rates from the upper layer.

### 5.3.2 Modeling Multichannel Benefit

To see the benefit of splitting the channel up into multiple subchannels, assume that the given channel is divided into $k$ smaller channels of the equal bandwidth. The above model can now be modified to compute the resulting throughput. Assume for simplicity that transmitters choose channels randomly for transmission and then contend on that chosen channel. Thus, on average there are now $n/k$ nodes competing in each channel. The transmission probability, $P_{tr}$, becomes

$$P_{tr}(k) = 1 - (1 - \tau)^{n/k}. \quad (5.6)$$

The successful transmission probability, $P_s$, becomes

$$P_s(k) = \frac{(n/k)\tau(1 - \tau)^{(n/k)-1}}{P_{tr}(k)} . \quad (5.7)$$

The packet time $T_p$ is now longer as each channel now has a factor $k$ smaller bandwidth. Thus, the packet time is $kT_p$, and the normalized throughput $S(k)$ of each
channel is given by,
\[ S(k) = \frac{P_{tr}(k) P_s(k) k T_p}{(1 - P_{tr}(k)) \sigma + P_{tr}(k) k T_p}. \] (5.8)

All channels being identical, the aggregated normalized throughput in all \( k \) channels in also \( S(k) \).

### 5.3.3 Results

In Figure 5.3 we present the throughput \( S(k) \) as a function of the number of channels \( k \), packet time in slots \( (T_p/\sigma) \) and number of nodes \( n \). As before the range
of packet time in slots has been chosen carefully to reflect the realistic values possible in high data rate networks. We have also been careful with the choice of minimum contention window size $W$. To clearly demonstrate the multichannel advantage we have used the optimal $W$ for each choice of $n$ and $k$ pairs. While the optimal may not be achievable in a real protocol or it may require complex estimation or adaptation that may be expensive [124], from the perspective of the analytical modeling this makes the fairest demonstration of the performance benefit of multichannel. To see this, assume that the single channel case is already suboptimal because of a poor choice of $W$ (assume, smaller than optimal). Now when we split the channel but not modify the contention window, we may get closer to the optimal as contention reduces due to channel splitting. Thus, it will be unclear how much benefit is due to channel splitting and how much due to a more suitable contention window with split channel as opposed to single channel. If we choose the optimal in all circumstances, the comparison is clearer.

In Figure 5.3 we have plotted the normalized throughput $S(k)$ as per Equation 5.8 versus number of channels $k$. In Figure 5.3(a), the packet time is fixed at 4 slots and the number of nodes is varied. The throughput reaches optimal (100%) when the number of channels is equal to the number of nodes, as there is no contention and the optimum window size is 0. On the left of the optimal point, there are more nodes and less channels, thus throughput suffers due to contention. On the right of the optimal point, there are more channels and less nodes, so throughput suffers as many channels remain unused.

Note very poor efficiency for single channel even with an optimum contention window (about 0.56). In Figure 5.3(b), the number of nodes is constant at 50 and the packet time and the number of channels are varied. Note again that for small packet time, the single channel efficiency is very poor. For example, for small packets (1 slot), it is about 0.38. However, efficiency rapidly increases with increase in
number of channels. For example, the efficiency increases by 50% with just 5 channels and doubles with 20 channels. The rate of increase in efficiency tapers off with larger number of channels. This means that just a handful of channels can make a significant performance impact.

5.4 Guard Bands

Channelization, however, comes with an overhead. When we divide a spectrum of bandwidth $B$ in to $k$ channels each of width $b$, there should be enough guard band separation between the channels, so that concurrent transmissions are possible on each channel without interference. In practice, due to the non-linearity of power amplifiers, radio leakage occurs on each channel. The amount of this leakage determines the guard band separation needed between two adjacent channels. In Figure 5.4, we show three channels separated by guard bands of width $g$. A simple analysis below determines the guard band so that we can reevaluate the multichannel advantage assuming the existence of guard bands.

Assume that regardless of the number of channels to use, the total power budget remains the same. This means that the power spectral density or PSD, $P$, remains same for all channels in any channelization.\footnote{It could be slightly higher than $P$, in fact as much as $PB/(B - (k - 1)g)$, assuming no power} Assume also that leakage follows...
a straight-line decay pattern. Thus the amount of out of band leakage will be a function of the PSD, $P$ and the slope $m$ of the decay.  

Now, the width of each channel, when there are $k$ channels is given by, $b = \frac{B - (k - 1)g}{k}$.

One way to design guard bands would be to ensure that the SINR in each channel $i$ is greater than the receive threshold $\beta$, where the interference comes solely due to leakage from the adjacent channels. Ignoring path loss, the signal power in channel $i$ is given by $Pb$ and the interference due to radio leakage from adjacent

---

(c) Number of nodes = 25; packet time = 4 slots for single channel.

**Figure 5.5.** Normalized throughput for various number of nodes, number of channels and packet sizes, showing that an optimal number of channels exists.

---

3This is not unlike standards based spectral masks (e.g., in 802.11a/g where a dBr loss per MHz is specified beyond the channel bandwidth).
channels is given by (the area of the two shaded triangles shown in the Figure 5.4),

$$m \left( \frac{P}{m} - g \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

The SINR in channel \(i\) must be at least equal to the SINR threshold \(\beta\). Thus,

$$\frac{Pb}{N_0b + m \left( \frac{P}{m} - g \right)^2} = \beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

Equation 5.10 has simple solutions when \((P/m - g)\) is zero, \(b\) or a fraction of \(b\). The solution at \((P/m - g)\) equal to zero refers to the case when the leakage from adjacent channels do not affect channel \(i\) at all, and the interference (given by Equation 5.9) from adjacent channel is zero. This is the upper bound on \(g\). Since this bound is constant and all the other solutions of \(g\) are too specific to a scenario, we will use a constant guard band formulation to numerically evaluate the multichannel advantage in presence of guard bands.

Throughput \(S(k)\) with guard bands can be computed by using Equation 5.8 except that now the packet time is slightly different. It is no longer \(kT_p\), but \(\frac{k-B}{B-(k-1)g}T_p\).

In Figure 5.5, we show plots similar to Figure 5.3 except that a constant guard band (1% of the channel bandwidth \(B\)) is used throughout. An additional plot with varying guard band width is also presented. Note that the guard band indeed makes an impact on the performance with larger number of channels. For example, even with 1% guard band, 24% bandwidth is wasted for 25 channels. Unless guard band is too small, both too few and too many channels hurt performance. Thus, depending on the actual packet sizes the optimal number of channels are typically small (more in the order of 10 rather than 100). Note also from Figure 5.5(a) that the channel efficiency never reaches 100% due to the guard band wastage.

Note that, some radio technologies like OFDM [16] does not require guard bands between adjacent channels. In such cases, channelization will lead to much better performance benefit as shown in Section 5.3.
5.5 Adaptive Multichannel MAC Protocols: Background

5.5.1 Need for Adaptation

The preceding analysis demonstrates that channelization is effective in improving efficiency for high data rate wireless networks. The analysis shows that an optimum number of channels exists depending on the operational parameters. If there is no guard band wastage, the optimum number is equal to the number of contending nodes. The optimum number is smaller when guard band is non-zero. The actual number depends on parameters such as guard band size and packet size. Thus a mechanism to adapt the number of channels with the number of contending nodes is useful. We will describe simple protocols for channel adaptation in Section 5.6. In spirit, the idea of channel adaptation is somewhat similar to the adaptation of contention window in CSMA protocols [124]. It is a hard problem as it requires sophisticated estimation mechanisms to estimate the number of contenders. Fortunately, some degree of success has been reported in literature [20, 25]. In the simplest form these techniques track the collision probability \( p \) by continuously measuring idle times, successful transmit times, busy times and unsuccessful transmit times. They use a moving average-based method to give importance to more recent measurements. Finally, using the estimated value of \( p \), the equations 5.1 and 5.2 are solved to determine the number of nodes \( n \). We will use a similar methodology in estimating the number of contending nodes when evaluating our protocol in Section 5.7.
In its most general form, the channelization does not need to be uniform. Different channels can be of different widths. This could be useful in certain scenarios. For example, if the packet sizes are not uniform then clearly links transmitting smaller packets should use smaller channels and vice versa. However, such optimizations in a dynamic scenario can be complex. We will use only uniform channelization in this work.

5.5.2 Protocol Design Background

As discussed in Section 5.2, there is a host of multichannel MAC protocols in current literature. But they are all geared for networks with pre-configured or fixed channelization (such as in IEEE 802.11). Such networks have the operating frequency band divided into a predefined set of channels and the multichannel protocols try to optimally use all the channels in the network. Protocols like SSCH [17], and xRDT [66] specifically fall into this category, and thus do not satisfy our requirement. Negotiation-based protocols such DCA [120], MMAC [106], LCM-MAC [66] that utilize an out of band mechanism (e.g., a control channel or a synchronized time period for control) to negotiate the channel to be used for transmission can be used, but need to be suitably modified to support channel adaptation. Also, one fundamental issue these protocols suffer from is a bottleneck in their out of band mechanism (control channel or control period) as they do per-packet or per-cycle negotiations which may lead to a significant amount of control traffic in certain high traffic scenarios. Larger control channel, for example, can alleviate this issue. But this can waste control channel bandwidth for some other traffic conditions. (Note that in our model the control channel must be carved out of the provided channel bandwidth $B$). The control channel bottleneck problem has been studied in several contexts, and the right size of the control channel has been analyzed [120]. However, this requires adapting the control channel bandwidth with
traffic demonstrating another need for adaptation.

We propose an Adaptive Multi-Channel (AMC) MAC protocol that mimic our modeling of multichannel operation in the previous sections. In particular, the protocols have the following properties:

1. The available frequency band $B$ is adaptively divided into a near-optimal number of channels. To enable this the radio interface on each node is capable of changing center frequencies and channel bandwidths on the fly, within the given frequency band.

2. Each node has only one physical radio interface for data packets. This makes interface costs reasonable. However, we do assume a high degree of capability on the part of interface (see below). The node also has a control interface and a low bandwidth control channel in the simplest implementation of the protocol. However, as will be discussed in Section 5.6.3 these are not strictly required.

3. The data interface has a very general reception ability. Let us refer to the ordered set of tuples $<\text{center frequency}, \text{bandwidth}>$ of each channel as a channel configuration. Assuming that the maximum possible split is $k$-way, there are $k$ possible channel configurations, with $1, \ldots, k$ channels. Thus, there can be $k(k + 1)/2$ possible channels in the system. We assume that the interface is able to receive on all possible $k(k + 1)/2$ channels at the same time.\footnote{In principle, this can be achieved using a wide-band RF front-end that can tune to the entire bandwidth and have parallel software paths that decode signals on each of the defined channels. In order to achieve high data rates, each of the software paths can be assigned to high speed parallel processors [44, 65].}

This ability (i) removes the need for informing the receiver about the channel to be used before transmission, and thus eliminates a significant control
overhead; (ii) allows for correct packet reception always (barring collisions and channel errors) by reducing the deafness and multichannel hidden terminal problems [66]; and (iii) allows different nodes to have different channel configurations for transmissions and still packets may be received correctly.

4. The interface is half-duplex. It can either transmit or receive at one time. When transmitting, it can only transmit in one channel.

5. The onus of channel selection is purely on the sender. For the purpose of our study here, we assume a simple scheme where the sender selects a channel randomly and then contends and transmits only on that channel. This happens for each packet transmission.

6. When not transmitting, the interface always listens on all channels and keeps a population estimate on a continuous basis. As indicated before, techniques available in literature to build such population estimates can be used [20,25].

5.6 Adaptive Multi-Channel Protocol: Operation

In this paper we will only study a distributed protocol that works in a single collision domain (single cell). While single collision domain is a limitation of our current study, our goal in this work is to explore the opportunities in channelization for high data rate networks – rather than promoting specific protocols, scenarios or architectures.

The simplest version of the Adaptive Multichannel (AMC) protocol that we will study here uses a low bandwidth control channel and a separate control interface. The protocol uses minimal control traffic to communicate certain status information.

---

This problems arise in several multi-channel protocols because nodes can listen to only one channel at any instant [66].
We assume that the control channel traffic does not interfere with the data channels and that its propagation characteristics are at least as good as the data channel. As will be discussed in Section 5.6.3, both the control channel and control interface are not strictly necessary.

5.6.1 Protocol Operation

The protocol is centered on two basic operations: ‘split’ and ‘merge.’ Given a $k$ channel configuration, the ‘split’ operation moves the system to the $k + 1$ channel configuration. The ‘merge’ operation does the opposite. Since the available bandwidth $B$ is known and channels are all equal, knowledge of $k$ is sufficient for the nodes to learn what channels are in use for communication.

The split and merge operations are implemented by broadcast SPLIT and MERGE control packets in the control channel. These broadcasts can be initiated by any node when the optimal channelization according to the current population estimate (aggregate in all channels) does not match with the current channelization. If the population estimate is $n$, then the analysis in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 can provide the corresponding optimal number of channels, $k^*(n)$. This becomes the threshold for ‘merge’ and ‘split’ operations. If the current channelization, $k$, is less than $k^*(n)$, then the node should ‘split’; if $k$ is greater than $k^*(n)$, the node should ‘merge’.

The SPLIT and MERGE packets ensure that all nodes can keep track of the current number of channels used. To provide a degree of fault tolerance against lost control packets, each node also periodically broadcasts the current number of channels (according to its own information) through BEACON packets on the control channel. Upon receiving such BEACON packets a node changes its understanding of the current channel configuration to the minimum of its own information and the value contained in the BEACON. This minimizes the ‘period of vulnerability’
only to the interval until the next successful BEACON reception. Note, however, while during this period different nodes can use different channel configurations for transmission, packet reception is still possible because of the assumption that nodes can receive in any channel in all possible configurations. Also see the discussion on multicell operation in Section 5.6.3.

Use of randomness can prevent synchronous behavior and thrashing. For example, more than one node can otherwise broadcast SPLIT messages almost back to back based on the same estimate causing the channels to be split more than necessary only to merge back momentarily. Much of these are matters of details and can be fine-tuned for a given architecture.

5.6.2 Discussions

Two important multichannel-related performance issues do not impact the AMC protocol.

Control Channel Bottleneck: As observed in prior work [120], the control channel has the potential to become a bottleneck when used in multichannel operations. While this is true for negotiation-based protocols like DCA [120], bSMART [127] etc, AMC does not send explicit control messages for negotiation or coordination between senders and receivers for transmissions. Control packets are used only for merging, splitting and beaconing actions that are not frequent.

Deafness and Multichannel Hidden Terminal: Deafness occurs in a multichannel protocol when a sender does not know the state of its receiver (transmitting or ready to receive) [66]. In AMC, all nodes are always listening to all channels (except when actually transmitting). This helps address deafness. Multichannel hidden terminal arises when a node switches its channel to transmit on another channel, but it does not know the ‘state’ of that new channel, i.e., possible ongoing transmissions in
the interference neighborhood [66]. But in AMC, a node transmits only in one channel and always knows the state of all channels (except for periods when it is transmitting).

5.6.3 Improvements and Extensions

Several alternative approaches are possible around the same basic idea presented above.

No Control Channel: Instead of sending the SPLIT, MERGE and BEACON packets in a separate control channel, a node can send them in one or more data channels. The upside of this approach is that control channel and the extra control interface are not needed. The downside is that nodes which are busy transmitting will miss these packets (due to the half-duplex assumption). However, since the BEACON is periodic, the ‘period of vulnerability’ is bounded.

No Control Messages: The control messages (SPLIT, MERGE etc.) are not strictly needed either. All the operations performed by nodes using the control messages can be done by sensing the spectrum alone. The intuition behind this is that the frequency domain representation of the signal in the operating band $B$ should look quite different with different channel configurations. Thus, straightforward ‘spectrum sensing’ over the entire bandwidth $B$ can reveal the channel configuration in use.

Multicell or Multiple Collision Domain Operation: We have studied the AMC protocol only for a single collision domain operation. For multiple collision domains – either for single- or multi-hop operation – it is possible that different parts of the network use different channel configurations for optimal throughput. Thus, it is possible that some nodes might ‘see’ different channel configurations being used by different nodes in the neighborhood. This is not necessarily a problem if nodes are
Figure 5.6. Simulation comparison of the AMC protocol with fixed multichannel (FMC) and single channel protocols (25 nodes, packet time = 1 slot, guard band width ($g$) = 1% of total bandwidth $B$).
assumed capable of receiving packets simultaneously in all possible channel configurations as indicated before in Section 5.5. It is, however, possible that overlapped channels are created due to different channel configurations used by different nodes. This may introduce unintended interference. A control channel based protocol with suitable optimizations can alleviate this effect and lead the system to its optimal performance goal. We leave this design as an open question and a topic of our future work.

5.7 Simulation Results

We have developed a slotted-time discrete event simulator to simulate the AMC and fixed channel multichannel protocols. While the analysis in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 shows the theoretical limits of the possible improvement due to channelization, the simulation results can show the real improvements possible when adaptation overheads are also taken into account. We compare our AMC protocol to a simple fixed multichannel (FMC) and single channel CSMA protocols. The fixed multichannel protocol is similar in most aspects to our AMC protocol except that it does not adaptively change the channelization, and all nodes channelize the spectrum into the same number of channels. A comparison with fixed multichannel protocol helps illustrate the need for adaptive channelization with varying traffic. The FMC protocol has a parameter $k$, which denotes the number of channels.

We use an ‘on-off’ traffic model for each node indicating bursty (on) periods alternating with silence (off) periods. The periods are exponentially distributed with chosen means which are set equal in the all results reported here. Note that the analysis in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 has used saturated traffic. Thus, the simulation results always do not directly correspond to the analysis results.
A single collision domain is assumed and no channel error is modeled. Every node generates packets of constant sizes for its neighbors during its on period. Exponential backoff mechanism is used by every node for control as well as data transmissions, with a maximum of 6 backoff stages (i.e., \( m = 6 \)). The minimum contention window \( W \) for each channel is optimized for the population estimate of that channel (as discussed in Section 5.5). A simple table (pre-computed) lookup achieves this. We vary the number of nodes, guard band width, and the mean on and off periods. The following parameters are used whenever otherwise not specified: packet time in slots \( (T_p/\sigma) \) is 1, the guard band size is 1% of the single channel bandwidth \( B \), both mean on and off periods are 1000 slots and the number of nodes are 25.

Figure 5.6 shows the aggregate throughput in packets/slot from fairly long simulation runs with varying parameters. FMC-\( k \) denotes the fixed multichannel protocol with \( k \) channels. Evidently, AMC beats any FMC protocol or the single channel protocol almost always. On average, the improvement over single channel is about 100%. While FMC protocols tend to do better than single channel, they are almost always poorer than AMC.

In Figure 5.6(a) FMC protocols have higher throughput with increasing number of nodes because of the increase in effective offered load. AMC also has higher throughputs with increasing number of nodes, but offers relatively stable behavior. Single channel performance does not change as it is always under saturation. In Figure 5.6(b), we note that with larger guard bands AMC is even more preferable. FMC protocols can offer very poor performance if the guard band wastage is large. AMC is always able to choose the appropriate channelization for the best throughput.

In Figure 5.6(c) exposes the weakness of the AMC protocol in that it relies on estimation of number of nodes and adapts relatively poorly when on-off periods are
small while the aggregate offered load is the same. The performance differential is seen to be almost 25%. However, its performance relative to single channel remains high.

5.8 Software Radio Implementation

In this section, we demonstrate the advantage to be gained from adaptive channelization using a prototype implementation on a 6 node software radio-based network. We use the GNURadio/USRP platform [4, 7]. While this platform is by no means high data rate, our ‘scaled-down in speed’ implementation still demonstrates the following.

(i) We show that in the USRP/GNURadio platform the slot time must be in the order of tens of milliseconds for an effective implementation of a CSMA protocol. This means that with the highest feasible data rate in this platform (1Mbps), packet time in slots ($T_p$) is quite small even for reasonably large packets (e.g., in the order of a few KBs or smaller). This opens up the possibility of a performance boost via channelization.

(ii) We show that adaptive channelization is feasible and effective on this platform with some careful engineering.

In the following we describe the relevant details of the platform, our design choices for channelization, and experimental results.

5.8.1 Prototype Platform

GNURadio [4] is an open source software development platform that provides several signal processing blocks necessary to implement software defined radios using
low-cost RF hardware and general purpose computers. The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [7] is the most commonly used RF hardware along with GNURadio. The USRP motherboard has 4 high-speed analog to digital converters (ADCs), each at 12 bits per sample and 64 MSps. There are also 4 high-speed digital to analog converters (DACs), each at 14 bits per sample and 128 MSps. In principle, it allows an effective receive bandwidth of up to 32 MHz and and transmit bandwidth of up to 50 MHz. These 4 input and 4 output channels are connected to an FPGA. The FPGA, in turn, connects to a USB2 interface and thereby to a host computer. The baseband samples are transferred between the the USRP motherboard and the host computer using the USB2 interface. Each sample that is sent to and received by the USRP is 16 bits. The USB2 interface can support a data rate of up to 480 Mbps nominal, or 250-300 Mbps effective. Due to this limitation, the maximum rate at which the samples can be sent to or received from USRP is limited to 8 MSps of complex samples (16-bit I and Q samples).

Daughter boards implementing the RF front end can be plugged in on the motherboard. Daughter boards have direct access to the ADC and DAC converters. For our prototype implementation, we have used the RFX2400 daughter board [7] that operates in the 2.3 – 2.9 GHz band, though the methods described below are general for any frequency band.

### 5.8.2 Fine-grained Channelization

When the RF front-end in USRP is set to operate in receive mode, it continuously senses a 20 MHz chunk (limitation of RFX2400 daughter board) of spectrum centered at any specified center frequency. The received time domain analog signal is digitized into I/Q samples at a fixed rate of 64 MSps by the ADC and sent to the FPGA. In the FPGA, the digitized I/Q samples are down-converted from intermediate frequency (IF) to the baseband and then decimated according to the required
channel width and sent to the host machine through the USB2 interface. In the
decimation process, the baseband I/Q samples (at 64 MSps) are sent through a low
pass filter and then through a down-sampler to filter out samples that are outside
the frequency band of interest. The decimation rate is software controllable from
the host machine. In order to filter out samples outside a band of $F_{rx}$ Hz around the
center frequency, we use the following formula:

$$F_{rx} = f_{ADC} \cdot \frac{E \cdot b_S}{D \cdot M},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

where $f_{ADC}$ is the sampling rate of ADC, $D$ is the decimation rate, $M$ is the number
of samples that make a symbol, $b_S$ is the number of bits in each symbol and $E$ is the
spectral efficiency\(^6\) of the modulation scheme used. For example, assuming GMSK
modulation (that we use in our study) with a spectral efficiency of 1 bps/Hz, 1 bit
per symbol and 2 samples per symbol, a decimation rate of 16 filters out samples
that are outside a frequency band of 2 MHz ($\pm 1$ MHz around the center frequency).
In the USRP, the decimation rate can be changed from 4 to 256 (in multiple of 2)
thus allowing us to tune to channels of width in the range of 62.5 KHz – 8 MHz
assuming the other parameters as above.

When the USRP is in transmit mode, the data to be transmitted are modulated
into baseband I/Q samples using any specific modulations scheme in the host ma-
chine and sent to the FPGA. The I/Q samples are interpolated at a specified rate in
the FPGA depending on the frequency band they need to occupy and then sent to
the DAC to be converted into analog signals. The DAC in USRP operates at a con-
stant rate of 128 MSps. The interpolation rate is software controllable and controls
the channel width occupied by any transmission. In order to restrict a transmission
within a frequency band of $F_{tx}$ Hz, we use the following formula similar to the one

\(^6\)Spectral efficiency (bps/Hz) refers to the amount of information that can be transmitted over a
given bandwidth in a specific communication system.
used in receive mode:

\[ F_{Rx} = f_{DAC} \cdot \frac{E \cdot b_S}{I \cdot M}, \]  

(5.12)

where \( f_{DAC} \) is the rate at which the DAC operates and \( I \) is the interpolation rate. For example, again assuming GMSK modulation, 1 bit per symbol and 2 samples per symbol, an interpolation rate of 32 restricts the transmission to a frequency band of 2 MHz around the center frequency. In the USRP, the interpolation rate can be changed from 4 to 512 (in multiples of 2), thus allowing us to send data in channels of width in the range of 62.5 KHz – 16 MHz, assuming other parameters as above.
5.8.3 CSMA Protocol Implementation

In our implementation, carrier sensing is done in software on the host computer using raw \( I \) and \( Q \) samples from the USRP. The \( I \) and \( Q \) samples are magnitude-squared and a moving average of \( I^2 + Q^2 \) is compared with a carrier sense threshold to detect the presence of carrier in any given channel. Carrier sense threshold is tuned for each channel used to provide a 100% accuracy in carrier sensing in our testbed. Using this mechanism, we developed an 802.11-like CSMA based MAC protocol without RTS/CTS and ACK.

The time domain \( I \) and \( Q \) samples from the ADC need to be transferred to the host machine from USRP through the USB interface on the receive side, and vice versa on the sender side. This transfer delay imposes restrictions on carrier sensing. In the GNURadio software, packets are sent to the host computer through USB only when there are a sufficient amount of data collected in the USRP buffer. This delay is dependent of decimation rate in USRP (which determines the channel width). USB block size and number of USB blocks in the buffer also introduce delays. These delays present ‘blind spots’ for carrier sensing [37, 101], when a potential interferer is transmitting, however a potential sender cannot sense the carrier. The slot time must be carefully chosen so that it exceeds the ‘blind spot’ delay. In our implementation, we use channel widths varying from 200 KHz to 1 MHz and our measurements show corresponding delay range from 30 ms to 8 ms. We choose a slot time of 32 ms – slightly higher than this maximum time to ensure that samples are available for carrier sensing decision. Authors in [101] have also experienced similar delays with identical USRP hardware.

Backoffs are counted in slots. The minimum contention window size is always chosen as the optimal using a table look-up following the model in Section 5.3. Exponential backoffs are used as before.
Limitations

Before we go forward we caution the reader about the limitation of the experiments:
(i) The number of contending nodes are either statically fixed or told by an oracle in our experiments. Population estimation procedure are not implemented. (ii) The Ethernet interface serves as the control channel. It is relatively fast and effectively error-free. (iii) Receivers are told by the oracle when and which channel to receive on. Thus, any cost due to multichannel reception is not evaluated. However, any overhead of channel switching on the sender or receiver is captured. (iv) Of course, the slot time (32ms) is several orders of magnitude larger than 802.11a/b (9\mu s and 20\mu s, respectively), which in turn again orders of magnitude larger than the our target slot size (approximately of 1\mu s). However, this is purely due to the hardware limitation. Thus, our experiments should be viewed as ‘scaled-down in speed,’ but still with a real limitation of slot size, albeit due to a different artifact.

5.9 Experimental Evaluation

The 6 GNU Radio/USRP nodes in our testbed are grouped into 3 sender-receiver pairs. The nodes are deployed in such a way that for any given channel configuration, (i) a single collision domain is created on every channel, but (ii) there is no adjacent channel interference even with a zero guard band. This topology gives us an opportunity to evaluate the benefit of channelization for different guard band widths. Due to processing limitations in the host machine used in our setup, the maximum usable bandwidth $B$ without any underrun or overrun in USRP is 1 MHz. We choose the center frequency at 2.5 GHz to avoid interference from other wireless devices operating in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz band. Three different channel configurations are used by dividing the 1 MHz channel into 1, 2 and 3 subchannels. (Further division is meaningless as our testbed can have at most 3 transmitters.)
The actual width of the channels \(b\) depend on the guard band size \(g\) to be used. As noted before, GMSK modulation is used with spectral efficiency of 1 bps/Hz providing 1 Mbps nominal throughput in the entire band.

In the benchmarking experiments reported below, each sender transmits back-to-back UDP packets (indicating saturated load) for 60 seconds and the throughput is measured at the corresponding receiver. The throughput is normalized to the nominal channel bit rate of 1 Mbps for presentation. Repeating the experiments at different times showed little variation and thus confidence intervals are not shown.

5.9.1 Fixed Channelization

Here we study the benefit of fixed channelization in different emulated high speed networks by varying the packet length. As before, packet length is presented in terms of packet time (when using single channel) counted in slot time, i.e., \(T_p/\sigma\). Figure 5.7 shows the aggregated normalized throughput when all three senders transmit simultaneously using 1, 2 or 3 channels. With 1 channel, all senders are on the same channel. With 2 channels, one sender is on one channel and the other 2 are on the other channel. With 3 channels, they are all on separate channels. We show results for 0 Hz guard band, a moderate size guard-band of 90 KHz and a large guard band of 180 KHz.

For each channel configuration, throughput improves as expected with increase in packet length. For the zero guard band case, the 3 channel case shows almost 100% channel efficiency as each of the transmitters occupy independent channels. Since the contention windows are optimized based on the number of contending nodes, there is zero overhead leading to a very high efficiency. For any specific packet length, there is a sizable improvement in channel efficiency due to channelization. With zero guard band, note an improvement from 48% to 76% from 1 to 2 channels and about 100% when using 3 channels for the smallest (1 slot) packets.
When longer packets the reduction is smaller. With zero guard band, there is monotonic increase in throughput when more channels are used. Figure 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) show however that the rate of improvement decreases with guard band size and finally throughput goes down with more channels when guard band wastage become significant. The experience here qualitatively follows the modeling experience in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

Next, we study the effect of varying the guard band width on channelizations. Here, we use packet time equal to slot time in all cases. Figure 5.8 shows the throughput for the 1, 2 and 3 channel configurations with varying guard bands. Note that the decrease is more rapid in the 3 channel case compared to 2 channel case as more spectrum is wasted due to the guard bands.

### 5.9.2 Adaptive Channelization

Now we study the benefits of adaptive channelization compared to fixed channelization as well as using a single channel. We have implemented the AMC protocol using the Ethernet as the control channel. Due to the limitation of the current hardware, the receivers tune to only one channel where the sender will transmit, as told by an oracle. Due to the above limitation, population size is also not estimated, but
the nodes learn about the number of contenders via an oracle. These oracles are implemented by a combination of scripting and broadcast communication on the Ethernet.

We use specific traffic pattern to demonstrate the power of adaptive channelization. The first sender starts transmitting at 0s and ends at 180s. Similarly, the second transmitter transmits from 30s to 150s and the third transmitter transmits from 60s to 120s. When transmitting, all senders transmit back-to-back UDP packets as before. Note the above pattern means that traffic ramps up at intervals of 30s, from 1 to 2 to 3 senders, and then ramps down similarly again. Figure 5.9 shows the aggregate normalized throughput computed every 5s along a timeline, when using three different fixed channel configurations and also using the AMC protocol. AMC almost always gives close to 100% throughput as nodes try to occupy individual channels leading to zero backoff (recall again contention window is optimized) and no bandwidth independent overhead. There is indeed some degradation in throughput when channels are split and merged (at 30s, 60s, 120s and 150s). This happens exactly when the number of contenders change and there is a change...
in number of channels. Change in channel configuration takes as much as 500ms in our testbed. Synchronization via the Ethernet (for implementing the oracle and control messages) also adds to this latency. But overall AMC performs significantly better than any fixed channel configuration as it matches the number of contenders to the number of channels.

5.10 Conclusions and Future Work

In wireless networking literature, use of multiple channels to improve throughput performance is not new. However, in this paper we have offered a refreshing viewpoint. In regimes where the bandwidth independent overheads dominate, single channel performance suffers, with efficiency often falling below 50% even with an optimal contention window. Splitting the available channel into multiple smaller channels has the potential to improve performance considerably. We have shown using realistic numbers that high data rate wireless networks (1 Gbps and up) definitely falls in this regime. However, the number of channels to use depends on the number of contending nodes. Thus, the channelization must be adaptive. This issue is further complicated by use of guard bands.

We have developed an Adaptive Multichannel (AMC) protocol that adapts the number of channels to use based on an estimation of the number of contenders. Simulation results show an often factor of 2 performance improvement relative to using a single channel. We have further demonstrated the viability of the AMC approach using a software radio testbed using the GNU Radio/USRP platform. Experiments using 3 links and upto 3 channels show a similar scale of performance improvement without any additional spectrum use.

Our future work will consider extending the AMC protocol for multi-hop/multicell operation and more realistic evaluations on higher speed platforms,
specifically focusing on addressing the receiver capability issues. We will also explore opportunities for similar multichannel approach in underwater wireless networks that have a large propagation delay and thus also suffers from large bandwidth independent overheads. Finally, the current work considers only uniform channel splitting. Non-uniform channels may provide better load balancing [74] and is worth exploring.
Chapter 6

Detection and Removal of Wormhole Attack

6.1 Introduction

Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks are typically used out in an open, uncontrolled environment, often in hostile territories. In particular, several important applications for such networks come from military and defence arenas. Use of wireless medium and inherent collaborative nature of the network protocols make such network vulnerable to various forms of attacks. In this work our focus is on a particularly devastating form of attack, called wormhole attack [48, 84, 98]. Here, the adversary connects two distant points in the network using a direct low-latency link called the wormhole link. The wormhole link can be established by a variety of means, e.g., by using a network cable and any form of “wired” link technology or a long-range wireless transmission in a different band. The end-points of this link (wormhole nodes) are equipped with radio transceivers compatible with the ad hoc
Figure 6.1. Demonstration of a wormhole attack. X and Y denote the wormhole nodes connected through a long wormhole link. As a result of the attack, nodes in Area A consider nodes in Area B their neighbors and vice versa.

or sensor network to be attacked. Once the wormhole link is established, the adversary captures wireless transmissions on one end, sends them through the wormhole link and replays them at the other end.

An example is shown in Figure 6.1. Here X and Y are the two end-points of the wormhole link. As the signals received on one end of the wormhole link are repeated at the other end, any transmission generated by a node in the neighborhood of X will also be heard by any node in the neighborhood of Y and vice versa. The net effect is that all the nodes in region A assume that nodes in region B are their neighbors and vice versa. For example, traffic between nodes like a and e can now take a one-hop path via the wormhole instead of a multi-hop path. If the wormhole is placed carefully by the attacker and is long enough, it is easy to see that this link can attract a lot of routes. Note that if the wormhole link is short, it may not attract much traffic, and hence will not be of much use to the adversary. Thus, throughout the chapter we consider only such attacks in which the wormhole link is long enough so that regions A and B do not overlap.
6.1.1 Significance of Wormhole Attack

While wormhole could be a useful networking service as this simply presents a long network link to the link layer and up, the attacker may use this link to its advantage. After the attacker attracts a lot of data traffic through the wormhole, it can disrupt the data flow by selectively dropping or modifying data packets, generating unnecessary routing activities by turning off the wormhole link periodically, etc. The attacker can also simply record the traffic for later analysis. Using wormholes an attacker can also break any protocol that directly or indirectly relies on geographic proximity. For example, target tracking applications in sensor networks can be easily confused in the presence of wormholes. Similarly, wormholes will affect connectivity-based localization algorithms, as two neighboring nodes are localized nearby and the wormhole links essentially ‘fold’ the entire network. This can have a major impact as location is a useful service in many protocols and application, and often out-of-band location systems such as GPS are considered expensive or unusable because of the environment.

A wormhole attack is considered dangerous as it is independent of MAC layer protocols and immune to cryptographic techniques. Strictly speaking, the attacker does not need to understand the MAC protocol or be able to decode encrypted packets to be able to replay them. In its most sophisticated form, the wormhole can be launched at the bit level or at the physical layer [38]. In the former, the replay is done bit-by-bit even before the entire packet is received (similar to cut-through routing [79]). In the latter, the actual physical layer signal is replayed (similar to a physical layer relay [100]). These forms of wormholes are even harder to detect. This is because such replays can happen quite fast and thus they cannot be detected easily by timing analysis. To distinguish these attacks from the simpler form of attack, where the wormhole nodes copy the entire packet before transmittal through the wormhole link, we will refer to this simpler form of attack as store-and-forward.
attack following the terminology used in [38].

6.1.2 Limitations of Prior Work and Our Contributions

The current solutions for wormhole are limited particularly in connection with large sensor networks, where sensor nodes carry low-cost, relatively unsophisticated hardware and scalability is an important design goal. This rules out use of additional hardware artifact that several reported techniques use – such as directional antennas [47], GPS [48], ultrasound [99], guard nodes with correct location [86]. This also rules out fine grain timing analysis used in several techniques [38, 48]. Also, physical-layer attacks may be immune to timing analysis [38]. Finally, the scalability requirements rule out global clock synchronization [48] or any form of global computations [117].

In the current work, we develop a localized algorithm for detecting wormhole attacks that is purely based on local connectivity information. Such information is often collected any way by various upper layer protocols such as routing, thus may not present any additional overhead. No additional hardware artifact is needed making the approach universally applicable. No timing analysis is done ensuring that we can detect even physical layer attacks. Our technique does not use location information and is able to detect attacks that are launched even before the network is set up, that may influence localization. We expect that our technique is particularly useful for sensor networks as the existing techniques are quite limited there. Also, connectivity is not expected to change frequently in sensor networks, making our connectivity-based approach quite practical.

The detection algorithm essentially looks for forbidden substructures in the connectivity graphs that should not be present in a legal connectivity graph. Understanding of the wireless communication model (i.e., a model that describes with some given confidence whether a link between two nodes should exist) helps the
detection algorithm substantially, but is not strictly required. The models we re-
require can be very general and we will demonstrate the capability of the detection
using several realistic models such as quasi-unit disk graphs [60] and link models
for Berkeley motes as modeled in the TOSSIM simulator [6].

6.2 Related Work

Several papers in literature have developed countermeasures for wormhole attacks.
We discuss them in two categories.

6.2.1 Approaches that Bound Distance or Time

In [48] authors have considered packet leashes – geographic and temporal. In ge-
ographic leashes, node location information is used to bound the distance a packet
can traverse. Since wormhole attacks can affect localization, the location infor-
mation must be obtained via an out-of-band mechanism such as GPS. Further, the
“legal” distance a packet can traverse is not always easy to determine. In tempo-
ral leashes, extremely accurate globally synchronized clocks are used to bound the
propagation time of packets that could be hard to obtain particularly in low-cost
sensor hardware. Even when available, such timing analysis may not be able to
detect cut-through or physical layer wormhole attacks.

In [27], an authenticated distance bounding technique called MAD is used. The
approach is similar to packet leashes at a high level, but does not require location
information or clock synchronization. But it still suffers from other limitations of
the packet leashes technique. In the Echo protocol [99], ultrasound is used to bound
the distance for a secure location verification. Use of ultrasound instead of RF
signals as before helps in relaxing the timing requirements; but needs an additional
hardware. In a recent work [38], authors have focused on practical methods of
detecting wormholes. This technique uses timing constraints and authentication to verify whether a node is a true neighbor. The authors develop a protocol that can be implemented in 802.11 capable hardware with minor modifications. Still it remains unclear how realistic such timing analysis could be in low-cost sensor hardware.

In [24], the authors propose statistical approaches to detect increase in number of neighbors and decrease in lengths of shortest paths between all pairs of nodes due to wormhole presence. While probabilistic like ours, their approach cannot remove wormholes and is also centralized.

6.2.2 Graph Theoretic and Geometric Approaches

LiteWorp [55] uses a combination of one-time authenticated neighbor discovery and use of guard nodes that attest the source of each transmission. The neighbor discovery process, however, can be vulnerable to wormhole attacks, if the attack is launched prior to such discovery. A followup paper from the same authors attempts to remove this inefficiency [56], however assumes availability of location information. As mentioned before, this itself could be suspect. In [86] a graph-theoretic framework is used to prevent wormhole attacks. The protocol assumes the existence of special-purpose guard nodes that know their “correct” locations, have higher transmit power and have different antenna characteristics. Use of such special-purpose guard nodes make this approach impractical.

In one approach, directional antennas are used to prevent wormhole attacks [47]. The authors develop a cooperative protocol where nodes share directional information to prevent wormhole endpoints from masquerading as false neighbors. that needs to be certified free from wormhole attack. However, use of directional antennas limits use of such protocols.
In another approach [117] somewhat related, distance estimates between sensors that hear each other is used to determine a “network layout” using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) technique. The technique is similar to localization of the network nodes in a metric space. Without any wormhole the network layout should be relatively flat. But the layout could be warped in presence of wormholes. The technique is purely centralized and is considerably susceptible to distance estimation errors.

Finally, purely physical layer mechanisms can prevent wormhole attacks such as those involving authentication in packet modulation and demodulation [48]. Such techniques require special RF hardware.

### 6.3 Wormhole Detection Algorithm

The placement of wormhole influences the network connectivity by creating long links between two sets of nodes located potentially far away. The resulting connectivity graph thus deviates from the true connectivity graph. Our detection algorithm essentially looks for forbidden substructures in the connectivity graph that should not be present in a legal connectivity graph.

Knowledge of the wireless communication model between the nodes helps our detection algorithm. This is because a communication model can help define what substructures observed in the connectivity graph could be forbidden. However, our approach is still applicable when the communication model is unknown. In this case we need to run an extra search procedure to determine a critical parameter for the detection algorithm. This parameter will be made clear later in this section.

We first develop our wormhole detection algorithm, starting from the unit disk
graph model and then general (known or unknown) communication models, and finally discuss how to automatically remove links created by wormhole once a wormhole is detected.

6.3.1 Unit Disk Graph Model

In unit disk graphs (UDG) each node is modeled as a disk of unit radius in the plane, modeling the communication range of the node with omni-directional antenna. Each node is a neighbor of all nodes located within its disk. UDGs have long been used to create an idealized model of multi-hop wireless networks. We start with this model and formulate our approach of wormhole detection.

6.3.1.1 Hardness of wormhole detection

We first note that under the UDG model, the problem of detecting wormhole attacks with connectivity information is NP-hard. This is observed from the equivalence of wormhole detection with UDG embedding. If the observed connectivity graph has no valid UDG embedding in the plane, it can be deduced that there must be a wormhole present in the network. This can happen when wormhole attack creates long-distance links (longer than unity) which should not exist in a UDG. Conversely, if the observed connectivity graph does admit a valid UDG embedding, then any algorithm based on connectivity information only will have to output ‘no wormhole’. In such a case, wormhole link, even present, is not distinguishable from a valid link in the embedded UDG. In the absence of any other information, this embedding has to be taken as the ground truth. This can happen, for example, when wormhole links are short and thus appear no different than a link in UDG. This can also happen when the link is indeed long, but lack of sufficient node density prevents detection. This issue will be clearer as we move forward in the chapter. In such
cases, wormhole detection has to use information other than the connectivity graph.

It is known that finding a UDG embedding in 2D is a NP-hard problem [23]. Thus, it is equally hard to detect a wormhole attack using connectivity information alone. A similar relationship between wormhole detection and network localization is also exploited in [117].

The basic idea in our detection algorithm is to look for graph substructures that do not allow a unit disk graph embedding, thus cannot be present in a legal connectivity graph. Due to the hardness result mentioned above, our algorithm will not guarantee the detection of wormhole in all cases. Rather, we aim to design a simple localized algorithm that provides a sufficiently high detection probability in connected networks. We will demonstrate the performance of the algorithm empirically in the next section.

6.3.1.2 Disk packing

The key notion we exploit is a packing argument – inside a fixed region, one cannot pack too many nodes without having edges in between. The forbidden substructures we look for are actually those that violate this packing argument. To be rigorous, we start with some definitions.

Denote by $p(S, r)$ the packing number, which is the maximum number of points inside a region $S$ such that every pair of points is strictly more than distance $r$ away from each other. We assume that no two network nodes are located at the same point. Denote by $D_R(u)$ a disk of radius $R$ centered at $u$. $D$ denotes just a unit disk to simplify notations. As a well-known fact [33], in a unit disk there can be at most 5 nodes whose pair-wise distances are strictly more than 1. Thus $p(D, 1) = 5$.

Given two disks of radius $R$ centered at $u, v$ with distance $r$ away, define by lune the intersection of the two disks, $\mathcal{L}(r, R) = D_R(u) \cap D_R(v)$. When $R = r = 1$, we sometimes omit the radii and denote by $\mathcal{L}$ the lune of unit disks set at unit distance.
Lemma 6.3.1. \( p(\mathcal{L}, 1) = 2 \).

Proof. Refer to Figure 6.2 for an illustration of a lune \( \mathcal{L} \). The line segment \( uv \) divides the lune into two parts, the upper and lower ones. The two intersections of the two unit circles centered at \( u, v \) are denoted \( p, q \) respectively. Denote by \( w \) the midpoint of segment \( uv \). \( |pw| = \sqrt{3}/2 < 1 \). It is not hard to see that inside the upper half of the lune one can not place two nodes with their distance strictly larger than 1. Indeed, for any node \( x \) in the upper half of \( \mathcal{L} \), \( |xv| \leq 1, |xu| \leq 1, |xp| \leq 1 \). Thus there can only be two nodes inside \( \mathcal{L} \) with inter distance larger than 1. \( \Box \)

We can generalize the result for packing of disks of radius \( \beta \), with the proof appearing in the appendix.

Lemma 6.3.2. \( p(\mathcal{L}(r, R), \beta) \leq \left[ \frac{8}{\pi^2} (R/\beta + 1/2)^2 \cdot \arccos(r/(2R + \beta)) - \frac{4r}{\pi^2} \sqrt{(R + \beta/2)^2 - r^2/4} \right] \) for \( r \leq 2R \).

Proof. See the appendix. \( \Box \)
Remark. Lemma 6.3.2 only gives a loose bound for $p(L, \beta)$. When $\beta = 1$, Lemma 6.3.2 gives $p(L, 1) \leq 5$, which is worse than the bound in Lemma 6.3.1. This motivates us to find a practical bound for $p(L, \beta)$ by other techniques as will be shown later.

6.3.1.3 Forbidden substructure for wormhole detection

The packing results are used to define forbidden substructures for unit disk graphs. The wormhole connects all nodes in region $A$ with all the nodes in region $B$ (Figure 6.1). Thus we can have two independent (i.e., non-neighbor) nodes in region $A$, say, $a, b$, that share three common neighbors $c, d, e$ in region $B$ that are independent. This constitutes a forbidden structure, since in any valid UDG embedding of the connectivity graph the three common neighbors must be within the intersection of disks centering $a, b$. Since they are independent, their pairwise distance must be more than 1. By Lemma 6.3.1 we know that this can not happen. Thus the discovery of this forbidden substructure reveals the existence of a wormhole.

However, this technique of finding forbidden substructure cannot always guarantee detection of wormholes because the existence of nodes like $c, d, e$ in region $B$ is dependent on the density of nodes in the network. The technique will fail when region $B$ has only 2 nodes, for example. For such low density cases, we need to go beyond 1-hop and look for similar forbidden substructures among $k$-hop neighbors. Here, we will look for $f_k$ common independent $k$-hop neighbors of two non-neighboring nodes. $f_k$ is a parameter to be discussed momentarily. To summarize, the forbidden substructures we will use in our algorithm are the following.

- **3 independent common 1-hop neighbors**: Two non-neighboring nodes having 3 independent common neighbors; In general, we have
- **$f_k$ independent common $k$-hop neighbors**: Two non-neighboring nodes
having $f_k$ independent common $k$-hop neighbors.

We call $f_k$ the *forbidden parameter* of the wormhole detection algorithm. $f_k$ must be more than the packing number for unit distance inside the lune of two disks of radii $k$ (modeling the $k$-hop neighborhood) placed at distance 1 (modeling the lower bound for the distance between non-neighbors). Thus, $f_k = p(L(1, k), 1) + 1$, with $p(L(1, k), 1)$ as the corresponding packing number to be determined by Lemma 6.3.2 or other methods. Also, from Lemma 6.3.1, for $k = 1$, $f_1 = 3$. For a communication model that is not unit disk graph, the determination of $f_k$ will be discussed in subsection 6.3.3.

If a network has one of these forbidden substructures, we know *for sure* that there is a wormhole. For a given node density, if there is wormhole present, the possibility of finding it improves with increasing $k$. This is because larger neighborhoods simply provide more nodes to work with, thus increasing the possibility of finding forbidden substructures. Our evaluations in the next section show that testing for 1-hop is often sufficient to provide a very high detection rate requiring 2-hops only for very sparse, disconnected or irregular networks. This makes the approach quite practical.

### 6.3.2 Algorithm Description

Recall that the wormhole detection algorithm is to search by each node a forbidden structure in its neighborhood. The algorithm is localized and distributed. Each node searches for forbidden structures in its $k$-hop neighborhood. We will explain the algorithm for the general $k$-hop detection. In our empirical studies $k \leq 2$ was found sufficient for most of the cases.

Each node $u$ maintains the list of $2k$-hop neighbors $N_{2k}(u)$. Node $u$ finds a non-neighboring node, $v$, from $N_{2k}(u)$ and checks their $k$-hop neighbor lists to compute
their common $k$-hop neighbors $C_k(u, v)$. Note that to find a non-empty $C_k(u, v)$ set, node $u$ need not look for $v$ beyond $2k$ hops. We now need to look for the existence of the forbidden substructure (i.e., $f_k$ independent nodes) in $C_k(u, v)$. One way to do this would be to compute the maximum independent set among $C_k(u, v)$ and comparing the size of this set with $f_k$. But computing the maximum independent set is a NP-hard problem, even for unit disk graphs [41, 42]. Thus we relax the detection rule by finding a maximal independent set (a set of independent nodes such that no other node can be included), which can be done by a simple greedy algorithm: we start from an empty set, pick an arbitrary node and include it in the independent set, remove its neighbors, and continue until we run out of nodes in $C_k(u, v)$. The resulting set is a maximal independent set.

We compare the size of the maximal independent set thus obtained with the forbidden parameter $f_k$. If it is equal or larger than $f_k$, then we output ‘wormhole detected’. The outline of the algorithm is as follows.

1. In a preprocessing stage, find the forbidden parameter $f_k$, based on the node distribution and communication model. (For UDGs, the bound on $f_k$ can be derived from Lemmas 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. We discuss other techniques of finding $f_k$ in practice in the next subsection, which also generalize to non-UDGs.)

2. Each node $u$ determines its $2k$-hop neighbor list, $N_{2k}(u)$, and executes the following steps for each non-neighboring node $v$ in $N_{2k}(u)$.

3. Node $u$ determines the set of common $k$-hop neighbors with $v$ from their $k$-hop neighbor lists. This is $C_k(u, v) = N_k(u) \cap N_k(v)$. This can be determined by simply exchanging neighbor lists.

4. Node $u$ determines the maximal independent set of the sub-graph on vertices $C_k(u, v)$, by using the greedy algorithm presented above.
5. If the maximal independent set size is equal or larger than $f_k$, node $u$ declares the presence of a wormhole.

The way the algorithm is presented makes it appear as if some work is duplicated (nodes $u$ and $v$ are doing the same computation by symmetry). These can be easily resolved by using some priority rules based on node ids.

The algorithm presented above depends only on the $2k$ and $k$-hop neighbor lists of each node. If the wormhole attacks are required to be detected as soon as they are in place, ideally our algorithm can be run everytime there is a change in topology. Since it is a local algorithm, only the nodes affected by the change in topology need to re-run it. In practice, the requirement to run it immediately after the attack is placed is not so strict. In such cases, the algorithm can be run periodically depending on the security requirements and the network condition. For example, in mobile networks it is probably more sensible to run it periodically, while in static networks, it should be triggered by changes in topology.

The message and time complexity of the algorithm is dependent on $k$. As we mentioned, for all cases we considered in our simulations, including fairly low density cases, $k \leq 2$ has been sufficient. In cases where the network in fact has enough density to be connected and is fairly uniform (like in most practical cases), $k = 1$ has been found to be sufficient. The computational cost for $k = 1$ is roughly $O(d^3)$, where $d$ is the average degree of the nodes. Essentially a node checks each of $O(d^2)$ non-neighboring nodes in its 2-hop neighborhood, and pays a cost of $O(d)$ for finding the maximal independent set size in the intersection list. For any practical network, $d$ is typically a small constant. So the detection algorithm is quite efficient.
6.3.3 Consideration of Node Distribution and General Communication Model

Consideration of node distribution is important in the performance of our algorithm. The packing number \( f_k - 1 \) used above, i.e., the maximum number of independent common \( k \)-hop neighbors of two independent nodes, is the theoretical worst case bound for an arbitrary distribution. If the sensors are deployed with a known distribution, then the forbidden parameter \( f_k \) we use in the forbidden substructure can be much smaller than the theoretical worst case. For example, for the 2-hop detection case, \( p(\mathcal{L}(1, 2), 1) \leq 18 \) by lemma 6.3.2, providing \( f_2 = 19 \). Unless the node density is very high, it is unlikely that we will be able to find that many common independent 2-hop neighbors between two non-neighboring nodes to be able to detect a wormhole attack. This observation prompts us to tune this critical parameter \( f_k \) according to the specific node distribution and not relate it directly to the packing number that models an absolute bound. In general, the smaller \( f_k \) is, the higher the detection rate. When \( f_k \) is too small, we may have false positives as some legal configuration may be identified as wormhole.

The second important consideration is the communication model. The unit disk graph model considered so far is an overly simplified model for wireless communications. Experiments show that packet reception range is not a perfect disk [39]. Our approach can be generalized to any communication model, and even to situations where communication model is unknown. The algorithm indeed remains the same. But the preprocessing step involving the determination of the forbidden parameter \( f_k \) in the first step of the algorithm differs.

In following we describe a number of techniques to obtain the forbidden parameter \( f_k \) in practice.
6.3.3.1 Known models

For any practical node deployment we typically know the radio propagation characteristics for the specific hardware used subject to the deployment environment, as well as the spatial distribution of nodes. We could try to find \( f_k \) directly using mathematical or geometrical constructs. For example, a quasi-unit disk graph model [60] assumes that two nodes have a link if their distance is within \( \alpha \leq 1 \) and do not have a link if their distance is larger than 1. If two non-neighboring nodes have \( f_1 \) independent common neighbors, these nodes must be within the lune \( \mathcal{L}(\alpha, 1) \) and are pairwise distance \( \alpha \) away. Thus the packing number is \( f_1 = p(\mathcal{L}(\alpha, 1), \alpha) + 1 \). In general, we have \( f_k = p(\mathcal{L}(\alpha, k), \alpha) + 1 \).

For all communication models, it may not be always possible to evaluate such expressions, or even write such mathematical constructs. In such cases, we can run simulations with the targeted distribution to obtain an estimated connectivity graph, with which we can estimate the forbidden parameter \( f_k \). For example, for any pair of non-neighboring nodes we can find the maximal independent set among their common \( k \)-hop neighbors and take the maximum as \( f_k - 1 \). Our simulation results in this work actually use this method and obtain tight bounds for \( f_k \). Notice that when the communication model is probabilistic, the maximum number of independent neighbors of two non-neighboring nodes, \( f_1 - 1 \), is also probabilistic. Thus false positives are possible in theory under our detection algorithm.

6.3.3.2 Unknown models

When nothing is known about the node distribution and/or communication model, it becomes harder to estimate \( f_k \). In this case, we run the detection algorithm with a standard parametric search for the unknown parameter \( f_k \). We start with a large initial value for \( f_k \), and run the algorithm as presented before. If no wormhole
is detected, we halve $f_k$ and rerun the algorithm. Notice that when $f_k$ is small enough, false positives will show up. We choose $f_k$ to be the value when only a very small fraction of nodes report wormholes, or the minimum number of tolerable false positives. One good mechanism would be to run this parametric search in a safe part of the network, guaranteed to be free from wormhole, before deploying it in the entire network. We can then estimate the parameter such that there is no false positive detection in the safe part and apply the parameter for the entire network.

If no such safe part can be ascertained, the search must run in the network that has potentially been inflicted with wormholes already. In that case, a “threat level” must be assumed. The threat level is to be used as a guidance for what fraction of nodes must report wormholes before $f_k$ will not be reduced any further.

### 6.4 Wormhole removal

Once a forbidden structure is discovered, it is usually expected that user should manually intervene and remove the wormhole nodes. Here, we devise a simple approach to remove the wormhole link without manual intervention. Since the wormhole link is ‘invisible’ to the network, it is not possible for the network to automatically remove it. But the true impact of a wormhole attack is due to the many illegal links it creates between two sets of far-away nodes. Thus it is enough to remove these illegal links to achieve wormhole removal. We devise a simple distributed algorithm which does so without manual intervention. Here, we outline the approach for the 1-hop detection case for UDGs. It can be easily extended for other cases.

After a successful 1-hop detection in UDGs, we have two non-neighboring nodes $a, b$ with 3 common independent neighbors $c, d$ and $e$. Figure 6.1 shows one possible placement of these nodes to form the forbidden substructure, such that
Figure 6.3. Example of second possible placement of the forbidden substructure.

$a$ and $b$ are placed in one region (let's call it region $A$, without loss of generality) and $c$, $d$ and $e$ are placed in another region, $B$. Another possible placement is shown in Figure 6.3. Here, $a$, $b$ are located in region $A$; $d$, $e$ are located in region $B$; but $c$ is located just outside $A$ neighboring $a$ and $b$. It can be verified that these are the only two placements possible for the 1-hop detection in UDGs.

One can define two types of nodes neighboring the wormhole region – corrupted and uncorrupted nodes. Corrupted nodes are the nodes inside $A$ and $B$ which can hear transmissions from the wormhole nodes $X$ and $Y$. These are the nodes with illegal links. In other words, they have their neighbor lists corrupted – they have far away nodes also as neighbors – due to the presence of the wormhole link. Nodes outside $A$ and $B$ are uncorrupted. Our wormhole removal algorithm tries to identify, blacklist, all nodes that are possibly corrupted (the rest are surely uncorrupted nodes). Once identified, each corrupted node tries to fix its neighbor list. It does so by comparing its neighbor list with the neighbor lists of its uncorrupted neighbors. Note that even one link due to wormhole placement left out un-removed can potentially cause a huge damage to the network. Thus our removal scheme allows error on the aggressive side and removal of legal links, as long as all the illegal links are definitely removed.

Inferring from the two placements discussed above, one can say that nodes
which satisfy any of these two conditions must include all corrupted nodes:

- The node is a neighbor of both \(a\) and \(b\), or,
- The node is a neighbor of at least 2 nodes out of \(c\), \(d\) and \(e\).

The first condition will identify all nodes in area \(B\). All nodes in \(B\) will be neighbors of \(a\) and \(b\) due to the wormhole link. Similarly, the second condition identifies all nodes in area \(A\).

We call the nodes identified using the above method suspicious nodes. The set of suspicious nodes will include all corrupted nodes and may include some uncorrupted nodes. On the other hand, all nodes not identified by this method, are definitely uncorrupted nodes.

Once all suspicious nodes are identified, our wormhole removal algorithm works in two stages – first it tries to remove all possibly illegal neighbors from the neighbor list of each suspicious node. This might remove many legal neighbors also. In the second stage, the algorithm tries to add as many legal neighbors as possible back to the neighbor list.

### 6.4.1 Stage 1 - Blacklisting

To remove the illegal links, each suspicious node, \(u\), takes the intersection of its neighbor set, \(N(u)\), with the neighbor sets of other non-suspicious (uncorrupted) nodes. While these uncorrupted nodes can be any number of hops away, we consider the case when they are just one hop away. Thus, \(u\) takes intersection of \(N(u)\) with \(N(v)\) for all its neighboring uncorrupted nodes \(v\). Any neighbor which is part of such an intersection must be a legal neighbor.

Any node \(w \in N(u)\) which is not part of any such intersections and is also a suspicious node, is blacklisted by \(u\) and added to its illegal neighbor list \(N_{il}(u)\). All
future transmissions from nodes in \( N_{il}(u) \) will be ignored by node \( u \) making the wormhole attack ineffective. When all suspicious nodes finish blacklisting nodes from their neighbor lists, this completes the first stage of wormhole removal. We note that at this stage the removal is a bit aggressive to guarantee that all illegal links due to wormhole will be removed, however, some legal links may be removed as well. In particular, nodes near the center of the wormhole regions \( A \) and \( B \) might end up getting most of their neighbor list blacklisted. This can happen as they may not have many uncorrupted neighbors with other common legal neighbors. This is not desirable as it affects the network connectivity. In the second stage, we try to tackle this problem.

### 6.4.2 Stage 2 - Revival

In the second stage of our wormhole removal algorithm, we try to alleviate the problem mentioned above. Once the first stage is completed, each suspicious node \( u \) has two sets of nodes in its neighbor list \( N(u) \) – possibly illegal neighbors (\( N_{il}(u) \)) and legal neighbors (\( N_l(u) \)). In the second stage, we let these suspicious nodes compare their neighbor set with the neighbor set of other suspicious nodes also. By doing so, they try to identify such blacklisted neighbors which may be their real neighbors. Specifically, each suspicious node \( u \), for each of its neighbor \( v \in N_l(u) \), takes the intersection of illegal neighbor set, \( N_{il}(u) \) with \( v \)'s legal neighbor set, \( N_l(v) \). Each node \( w \in N_{il}(u) \cap N_l(v) \), is moved by \( u \) from \( N_{il}(u) \) to its \( N_l(u) \). The second stage of the algorithm is complete when each node \( u \) compares its neighbor list with all its legal neighbors \( v \).

Since the sets \( N_{il} \) and \( N_l \) change after the second stage, repeating the second stage can result in smaller blacklist sets. Thus, we repeat the second stage till a stable state is reached. This completes our wormhole removal algorithm.
6.4.3 Non-UDG cases

While we have explained the removal algorithm in the case of UDGs, it can be easily extended to non-UDGs using the same techniques as used in detection. In particular, when the forbidden parameter is $f_k$, the the method for detecting suspicious nodes will change. It will become as follows:

- The node is a neighbor of both $a$ and $b$, or,
- The node is a neighbor of at least $f_k - 1$ nodes out of the $f_k$ independent neighbors of $a$ and $b$.

6.5 Simulation Results

In this section, we present simulation results demonstrating the effectiveness of our algorithm in detecting and removing wormhole attacks. In the first subsection, we present our results of evaluating the probability of successful detection for networks with various node distributions and connectivity models. We consider three different connectivity models in our simulations: a) unit disk graph, b) quasi-unit disk graph and c) the model used in the TOSSIM simulator [6], which is based on real empirical data from a motes testbed. We evaluate the algorithm with two different node distributions: i) grid distribution with some perturbations (modeling a planned sensor deployment) and ii) random distribution. In the second subsection, we present the results of simulations demonstrating the effectiveness of our wormhole removal algorithm by using unit disk graphs as an example connectivity model.
Figure 6.4. Probability of wormhole detection, graph disconnection and false positives for UDG connectivity, Perturbed Grid and Random node distributions.
6.5.1 Details of Models and Evaluation Approach

In the quasi-UDG model, if the transmission radius of the nodes in the network is \( R \) and the quasi-UDG factor is \( \alpha \) (where, \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \)), then there exists a link between every pair of nodes within distance \( \alpha R \). If the distance is greater than \( R \), then there is no link. If the distance \( d \) between a node pair is within \([\alpha R, R]\), we assume presence of a link with probability \( \frac{d}{R^2 - \alpha R} \). In the TOSSIM model, the provided LossyBuilder tool is used to generate bit error probabilities (say, \( P_b \)) between node pairs. In order to build the connectivity graph, it is assumed that the link exists with probability \((1 - P_b)\). Note that the TOSSIM model does not assume that the links are bi-directional. Our algorithm works irrespective of whether the links are directional or bi-directional.

Each simulation is run with 225 nodes. Since our technique is localized (we use only 1-hop and 2-hop detections in our experiments) and the simulations so far concentrate on detecting only a single wormhole, simulating a very large networks is not required to determine the performance of our approach. For the grid-like topologies the nodes are placed in a \( 15 \times 15 \) grid. Then their \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates are changed to a randomly chosen value between \([x - px, x + px]\) and \([y - py, y + py]\) respectively, where \( p \) is the perturbation parameter. Values of \( p \) from 0.0 to 1.0 have been used. For the random case, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates are chosen randomly. As noted before node density is an important factor in our algorithm. Node density is varied in different experiments by changing the geographic area containing the nodes (for TOSSIM) or by changing the transmission radius of the nodes (for UDG and Quasi-UDG cases).

After the topology is created, the nodes are connected using the given connectivity model. For detection, once the connectivity graph is established, the following experiments are performed:
Figure 6.5. Probability of wormhole detection, graph disconnection and false positives for Quasi-UDG connectivity and Perturbed Grid node distribution with perturbation parameter=0.5
• Connectivity in the entire network is checked. The network is assumed disconnected if any two nodes do not have a path to each other.\footnote{While our technique is independent of whether the entire network is connected or not, connected networks are more useful from a practical standpoint.}

• The wormhole detection algorithm is run to see whether there is a false positive. (At this time, there is no wormhole attack)

• A wormhole attack is established between two randomly chosen locations. The algorithm is run again to see whether it detects the wormhole.

The algorithm was run with $k \leq 2$ only. We will see momentarily that this already gives very good results for most practical scenarios. We have repeated each experiment for 10,000 times with randomly generated topologies and attacks, but with the same node distribution model and connectivity model, and then reported various probabilities for different node densities. Three probabilities are computed: (i) probability of detection, (ii) probability of false positive and, (iii) probability of network disconnection. To avoid boundary effects, we have not considered the boundary nodes when calculating the degree, testing for disconnected networks, etc.

### 6.5.2 Results for Wormhole Detection

We wanted to study the effect of varying node distribution and varying connectivity model on the performance of our algorithm. Thus we performed two sets of experiments to illustrate the difference.

Figure 6.5 shows the results for the case when the connectivity model was varied slowly from more regular to more random while keeping the node distribution constant at perturbed grid with $p = 0.5$. The subfigures show results for connectivity
model varying from quasi-UDG with \( \alpha = 0.0 \) (modeling UDG) case to quasi-UDG with \( \alpha = 1.0 \) (modeling very random connectivity) case.

Similarly, figure 6.4 shows the results for the case when the node distribution was varied from a perfect grid to a random node distribution while keeping the connectivity model constant as UDG. To vary the node distribution randomness, we varied the perturbation parameter \( p \) from 0.0 (modeling perfect grid) to 1.0 (modeling highly random grid). We also present the case of random node distribution (non-grid like) for comparison. And lastly, figure 6.6 shows the results for the case with TOSSIM as connectivity model and grid and random node placement.

Recall that the forbidden parameter \( f_k \) is an input parameter to our algorithm and is evaluated separately in a pre-processing step as shown in subsection 6.3.3. The results also shows \( f_k \) values for different experiments. For UDG cases, it is observed that only 1-hop detection is enough for all cases except at very low densities (average degree \( \leq 1 \)), and \( f_1 \) is constant at 3. Thus, we do not show the \( f_k \) curves for UDG graphs (figure 6.4). In general, the following observations can be made from the results:

- **Our algorithm provides very good results (no false alarms and 100% detection) when the network disconnection probability is 0.** This observation is independent of communication or node distribution model used.

- Detection probability does drop for low density cases; however, in such cases the likelihood that the network is disconnected also increases (hence the usefulness of the network also drops).

- Almost always, even with a 50% chance of the network being disconnected, our algorithm has detected the wormhole attack in 90% or more cases.

- For the same average node density, detection performance gets worse as the randomness of deployment (in terms of node distribution or communication
Figure 6.6. Probability of wormhole detection, graph disconnection and false positives with TOSSIM connectivity model.
model) increases. For example, the detection rate is better in UDG Perturbed Grid scenario (Figure 6.4a) than UDG Random scenario (Figure 6.4d) or Quasi-UDG Perturbed Grid scenario (Figure 6.4b) and so on. This phenomenon is expected because the estimation of $f_k$ is more accurate in less random scenarios.

- The detection probability goes down as the randomness in either node distribution or connectivity model is increased.

- The disconnection probability goes up as the randomness in either node distribution or connectivity model is increased.

- Thus, it can be deduced in general that our algorithm’s performance depends a lot on the disconnection probability in the network.

As mentioned earlier, 1-hop only detection does not perform well in non-UDG cases. Figure 6.7 compares 1-hop detection probability with the case when both 1 and 2-hop detection algorithm were used (2-hop detection runs only when 1-hop fails), under the setup of Figure 6.4e with Random node distribution and Quasi-UDG connectivity model. Note that as the value of parameter $f_1$ increases, the 1-hop detection fails to detect wormhole attacks in some cases, and hence 2-hop detection kicks in.

Finally, we run a set of simulations demonstrating how the forbidden parameter $f_k$ can be estimated for a situation where the communication model and/or the node distribution are unknown. The given scenario uses $k = 1$, quasi-UDG model and nodes placed in grid with perturbation of 0.2 and average degree of 6. Both the false positive probability (in the absence of wormhole) and detection probability (in presence of wormhole) are shown for different values of $f_1$ in Figure 6.8.

There exist critical values of $f_1$ (4 in the plot) where the detection probability
Figure 6.7. Comparison of 1-hop vs 1 and 2-hop detection.

Figure 6.8. Estimation of the forbidden parameter in a quasi-UDG model.
is close to 100%, but the false positive probability is close to 0%. This demonstrates that if the parametric search is used in a safe network, a suitable value for $f_1$ can be estimated by simply observing the false positive probabilities. When $f_1$ is reduced from a large value, the detection of real wormholes shows up first before false positives.

6.5.3 Results for Wormhole Removal

We performed simulations to quantify the performance of our wormhole removal algorithm. In general, we wanted to a) evaluate the probability of our algorithm successfully removing all illegal links in the network and b) understand the impact of the removal algorithm on the connectivity of the network. We performed simulations with unit disk graph connectivity model and varying node distributions in a setup similar to the one described in the previous section. 225 nodes were placed in a 1000×1000 area and their transmission radius was varied to vary the average node degree.

Once the nodes are placed using a particular node distribution and the connectivity established using UDG model, the following experiments were performed:

- Connectivity in the entire network is checked. The network is assumed disconnected if any two nodes do not have a path to each other.

- The wormhole attack is placed between randomly chosen points in the network.

- The 1-hop wormhole detection algorithm was executed to check if the attack can be detected. If detected, the wormhole removal algorithm was used to remove illegal links. Once the removal is complete, we check if the algorithm has removed all illegal links.
Figure 6.9. Probability of wormhole removal, graph disconnection, and removal penalty for UDG connectivity, Perturbed Grid and Random node distributions.
• If the removal was successful, we record the ratio of legal links removed to the total number of legal links present in the network. This ratio gives us an idea about how many legal links were sacrificed for removing the wormhole.

• If the network was not disconnected before starting the wormhole, then we again check the connectivity in the network to measure the disconnection probability after removal.

• If network is found disconnected, we find the number of nodes that are disconnected. To do this, we just find the largest connected component size in the network. The network size (225) minus the largest connected component size gives us the number of disconnected nodes.

10000 runs of each experiment was performed and the average results are plotted in Figure 6.9. The results show that our wormhole removal algorithm is very effective. It removes all illegal links with a 100% probability while keeping the ratio of links removed well below 1%. We note that the network is more likely to be disconnected after running the removal algorithm. But the number of nodes which remain isolated due to some legal links getting removed is on an average less than 2 (out of 225 nodes) in all cases when the network was not previously disconnected.

Similar to the detection algorithm, the performance of our wormhole removal algorithm slightly degrades with more randomness in node distribution. But it should be noted that removal probability still remains 100%. Thus, even in very random scenarios, our algorithm can guarantee successful wormhole removal. The penalty for such high success rate is paid in terms of a slight increase in the number of nodes getting disconnected. For random node distributions and highly perturbed grid networks, the number of disconnected nodes after removal is only 3. Thus, even in highly random scenarios, the penalty is not very high.

Again, while we have shown the results of our removal algorithm only for
UDGs, it can be easily extended to non-UDGs using the same techniques as used in detection.

### 6.6 Extensions

In this section we discuss some implicit assumptions made in our algorithm design about the wormhole attack or the victim network and how our wormhole detection and removal algorithms would perform in absence of those assumptions.

We discussed wormhole attacks in networks where nodes are assumed to be placed in two dimensional Euclidean space. The algorithms presented here can be extended for higher dimensional space with slight modifications. For example, instead of the disk packing argument used in section 6.3.1 for two dimensions, a sphere packing argument can be used for three dimensional Euclidean space and similar bounds on packing numbers can be obtained. Once those bounds are obtained either by analysis or simulations, forbidden substructures can be defined accordingly and a similar distributed algorithm can be used to find such forbidden substructures. Wormhole removal algorithm can be modified similarly to adapt for higher dimensions.

Also, while we discussed our algorithms assuming the presence of only one wormhole link, an adversary can place more than one wormhole links (with more than two wormhole nodes) in the network in order to inflict more damage. Our algorithms work in presence of multiple wormholes as well. The performance of our wormhole detection algorithm depends only on the presence of forbidden substructures in the network. In case of multiple wormholes, the probability of finding such forbidden substructures will only increase.

We have also assumed till now that the wormhole nodes are not placed too close to each other. In particular, we assumed that the wormhole regions like $A$ and $B$
in Figure 6.1 do not overlap. In this case detecting the wormhole attack by looking for forbidden substructures is harder since even under high node density conditions, the existence of forbidden substructures cannot be guaranteed. For example, in Figure 6.1 (a UDG case), if areas $A$ and $B$ overlap in such a way that node $d$ was part of both $A$ and $B$, then $d$ will be a neighbor of $a$ and $b$ as well as $c$ and $e$. Thus nodes $c$, $d$ and $e$ will not be independent and a forbidden substructure involving these 5 nodes will not exist. It can be verified that if $A$ and $B$ heavily overlap, no forbidden substructure will exist.

However, wormholes in the above case can be detected by another simple check. If the wormhole nodes overlap in such way that a forbidden substructure could not be found, then there must be some nodes which are present in the region $A \cap B$. When any such node $u$ broadcasts a message, all nodes $v$ neighboring $u$ and $v \notin A \cap B$ will hear that message twice. This is because $v$ will receive one copy of the packet directly from $u$ and another copy indirectly through a wormhole node (from $X$ if $v \in A$ or from $Y$ if $v \in B$). Depending on the medium access control mechanism, if the latency introduced by wormhole nodes is not very large, these packets can also collide, in which case the link to neighbor $u$ is considered as low quality and thus blacklisted. If the latency introduced by wormhole link is non-zero and the packets are small enough, collisions can be avoided and a wormhole is detected. Thus our detection algorithm will have the following extension. All nodes in the network will periodically send a small ‘wormhole-check’ packet and if any neighboring node receives two copies of the packet, a wormhole attack can be declared detected.

The same extension can also be used to safeguard our algorithm against an adversary who is aware of our detection mechanism. An adversary who knows our detection algorithm can try to defeat it by making the wormhole node $X$ ($Y$) rebroadcast the packets it hears from the nodes in $A$ ($B$). By doing so, $X$ ($Y$) will
make all nodes in $A$ ($B$) neighbors of each other. Thus, our algorithm will not be able to find non-neighboring nodes like $a$ and $b$ ($c$, $d$ and $e$) and hence wormhole attack will not be detected. If nodes periodically broadcast a ‘wormhole check’ packet and their neighbors hear it twice, such a rebroadcast mechanism by the adversary can also be detected.

Until now in our work we assumed that the transmission power used by the wormhole nodes is the same as the power used by nodes in the victim network. Thus, the transmission ranges of wormhole nodes are similar to that of the victim nodes. Interesting issues arise when we consider the wormhole transmission power as a tunable parameter. Does the adversary really need to know the transmission power used by victim network? Will a different choice of transmission power for wormhole nodes benefit the adversary? For simplicity, we consider the disk graph model and the transmission range used by network nodes is $R$. If the wormhole nodes use a transmission range greater than $R$, it will afflict more damage to the network. This is so because more nodes will be covered by the broadcasting range of the wormhole nodes and more shortest paths in the network will go through the wormhole link. On the other hand, our detection algorithm will also perform better. The larger the size of the wormhole regions, the higher the chances of finding forbidden substructures.

If the adversary chooses a wormhole transmission range smaller than $R$, it reduces the chance of detection by our algorithm but it also reduces the amount of harm the attack can cause to the network. The damage can still be significant and so we extend our algorithm to tackle this case. Note that if the wormhole nodes use a range less than $R/2$, our algorithm will not be able to detect the attack at all. This is because any two nodes in a wormhole region will be at most $R$ distance away. Thus they will be neighbors of each other. This will deny the existence of any forbidden substructure since no independent set of nodes will exist in a wormhole.
We extend our algorithm to overcome this challenge in the following way. If the maximum transmission power used by the nodes is such that the transmission range is $R$, then each node $u$ will maintain $\log R$ neighbor lists. Each neighbor list here will correspond to a particular value of transmission range. The transmission ranges considered will be $R$, $R/2$, $R/4$ and so on. Thus, the neighbor list $N^k(u)$ will contain all neighbors of $u$ when the transmission range of all nodes in the network is $R/2^k$. When detection begins, each node $u$ will first run the detection algorithm assuming a transmission range of $R$ and using the neighbor list $N^1(u)$. If no wormhole attack is detected, $u$ will run the detection algorithm again, but this time assuming a range of $R/2$ and with neighbor list $N^2(u)$. This process will continue till either the wormhole attack is detected or the algorithm is executed with all $\log R$ sets of neighbor lists. This completes the wormhole detection. Removal algorithm can be extended in a similar way.

It is easy to see that the above algorithm will work when the adversary is trying to defeat our algorithm by varying the wormhole transmission range. If the adversary chooses a transmission range greater than or equal to $R$, our algorithm will detect it in its first run when assuming a transmission range of $R$. If the adversary chooses a transmission range between $R/2$ and $R$, our algorithm will detect it in the second run when assuming a transmission range of $R/2$ and so on. Thus, the adversary does not benefit by varying the wormhole transmission range.

6.7 Conclusion

In this work we propose practical algorithms for wormhole detection and removal. The algorithms are simple, localized, and universal to node distributions and communication models. Our simulation results have confirmed a near perfect detection
performance whenever the network is connected with a high enough probability, for common connectivity and node distribution models. They also showed that our wormhole removal algorithm can guarantee wormhole removal in very random scenarios also. We expect that these algorithms will have a practical use in real-world deployments to enhance the robustness of wireless networks against wormhole attacks.

Appendix

Lemma 6.3.2. We use a packing argument.

Suppose we place a set of nodes $P$ inside $\mathcal{L}(r, R)$ with their inter distances more than $\beta$. Thus we place disks of radius $\beta/2$ on each node in $P$. All the disks are disjoint. Further, all the disks are inside a slightly larger lune $\mathcal{L}(r, R + \beta/2)$, which has an area of $2(R + \beta/2)^2 \arccos(r/(2R + \beta)) - r \sqrt{(R + \beta/2)^2 - r^2/4}$. Thus $p(\mathcal{L}, \beta)$ is no more than the maximum number of non-overlapping disks of radius $\beta/2$ packed inside the lune $\mathcal{L}(r, R + \beta/2)$. The total area of the disks centered on $P$, $\pi(\beta/2)^2 \cdot |P| \leq 2(R + \beta/2)^2 \arccos(r/(2R + \beta)) - r \sqrt{(R + \beta/2)^2 - r^2/4}$. Thus $p(\mathcal{L}, \beta) \leq |P| \leq \left[ \frac{2}{\pi} (R/\beta + 1/2)^2 \arccos(r/(2R + \beta)) - \frac{4r}{\pi(R/\beta + 1/2)} \sqrt{(R + \beta/2)^2 - r^2/4} \right]$ as claimed. \qed
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have studied and proposed multiple ways to improve the capacity of wireless single hop and multi-hop networks. For single hop networks like IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, we have studied the CSMA/CA MAC layer inefficiencies and proposed improvements. This work is especially important for very high speed wireless networks and underwater wireless networks. For general single hop and multi-hop networks, we have proposed techniques to improve capacity by operating in multiple channels with single data radio and by using TDMA with accurate interference models. Finally, we have also proposed a way to detect and remove Wormhole attacks, a serious security threat to any wireless multi-hop network. Our techniques are general and are applicable to mesh, ad-hoc and sensor networks.

We have proposed two novel MAC protocols that let a network operate with multiple channels. Our multichannel protocols – xRDT and LCM MAC – use only a single data radio and operate without the need of tight time synchronization across the network. xRDT or eXtended Receiver Directed Transmission protocol uses a
second small bandwidth busy tone radio, while LCM MAC or Local Coordination-based Multichannel MAC protocol, performs per-cycle coordination between nodes to solve hidden terminal and deafness problems associated with multichannel protocols. Our ns2 simulations show these protocols improving the capacity of a single-channel IEEE 802.11 like protocol multi-fold.

Characterizing interference in wireless networks is critical in improving spatial reuse and realizing improved network capacity. Various interference models have been proposed in the literature, but no comprehensive study of their comparison exists. In this dissertation, using measurements on IEEE 802.15.4 radio based mesh networks of 20 TelosB motes, we have compared various widely used classical Interference models like the protocol, hop-based and range-based models with the more realistic SINR model (or physical interference model). Our results give new insights on using accurate interference models for TDMA scheduling. We have further evaluated two different incarnations of the SINR model on a mesh testbed of 22 commodity 802.11 based nodes and showed that the widely used 'thresholded' version is inefficient for transmission scheduling purposes and scheduling algorithms using the more realistic 'graded' version should be investigated.

Given a chunk of spectrum, an interesting question to be asked is whether channelization is needed at all. Intuitively, it might make sense to not channelize and use the complete spectrum for high bandwidth transmissions, which in turn should improve performance (at least in terms of delay). We have shown through analysis that, contrary to intuition, channelization actually improves network capacity, especially in high-speed networks. We have developed a novel CSMA protocol which adaptively splits the spectrum into channels based on the current traffic. We implemented a simpler version of the protocol on the software defined radio platform called GNU Radio using the USRP hardware and evaluated the proposed protocol through simulations.
Finally, by using only connectivity information, we have proposed an algorithm to detect and remove the easy-to-deploy and devastating wormhole attack in wireless networks. This is in contrast with the other previous works which have used various hardware artifacts and/or location information etc. Our technique is completely localized and detects wormhole attacks with an almost perfect detection rate for connected graphs.
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